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vAbstract
Machine learning methods applied to medical imaging are becoming important
tools for the analysis and diagnose of patients. The huge availability of repositories
from multimodal imaging has favored the development of systems that learn to
extract relevant features and construct predictive models from enormous amounts
of data, for example, deep learning methods. However, the analysis of imaging
datasets from smaller number of subjects, as normally gathered in preclinical and
clinical research environments, has received considerably less attention. In this
thesis, we implement a variety of advanced computational tools to overcome this
problem, supporting robust analysis of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) from
applications that involve small numbers of subjects. We illustrate these approaches
analyzing automatically datasets obtained from functional MR images of the cerebral
regulation of appetite in rodents and humans, and from functional and structural
MR images from glioma development in animal models and humans. The proposed
methods evolved from the idea of considering each voxel from the image dataset as
a pattern, rather than from the conventional notion of considering each image as a
pattern.
Chapter 1 describes the motivations supporting these developments, including
the objectives proposed, the general structure of the document and the contribu-
tions of this research. Chapter 2 provides an updated introduction to the state of
the art in MRI, the conventional image pre-processing methods, and the most useful
machine learning algorithms and their MRI applications. Chapter 3 presents the
experimental design, and image pre-processing steps as applied to the datasets from
appetite regulation and glioma development. Chapter 4 implements new super-
vised learning algorithms for the analysis of MRI datasets as obtained from a small
number of subjects. We illustrate this approach, presenting first the Fisher Maps
methodology, which allow for the non-invasive and comprehensive visualization of
the integral cerebral appetite circuitry, through the automatic analysis of Diffusion
Weighted Image (DWI) datasets. This methodology is expanded to the classification
of complete images, using the combined predictions obtained from all their pixels.
Chapter 5 proposes new unsupervised learning algorithm for the analysis of MRI
datasets and illustrates its performance with synthetic data and datasets of brain
tumoral studies and glioma development. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main
conclusions, providing ample avenues for the continuation of this work.
In summary, the present thesis provides new useful approach for the automatic
extraction of relevant information from the analysis of MRI datasets in contexts
where small datasets are available, using advanced supervised and unsupervised
artificial intelligence algorithms. The proposed methods may be easily extended to
other paradigms or pathologies, and even to, alternative imaging modalities.
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Resumen
Los me´todos de machine learning aplicados a ima´genes me´dicas se esta´n con-
virtiendo en potentes herramientas para el ana´lisis y diagno´stico de pacientes. La
alta disponibilidad de repositorios de ima´genes de diferentes modalidades ha favo-
recido el desarrollo de sistemas que aprenden a extraer caracter´ısticas relevantes
y construyen modelos predictivos a partir de grandes cantidades de informacio´n,
por ejemplo, los me´todos de deep learning. Sin embargo, el ana´lisis de conjuntos
de ima´genes provenientes de un menor nu´mero de sujetos, como es el caso de las
ima´genes adquiridas en entornos de investigacio´n cl´ınica y pre-cl´ınica, ha recibido
considerablemente menos atencio´n. El objetivo de esta tesis es implementar un con-
junto de herramientas avanzadas para resolver este problema, permitiendo el ana´lisis
robusto de Ima´genes de Resonancia Magne´tica (MRI por sus siglas en ingle´s) cuando
se dispone de pocos sujetos de estudio. En este contexto, las herramientas propues-
tas se emplean para analizar de manera automa´tica conjuntos de datos obtenidos
de ima´genes funcionales de MR del cerebro en estudios de regulacio´n del apetito en
roedores y humanos, y de ima´genes funcionales y estructurales de MR de desarrollos
tumorales en modelos animales y humanos. Los me´todos propuestos se derivan de
la idea de considerar cada voxel del conjunto de ima´genes como un patro´n, en lugar
de la nocio´n convencional de considerar cada imagen como un patro´n.
El Cap´ıtulo 1 describe la motivacio´n de esta tesis, incluyendo los objetivos
propuestos, la estructura general del documento y las contribuciones de esta inves-
tigacio´n. El Cap´ıtulo 2 contiene una introduccio´n actualizada del estado del arte
en MRI, los procedimientos ma´s usados en el pre-procesamiento de ima´genes, y los
algoritmos de machine learning ma´s u´tiles y sus aplicaciones en MRI. El Cap´ıtulo
3 presenta el disen˜o experimental y los pasos de pre-procesamiento aplicados a los
conjuntos de datos de regulacio´n de apetito y desarrollo tumoral. El Cap´ıtulo 4 im-
plementa nuevos me´todos de aprendizaje supervisados para el ana´lisis de conjuntos
de datos de MRI obtenidos de un conjunto pequen˜o de sujetos. Se ilustra este enfo-
que presentando primero la metodolog´ıa Fisher Maps, que permite la visualizacio´n
cuantitativa y no invasiva de la circuiter´ıa cerebral del apetito, mediante el ana´lisis
automa´tico de Ima´genes Ponderadas en Difusio´n (DWI por sus siglas en ingle´s).
Esta metodolog´ıa se extiende a la clasificacio´n de ima´genes completas combinando
las predicciones obtenidas de cada p´ıxel. El Cap´ıtulo 5 propone un nuevo algorit-
mo de aprendizaje no supervisado, ilustrando su desempen˜o sobre datos sinte´ticos
y datos provenientes de estudios de tumores cerebrales y crecimiento tumoral. Por
u´ltimo, en el Cap´ıtulo 6 se resumen las principales conclusiones de este trabajo y
se plantean amplias v´ıas para su desarrollo futuro.
En resumen, esta tesis presenta un nuevo enfoque capaz de trabajar en contextos
con baja disponibilidad de sujetos de estudio, proponiendo algoritmos de aprendizaje
viii
supervisado y no supervisado. Estos me´todos pueden ser fa´cilmente generalizados a
otros paradigmas o patolog´ıas, e incluso, a distintas modalidades de ima´genes.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter outlines the motivations underlying the implementation of this
PhD. thesis, the objectives proposed, the general structure of the PhD. document,
and the current list of publications derived from it.
1.1 Motivation
Discovered in 1948 simultaneously by the groups of Felix Bloch at Stanford, and
Edward Purcell at Harvard [Bloch, 1946, Purcell et al., 1946], the magnetic res-
onance phenomenon has currently reached impressive applications in Physics and
Chemistry. The possibility to obtain magnetic resonance images (MRI) of live sub-
jects, proposed by Lauterbur and Mansfield [Lauterbur, 1973, Mansfield and Maud-
sley, 1977], and Damadian [Damadian et al., 1974], expanded further its frontiers to
biological sciences and opened a new era in biomedicine in general, and in diagnostic
medicine, in particular.
An essential part of this progress has been achieved through the development of
optimized computational tools to process the large amounts of data generated by
magnetic resonance experiments, extracting only the relevant physiological or dia-
gnostic information. Computational developments supporting MRI applications are
in continuous evolution, as new MRI applications develop, the frontiers of diagnostic
medicine expand and new disease signatures are discovered. However, a frequent
limitation to these developments is that the educated opinion of a specialist is re-
quired to advise on the most plausible interpretation of MR images, precluding
complete exploitation of the MRI advantages in automatic, operator free, environ-
ments. Recent progress in artificial intelligence methods may improve significantly
this situation, facilitating robust computational tools to improve our knowledge on
the mechanisms underlying disease, identifying therapeutic responses automatically,
earlier than detected by conventional specialists, or providing support to diagnostic
decisions using objective, quantitative, criteria.
Recently, the huge availability in the web of data repositories [NITRC, 2007,
FNLCR, 2014] from multimodal imaging, has favored the implementation of deep
learning methods [Shen et al., 2017], to be able to interpret the large amounts of
data gathered. However, the analysis of imaging data obtained from significantly
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smaller number of subjects, as normally generated in preclinical and clinical research
environments for specific projects, has received considerably less attention. On
these grounds, I proposed in this thesis the implementation a variety of advanced
computational tools to support recent applications of MRI in environments involving
a small number of subjects.
1.2 Objectives
The general objective of this thesis is to implement novel, automatic, supervised
and unsupervised image processing methods to favor analysis and interpretation of
biomedical image datasets from a small number of subjects. We followed this general
purpose along two main lines; a) Development of classification systems to analyze
efficiently these imaging datasets; and b) Implementation of automatic systems to
recognize new patterns contained in MR imaging datasets, disclosing previously
unknown features.
More specific objectives are:
1. To provide an overview of the used magnetic resonance methods and review
critically the different methods and techniques used in pre-processing and auto-
matic analysis of images in the literature, framing the context and state of the
art for this work.
2. To develop advanced supervised learning methods to classify MR imaging data-
sets from small number of subjects, investigated with different MR imaging
sequences. We propose to create classifiers considering individual pixels, as-
signing them a degree of pertinence to a predefined class, and classify the
complete image using the ensemble of predictions for all its pixels.
3. To apply these algorithms to real MR imaging datasets from rodents and
humans, including; cerebral appetite stimulation or glioma grading and di-
morphism.
4. To implement a novel clustering algorithm to analyze jointly various datasets,
identifying both, invariant and specific patterns.
5. To apply this novel clustering algorithm to synthetic data and MRI datasets.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis contains six chapters:
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter presents the motivation, objectives,
structure, and current contributions of this PhD thesis.
Chapter 2: State of the Art. The second chapter introduces the context
for this thesis. I address briefly the fundamentals of MR imaging, including a brief
summary of previous applications to obesity and cancer research. Furthermore, I
elaborate in more detail on the essentials of machine learning methods that have
been applied on MR image analysis, including supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms.
Chapter 3: Experimental datasets and pre-processing. In the third
chapter, I describe the different experimental image datasets used later in the com-
puter analysis including mainly; the appetite datasets from rodents and humans,
and those derived from animal models of glioma and human patients diagnosed
with glioma. The image pre-processing steps implemented for each dataset are com-
mented.
Chapter 4: Supervised learning. I provide a new supervised methodology to
automatically explore MR images in fourth chapter, implementing two classification
methods applied either to the appetite impulse in the brain of mice, rats and humans
or to rodent glioma models and human patients diagnosed with glioma.
Chapter 5: Unsupervised learning. In the fifth chapter, I propose a new
clustering algorithm based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) method, describ-
ing its mathematical background and the results obtained by applying it to synthetic
data and to MRI datasets.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and future perspectives. Finally, I present the
main conclusions that can be derived from this research and propose some interesting
lines of future work.
1.4 Contributions
Some of the results of this PhD. thesis have been already published in interna-
tional journals or presented at international conferences. These publications, as well
as two related software packages are briefly described in this section.
International journals
1. Ben´ıtez, A., Lizarbe, B., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., Cerda´n,
S., and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M.(2017). Fisher maps for the analysis of DWI
datasets from cerebral appetite activation. NMR in Biomedicine. (Submitted
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in May 2017).
Impact factor: 2.983 (JCR, 2015) [Q1, Subject area: Radiology, Nuclear Medi-
cine and Imaging].
Summary: We propose a new protocol for the analysis of Diffusion Weighted
Imaging (DWI) datasets of cerebral activation by appetite in mice, rats and
humans inspired in Fisher´s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and com-
pare the results with those provided by the classical mono-exponential diffusion
model. DWI datasets from the same individual were acquired from a brain
section containing the hypothalamus and coplanar cortico-limbic structures,
under fed and fasted conditions. Mono-exponential fittings revealed significant
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) decreases through the brain upon fast-
ing, but rigorous parameter estimations imposed the rejection of considerable
numbers of pixels. The Fisher Maps approach introduced here avoided pixel
rejections and provided a representation of the DWI dataset as a pixel map of
the “Appetite Index” (AI), a parameter revealing the appetite score of every
pixel. AI maps visualized, comprehensively, the stimulation of the cerebral
appetite circuitry, independent of the limitations of previous knowledge con-
siderations, diffusion models or statistical parametric mapping methods. Both
AI and ADC methodologies yielded consistent results, demonstrating simul-
taneous activation of hypothalamic and cortico-limbic structures, albeit with
different relative intensities, in rodents and humans. In particular, rodents and
humans showed similar hypothalamic activations, but rodents depicted more
intense activations of cortico-limbic structures than humans, for similar fasting
periods. In summary, Fisher Maps complement adequately the classical ADC
maps approach using the same datasets and may become easily extended to
other activation paradigms or alternative neuroimaging methods.
Contribution: Experimental design, algorithm design and implementation,
pre-processing and analysis of imaging data, and part of the writing of the ma-
nuscript. This contribution is related to Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) and Chapter
4 (Sections 4.2 and 4.4.1).
2. Lizarbe, B., Ben´ıtez, A., Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M., Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., Garcia-
Martin, M.L., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., and Cerda´n, S. (2013). Imaging hypo-
thalamic activity using diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging in the
mouse and human brain. NeuroImage, 64:448–457.
Impact factor: 6.132 (JCR, 2013) [Q1].
Google Scholar Citations: 10 (Jun 14th, 2017).
Summary: Hypothalamic appetite regulation is a vital homeostatic process
underlying global energy balance in animals and humans, its disturbances
resulting in feeding disorders with high morbidity and mortality. The object-
ive evaluation of appetite remains difficult, very often restricted to indirect
measurements of food intake and body weight. We report here, the direct,
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non-invasive visualization of hypothalamic activation by fasting using diffu-
sion weighted magnetic resonance imaging, in the mouse brain as well as in a
preliminary study in the human brain. The brain of fed or fastedmice or hu-
manswere imaged at 7 or 1.5 Tesla, respectively, by diffusionweighted magnetic
resonance imaging using a complete range of b values (10 < b < 2000s/mm2).
The diffusion weighted image data sets were registered and analyzed pixel by
pixel using a biexponential model of diffusion, or a model-free Linear Discrim-
inant Analysis approach. Biexponential fittings revealed statistically signific-
ant increases in the slow diffusion parameters of the model, consistent with a
neurocellular swelling response in the fasted hypothalamus. Increased resolu-
tion approaches allowed the detection of increases in the diffusion parameters
within the Arcuate Nucleus, Ventromedial Nucleus and Dorsomedial Nucleus.
Independently, Linear Discriminant Analysis was able to classify successfully
the diffusion data sets from mice and humans between fed and fasted states.
Present results are consistent with increased glutamatergic neurotransmission
during orexigenic firing, a process resulting in increased ionic accumulation and
concomitant osmotic neurocellular swelling. This swelling response is spatially
extendable through surrounding astrocytic networks until it becomes MRI
detectable. Present findings open new avenues for the direct, non-invasive,
evaluation of appetite disorders and other hypothalamic pathologies helping
potentially in the development of the corresponding therapies.
Contribution: Experimental design of model-independent approach, algorithm
design and implementation of model-independent approach, pre-processing
and analysis of imaging data using model-independent approach, and part
of the writing of the manuscript. Both first authors contributed equally. This
contribution is related to Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) and Chapter 4 (Sections 4.3
and 4.4.2).
3. Lizarbe, B., Benitez, A., Pela´ez-Brioso, G. A., Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M., Lo´pez-
Larrubia, P., Ballesteros, P., and Cerda´n, S. (2013). Hypothalamic metabolic
compartmentation during appetite regulation as revealed by magnetic res-
onance imaging and spectroscopy methods. Frontiers in Neuroenergetics(*),
Review Article, Volume 5, Article 6, pp. 1-14.
Downloads: 1598, Citations: 8 (Jun 14th, 2017) [Q2 in SJR, 2013].
Google Scholar Citations: 13 (Jun 14th, 2017).
(*) This specialty journal has closed, now its topics have been included in
the new publication Neuroenergetics, Nutrition and Brain Health section of
Frontiers in Neuroscience (Impact factor: 3.566, JCR 2016).
Addicionally, this work was also published in a book: Cerdan, S. (Ed.). (2015).
Transcellular Cycles underlying Neurotransmission. Frontiers Media SA. doi:
10.3389/978-2-88919-654-8. The book was consulted 77,671 times and this
paper was consulted 11,590 times (Jun 14th, 2017).
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Summary: We review the role of neuroglial compartmentation and trans-
cellular neurotransmitter cycling during hypothalamic appetite regulation as
detected by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Spectroscopy (MRS)
methods. We address first the neurochemical basis of neuroendocrine regula-
tion in the hypothalamus and the orexigenic and anorexigenic feed-back loops
that control appetite. Then we examine the main MRI and MRS strategies
that have been used to investigate appetite regulation. Manganese-enhanced
magnetic resonance imaging (MEMRI), Blood oxygenation level-dependent
contrast (BOLD), and Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI)
have revealed Mn2+ accumulations, augmented oxygen consumptions, and as-
trocytic swelling in the hypothalamus under fasting conditions, respectively.
High field 1H magnetic resonance in vivo, showed increased hypothalamic
myo-inositol concentrations as compared to other cerebral structures. 1H
and 13C high resolution magic angle spinning (HRMAS) revealed increased
neuroglial oxidative and glycolytic metabolism, as well as increased hypo-
thalamic glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmissions under orexigenic
stimulation. We propose here an integrative interpretation of all these findings
suggesting that the neuroendocrine regulation of appetite is supported by im-
portant ionic and metabolic transcellular fluxes which begin at the tripartite
orexigenic clefts and become extended spatially in the hypothalamus through
astrocytic networks becoming eventually MRI and MRS detectable.
Contribution: Critical reading of literature and part of the writing of the
manuscript. This contribution is related to Chapter 2.
4. Lizarbe, B., Benitez, A., L. Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., M. Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M.,
Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., and Cerda´n, S. (2011). Intelligent image analysis of dif-
fusion weighted data sets: a new tool for functional imaging. In International
Workshop on Combinatorial Image Analysis, 6636:9-12. Part of the Lecture
Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) book series, Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
Downloads: 488 (Jun 14th, 2017).
Summary: Obesity is a pandemic syndrome underlying the most prevalent
causes of death and disability in developed countries including atherosclerosis,
ischemic episodes and cancer. Obesity results from an imbalance in global
energy metabolism, ultimately caused by disturbances in the neuroendocrine
control of appetite in the hypothalamus and leading to an uncompensated
feeding/fasting balance [Schwartz et al., 2000]. On these grounds, the non
invasive detection of hypothalamic activation by food under healthy or dis-
eased conditions entails considerable interest for the diagnosis and treatment
of obesity and other food intake disorders as anorexia or bulimia.
Contribution: Critical literature review, algorithm design and implementation,
writing first draft. This contribution is related to Chapter 4.
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International conferences
1. Ben´ıtez, A., Lizarbe, B., Guadilla, I., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Lago-Ferna´ndez,
L.F., Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M., and Cerda´n, S. (2016). Asymmetrical cerebral
response to appetite in mice. In Proceedings of 24th Annual Meeting & Exhib-
ition of International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine. Singapore,
May 7-13.
Summary: We investigate the global cerebral response to appetite in mice
by functional Diffusion Weighted Imaging, implementing two independent,
but complementary, methods of data analysis; a) Model-free classification al-
gorithm and b) Biexponential diffusion parameter fittings. The model-free
approach allowed the pixel by pixel calculation of appetite index maps, used
to classify the brain between fed and fasted conditions. Biexponential model
fittings allowed the calculation of diffusion parameter maps, revealing signi-
ficant increases in diffusion parameters through the whole fasted brain. Both
methods detected an asymmetric cerebral response to appetite with the right
cerebral hemisphere becoming more responsive.
Contribution: Algorithm design and implementation, pre-processing and ana-
lysis of imaging data, and abstract writing. This contribution is related to
Chapter 4.
2. Ben´ıtez, A., Pela´ez-Brioso, G., Borges, A., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Cerda´n, S.,
and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M. (2014). An alternative approach for the auto-
matic prediction of therapy response from MRI data sets in small cohorts of
experimental high grade gliomas. In Proceedings of Joint Annual Meeting
ISMRM-ESMRMB. Milano, Italy, May 10-16.
Summary: Clinical management of High Grade Gliomas (HGG) often involves
antiangiogenic therapies using monoclonal antibodies, mainly against VGEF.
Responses to this treatment are highly heterogeneous, with similar cohorts of
patients behaving as “responders” or “non-responders”. It would be then very
useful to discriminate by non-invasive criteria the two populations as early as
possible, to tailor treatment accordingly. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
is presently one of the most important non-invasive methods to investigate and
diagnose HGG. Similarly, the automatic classification of medical images into
different pathological categories is currently an active area of research in de-
veloping diagnostic support environments. A common problem to both areas
is the relatively small size of experimental observations available to establish
robust classifications. Although the sample size is small, the data set about
each subject is normally very big: several MRIs types, slices, pixels and many
times, longitudinal days of treatment. Thus, automatic processing of all this
information adequately entails vital relevance. Here we propose an alternat-
ive protocol to classic approaches, implementing the automatic classification
by selecting patterns and attributes from MRI data set using Pixel-Based
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Classification (P-BC). Moreover, we present a pilot study on the discriminant
power of the method as compared to the classical approach in predicting the
outcome of the treatment to anti-VGEF therapy in mice bearing implanted
GL621 tumors.
Contribution: Algorithm design and implementation, pre-processing and ana-
lysis of imaging data, and abstract writing. This contribution is related to
Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) and Chapter 4 (Section 4.3).
3. Ben´ıtez, A., Arias-Ramos, N., Pacheco-Torres, J., Cerdan, S., and Lo´pez-
Larrubia, P. (2013). A quantitative analysis of glioma response to hypoxia
targeted therapy using intelligent image processing in a rat model. In Pro-
ceedings of 30th Annual Scientific Meeting of European Society for Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine and Biology (ESMRMB). Toulouse, Francia, October
3-5.
Summary: Oxygen tension (pO2) performs a very important role in the ap-
propriate working of tissues and organs as well as in the correct developing of
an organism. It has been seen that hypoxia (low oxygen concentration) has
a fundamental role in the evolution of different pathologies situations like tu-
mors, strokes, isquemias, etc. In addition, is has been shown that hypoxia also
have a negative influence in resistance to therapies and poor patient outcome.
Several treatments have been specifically developed to modulate hypoxia in
order to improve therapy success, as breathing a gas with high oxygen content
during radiotherapy among others. Responses to this treatments are highly
heterogeneous, because tumors are not homogeneous among patients and at
intratumoral level, so with similar cohorts of patients behaving as “responders”
or “non-responders”. It would be then very useful to discriminate by non in-
vasive criteria the two populations as early as possible, to tailor treatment
accordingly. Here we report a multivariate analysis approach on the discrim-
inant power of MRI to predict the irradiation therapy success in hyperoxic
conditions by using a high grade gliomas (HGG) rat model.
Contribution: Algorithm design and implementation, pre-processing and ana-
lysis of imaging data, and abstract writing. This contribution is related to
Chapter 4 (Section 4.3).
4. Ben´ıtez, A., Pela´ez-Brioso, G., Borges, A., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Lago-Ferna´ndez,
L., Cerda´n, S., and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M. (2013). My Therapy Response:
A novel software tool to predict the response to antiangiogenic therapy in
mouse glioma models. In Proceedings of 30th Annual Scientific Meeting
of European Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine and Biology (ES-
MRMB). Toulouse, Francia, October 3-5.
Summary: Clinical management of high grade gliomas (HGG) often involves
antiangiogenic therapies using monoclonal antibodies, mainly against VGEF.
Responses to this treatment are highly heterogeneous, with similar cohorts of
patients behaving as “responders” or “non-responders”. It would be then very
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useful to discriminate by non invasive criteria the two populations as early as
possible, to tailor treatment accordingly. Here we provide a software package
to predict in vivo and automatically the treatment outcome of mice bearing
implanted Gl621 tumors to anti-VGEF therapy, using DWI and T2w data sets.
Contribution: Algorithm design, software implementation, and abstract writ-
ing. This contribution is related to Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) and Chapter 4
(Section 4.3).
5. Ben´ıtez, A., Borges, A., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., Sa´nchez-
Montan˜e´s, M., and Cerda´n, S. (2012). A quantitative analysis of glioma re-
sponse to antiangiogenic therapy using intelligent image processing. In Pro-
ceedings of 29th Annual Scientific Meeting of European Society for Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine and Biology (ESMRMB). Lisboa, Portugal, October
4-6.
Summary: Clinical management of high grade gliomas (HGG) often involves
antiangiogenic therapies using monoclonal antibodies, mainly against VGEF.
Responses to this treatment are highly heterogenous, with similar cohorts of
patients behaving as “responders” or “non-responders”. It would be then very
useful to discriminate by non invasive criteria the two populations as early
as possible, to tailor treatment accordingly. Here we report on a multivariate
analysis approach on the discriminant power of T2w and DWI, or their com-
bination to predict the treatment outcome of mice bearing implanted Gl621
tumors to anti-VGEF therapy.
Contribution: Algorithm design and implementation, pre-processing and ana-
lysis of imaging data, and abstract writing. This contribution is related to
Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) and Chapter 4 (Section 4.3).
6. Ben´ıtez, A., Pela´ez-Brioso, G., Lizarbe, B., Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., Lo´pez-Larrubia,
P., Cerda´n, S., and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M. (2012). My appetite: A novel
software tool to identify appetite disorders. In Proceedings of 29th Annual
Scientific Meeting of European Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
and Biology (ESMRMB). Lisboa, Portugal, October 4-6.
Summary: Obesity is a pandemic syndrome, one of the most prevalent and
morbid diseases in developed countries. It is caused by a disorder of the feeding
behavior, which is controlled by intrahypothalamic orexigenic and anorexigenic
neurons. The diagnosis of obesity is often made by body measurements in-
cluding weight, but it would be more precise to assess its development directly
at the hypothalamic level. We provide here a software package to evaluate
in vivo and automatically the “fed” or “fasted” state of the hypothalamus
in the mouse and human brains, using Diffusion Weighted Imaging data sets
with multiple b values. The program may be useful to assess hypothalamic
function in obesity and other eating disorders.
Contribution: Algorithm design, software implementation, and abstract writ-
ing. This contribution is related to Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) and Chapter 4
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(Section 4.3).
7. Ben´ıtez, A., Lizarbe, B., Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Cerda´n, S.
and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M. (2011). Automatic classification of fed and fasted
mouse brain using multivariate analysis of diffusion weighted images. In Pro-
ceedings of 28th Annual Scientific Meeting of European Society for Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine and Biology (ESMRMB). Leipzig, Alemania, October
6-8.
Summary: Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) [Friston et al., 2007] is one
the most popular techniques allow for the automatic analysis of functional
neuroimaging, but it requires extensive pre-processing of images and does not
directly solve the problem of classifying images into pathological categories.
In this study, we propose a new technique that directly and automatically
classifies diffusion weighted images (DWI) of mouse brain into fed and fasted
states, without the need of extensive pre-processing stage.
Contribution: Algorithm design and implementation, pre-processing and ana-
lysis of imaging data, and abstract writing. This contribution is related to
Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) and Chapter 4 (Section 4.3).
8. Ben´ıtez, A., Lizarbe, B., Lago-Ferna´ndez, L., Lo´pez-Larrubia, P., Cerda´n, S.
and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, M. (2011). An automatic protocol to detect the fed
and fasted brain using multivariate analysis of diffusion weighted data sets. In
Proceedings of 19th Annual Meeting & Exhibition of International Society for
Magnetic Resonance in Medicine. Montreal, Canada, May 7-13.
Summary: The automatic classification of medical images into different patho-
logical categories is currently an active area of research. In the context of func-
tional neuroimaging, a variety of techniques allow for the automatic analysis
of the acquired images, the most popular being Statistical Parametric Map-
ping (SPM) [Friston et al., 2007]. It is aimed at the generation of parametric
maps which are able to reveal specific cerebral activation events as obtained by
functional imaging methods. However, SPM requires extensive pre-processing
of images in order to perform the statistical analysis, in many cases involving
the intervention of an expert. Moreover, it does not directly solve the problem
of classifying images into pathological categories, but it just identifies local
areas probably related to the case of interest or pathology. In this work, we
propose a new technique that is able to resolve, directly, the classification of
images into two different classes without the need of a pre-processing stage,
and illustrate the performance of the method with the classification of diffusion
weighted MR images from the brain of fed and fasted mice. Using a collection
of diffusion weighted images (DWI), it became possible to ascribe the images
to a fed or fasted animal in 100% of the cases.
Contribution: Algorithm design and implementation, pre-processing, and ana-
lysis of imaging data, and abstract writing. This contribution is related to
Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) and Chapter 4 (Section 4.3).
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The abstract acceptance rate for ISMRM/ESMRMB congresses varies year-
to-year, typically between 70-80% (http://www.ismrm.org/about/ampc-faq, Jun
15th, 2017).
Software packages
Additionally, two software packages were implemented for the Department of
Experimental Models of Human Disease in the “Alberto Sols” Biomedical Research
Institute CSIC/UAM.
1. My Therapy Response: Software tool to predict the response to antiangiogenic
therapy in mouse glioma models.
My Therapy Response provides a protocol for the prediction of therapy re-
sponse to antiangiogenic therapy in mouse glioma models, based on non-
invasive image parameters as T2w and DWI. This software package is imple-
mented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, US) environment and is able
to accept DWI and T2w datasets from mouse brains, providing automatically a
prediction for the new subject in a scale of “response rate” 0 (non-responders)
- 100 (responders). Features include: Data input, Data Exploration, Train
new model, Classify a subject, and Export report.
Specific Hardware Requirements, Onsite: Matlab Version 7.4.0.287 (R2007a)
or superior.
2. My Appetite: Software tool to identify appetite disorders.
My Appetite is implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, US) en-
vironment and is able to accept DWI datasets from mouse or human brains,
providing automatically a classification of the new image in a scale of “appet-
ite index” 0 (fed) - 100 (fasted). The user may enter his own external dataset
into the application, use preeexisting dataset already configured in the soft-
ware package or a combination of both. Features include: Data input, Data
Exploration, Train new model, Classify a subject, and Export report.
Specific Hardware Requirements, Onsite: Matlab Version 7.4.0.287 (R2007a)
or superior.
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Chapter 2
State of the art
This chapter provides an overview of the state of the art in the different topics
covered by the present PhD thesis. I begin with a brief description on the fundament-
als of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) including the basis of nuclear magnetism,
imaging principles and sequences, image contrast and most recent applications to
cerebral appetite disorders and cancer. Then, I review the most common image pre-
processing strategies including slice selection, brain extraction, bias field correction,
intensity normalization and registration. Finally, I address the most useful image
analysis protocols, including both, conventional and machine learning approaches.
In the latter, I emphasize in the description of supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms and their applications to the analysis of MR images.
2.1 Magnetic resonance imaging and applications
2.1.1 Nuclear magnetism
Magnetic Resonance is based in the interaction between the magnetic moments
µ of nuclei and an external magnetic field B [Abragam, 1961, Ernst et al., 1987].
µ
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Figure 2.1: Magnetic moment of a nucleus and magnetization properties. A: Magnetic
moment of a rotating proton (left). B: Energy levels of nuclear orientation and corresponding spin
populations. Nuclear excitation and relaxation. C: Orientation and precession of an ensemble of
magnetic moments in the presence of an external magnetic field B0 (left). Spins tend to orient in
the less energetic, B0 parallel direction, resulting in a net magnetization ~M (right).
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In the case of water, which represents approximately 80% of the weight in mam-
mals, individual hydrogen atoms have a nuclear spin quantum number of m=1/2,
indicating that when an external magnetic field B0 is applied, two possible energet-
ically different states are created (Figure 2.1 B). These are associated to magnetic
moments µ = ±1/2, and energies E = ±γh
2pi
mB0, where γ and h represent the gyro-
magnetic ratio (rad ·s−1T−1) and the Plank constant (J ·s), respectively. The lower
energy state µ = +1/2 (Elow) has the magnetic moment parallel to the B0 field,
while the higher energy state µ = −1/2 (Ehigh) has a magnetic moment antiparallel
to the B0 field. It is possible to induce transitions between adjacent nuclear energy
sates by applying a short radiofrequency (RF) pulse B1, perpendicularly to the B0
direction;
∆E = Ehigh − Elow = γhB0 (2.1)
The excitation process promotes spins from the “low” to the “high” energy level,
disturbing transiently the thermal equilibrium distribution of spins. Thermal equi-
librium of spins tends to recover after the pulse, by releasing the energy accumulated
to the surroundings (or lattice), in the relaxation process known as spin-lattice re-
laxation. In this process, the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization is recovered
with a time constant termed T1 (longitudinal relaxation time). T1 depends on the
rotational and translational dynamics of the surrounding molecules of the lattice
and thus, the T1 of water will vary among different tissues, depending on their char-
acteristic magnetic properties [Gore and Kennan, 1999, Hendrick and Raff, 1992].
Simultaneously, the transverse magnetization decays because its magnetic moments
dephase as a result of their mutual interaction. This process is known as T2 re-
laxation, which differs also among tissues [Gore and Kennan, 1999, Hendrick and
Raff, 1992]. During T2 decay, no energy is transferred from the nuclei to the tissue,
and nuclei in the “high” and “low” states exchange energy with each other. The
main contribution to T2 decay in biological tissues comes from the magnetic fields
of the neighboring protons from the same water molecule, or from different protons
of larger macromolecules, which reorient more slowly, promoting shorter T2 relax-
ation. Notably, the experimentally observed decrease in transverse magnetization
occurs more rapidly than expected for pure T2 relaxation alone, due to the presence
of inevitable magnetic field inhomogeneity’s that accelerate the dephasing between
protons. This shorter transversal relaxation time is termed T2*.
The magnetic resonance phenomenon can also be explained with a vector inter-
pretation [Ernst et al., 1987] (Figure 2.1 C). The slight excess in spin population of
the low energy level, results in the appearance of a macroscopic magnetic moment in
the sample, oriented in the direction of the B0 field. During excitation with an RF
pulse, the magnetic moment experiences a torque, becoming rotated to the xy plane.
When the RF excitation ceases, the magnetic moment recovers exponentially to the
original equilibrium position, increasing magnetization in the z direction (Longit-
udinal relaxation T1) or dissipating the magnetization in the xy plane (Transversal
magnetization T2) [Gore and Kennan, 1999].
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When incorporating the relaxation effects to the time dependence of magnetiz-
ation described in equation 2.1, it results
~dM
dt
= γ ~Mx~B − Mx
~1 +My~j
T2
− (Mz +M0)
~k
T1
(2.2)
that describes the evolution of magnetization with time, and is known as the Bloch
equation [Bloch, 1946].
Most MR techniques manipulate tissue magnetization repeatedly by using a train
of RF excitation pulses separated by a repetition time (TR). Under steady state con-
ditions, the longitudinal magnetization recovers approximately to a fraction 1− eTRT1
of its equilibrium value between RF pulses. Pulse sequences manipulating longitud-
inal magnetization recovery are known as progressive saturation or inversion recovery
sequences [Bydder et al., 1998]. Different pulse sequences may be implemented to
enhance contrast in T2. In this case, a 180°RF refocusing pulse is applied at a time
τ after the 90°pulse, originating an echo after 2τ , known as the echo time (TE).
Under these conditions, the amplitude of the transverse magnetization depends on
TE value and T2, and is proportional to e
−TE
T2 . Sequences using this mechanism are
known as spin echo (SE) sequences [Bradley et al., 1999].
2.1.2 Imaging nuclear magnetization
Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic principles of Magnetic Resonance Imaging [Hashemi
et al., 2012, McRobbie et al., 2003]. Briefly, obtaining an MRI image from an object
requires localizing the magnetization of every pixel of the object in a 3D space. This
is done in modern MRI instruments (Figure 2.2 A), by codifying the information in
the x, y and z directions using magnetic field gradients. In the presence of a mag-
netic field gradient, the resonance frequency vi of a hydrogen nucleus as described
in 2.1, is modified to
vi = γ/h(B0 +Gi) (2.3)
where Gi is the intensity of the magnetic field gradient in the ith direction. This
makes different the resonance frequency of every nucleus, depending on its relative
position within the gradient, and allows to identity its position in the x, y or z
coordinates by its resonance frequency. Similarly, the presence of a magnetic field
gradient alters the phase of the precession Φi, in a manner that nuclei in different
positions of the gradient will precess with different phases
Φi = γ/h(φ+Gi) (2.4)
Therefore, it is possible to codify the position of a nucleus the x, y, z coordinates
by having different frequencies in two directions and a different phase in the third
one, as generated by three orthogonal field gradients. These magnetic field gradients
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Figure 2.2: Fundamentals of MRI. A: 9,4 Tesla magnet from a representative pre-clinical
MRI scanner. B: Orthogonal magnetic fields created by appropriate coils encode the frequency
and phase of every pixel in a manner that can be retrieved by appropriate pulse sequences. C:
Representative coronal (left), sagittal (center) and axial (right) sections through a representative
mouse body.
are provided by three orthogonal coils surrounding the object (Figure 2.2 B), which
allow to obtain a virtual section across the object in any direction of space depending
on the relative strengths of the three gradients [Matwiyoff and Brooks, 1999] (Figure
2.2 C).
Briefly, the imaging process begins by activating pulsed, orthogonal, magnetic
field gradients and RF pulses appropriately [Hashemi et al., 2012]. The first ap-
plied gradient, the slice-selection gradient (Gs1, Figure 2.3 A), is switched on while
applying the RF pulse, in order to restrict the MR signal to a selected slice across
the object. Shortly after the RF pulse has been turned off, a phase-encoding gradi-
ent Gp is pulsed perpendicular to the slice-selection gradient, thus making the fre-
quencies from the selected slice to depend further on spatial position (now on the
phase encoding direction). The final step of spatial encoding is the application of a
frequency-encoding gradient (the “read out” gradient Gr) along the third orthogonal
direction, at the same time that the signal is received. This modifies the Larmor
frequencies again and creates proton columns with identical frequencies, but differ-
ent phases, along the “read out” direction. In summary, the combination of Gs,
Gp and Gr gradients enables to codify the position of every pixel in the z, y and x
coordinates, respectively.
In general, magnetic resonance images are obtained from voltage measurements
acquired in the time domain (Figure 2.3 B), but represented as intensities in the
frequency domain [McRobbie et al., 2003, Wood and Wehrli, 1999] (Figure 2.3 C).
The mathematical tool that expresses the relationship between these two different
ways of presenting the same information is the Fourier Transformation. Fourier
transformations decompose the voltage signals from every voxel or pixel, into a
distribution of cosine and sine waves of different frequencies. More specifically, the
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FT
k-Space MR image
Figure 2.3: The spin-echo sequence. A: Schematic representation of a spin-echo (SE)
imaging experiment. During the activation of the 90º RF pulse, a slice-selection gradient is turned
on (Gs). The phase-encoding gradients (Gp) change the phase of magnetization in the selected
slice, and the frequency-encoding gradients (Gf ) allocate specific frequencies. The echo is received
while Gf is activated. B: “k-space”; Every echo generated from each phase gradient intensity,
completes a line of the “k space” with the echo voltage values digitized. The “k space” thus
generated contains as many lines as phase gradient intensities are included in the acquisition. C:
Fourier transformation of the k space, originating the image in the frequency space, which we can
interpret. (Adapted from [McRobbie et al., 2003, Wood and Wehrli, 1999] )
FT of a continuous function f(k) is
F (k) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(x)ei2pikxdx (2.5)
where k represents the coordinates of the time domain space or k-space, and x its
coordinates in the frequency domain. In the MRI experiment, this complex voltage
signal is digitized, dismantled by the Fourier analyses, transforming the entire k-
space into the image we can see and interpret. Figure 2.3, B and C panels, show
an MRI image of a human head, as acquired instrumentally in the k space, and its
final appearance after Fourier transformation to the frequency space, respectively.
Large efforts were dedicated since the late 1970s to decrease the acquisition times
in MRI techniques by improving k-space efficiency, without concomitant loss of
signal properties or contrast. In that sense, revolutionary changes arrived with the
improvement of technical acquisition strategies of (FSE) [Hennig et al., 1986] and
echo-planar imaging (EPI) [Mansfield, 1984].
2.1.3 MRI sequences and contrast
The primary sources of endogenous tissue contrast in MRI are the hydrogen
spin densities (N[H]), longitudinal relaxation times (T1), and transverse relaxation
times (T2) [Hendrick and Raff, 1992]. Other sources, such as diffusion, perfusion
and flow [Le Bihan et al., 1993], magnetization transfer [Van Buchem and Tofts,
2000], magnetic susceptibility inhomogeneity’s [Pathak, 2009, Schenck, 1996] and
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chemical shift [Brink et al., 1989, Brateman, 1986, Brady et al., 1985], affect also
image contrast, but to a smaller extent. Contrast between two tissues (or voxels)
A and B is expressed as Cx =
XB−XA
XB+XA
where x represents the parameter evaluated
by MRI. Most physiological properties of tissues (as diffusion and perfusion) will
remain unchanged regardless of the imaging method implemented, while the inherent
magnetic properties of tissues (T1, T2 and T2∗) will depend on the on the external
magnetic fields applied. Image contrast between two tissues (or pixels) may be
defined analogously as the difference between the corresponding signal intensities.
In a spin echo sequence, the most commonly used pulse sequence in clinical MRI,
the signal intensity S, depends on tissue parameters as follows
S(TE, TR) = N [H][1− 2e−TR−TE/2T2 + e−TRT1 ]e−TET2 (2.6)
By varying the TE and TR times, the SE sequence can be used to highlight T1,
T2 or spin-density differences N [H] between regions. Figure 2.4 provides examples of
representative T1 and T2 weighted images of the same rat head bearing an implanted
C6 tumor, as well as the mechanisms underlying T1 and T2 contrast as optimized
using different TRs and TEs, respectively. In addition, many improvements have
been implemented to decrease the long acquisitions required [Bradley et al., 1999]
and sensitize the sequence to other variables including T ∗2 and perfusion [Pathak,
2009, Chavhan et al., 2009], arterial and venous flow [Yig˘it et al., 2017, Park et al.,
2017], or even neuronal activation [Logothetis and Pfeuffer, 2004].
Figure 2.4, C and D panels, illustrate the origin of MR contrast in two tissues
A and B with different T1 and T2 properties, using a spin-echo sequence. Figure 2.4
A depicts the MR signal intensity (%) of a SE sequence depending on the TR used,
in two tissues (A and B) with different T1s. Using a short-medium repetition time
TR1, the signal contrast obtained between the tissues A and B is the maximum.
For longer times, like TR2, longitudinal magnetization is almost recovered in both
tissues and the signal contrast in T1 is much lower. Figure 2.4 D shows the signal
decay with increasing TE values, for a SE sequence in two tissues with different T2
relaxation times. At short and medium TE’s, like TE1, the signal difference between
tissues is very appreciable, while at long echo times, like TE2, the signal received is
almost zero for both tissues. In summary, optimizing TR and TE values allows to
optimize T1 and T2 contrast.
2.1.4 Diffusion weighted MR imaging
Molecular diffusion refers to the random translational motion of molecules res-
ulting from their thermal energy and is also known as Brownian motion. In a free
medium, and during a given time interval, molecular displacements follow a Gaus-
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Figure 2.4: Representative spin-echo images from a rat brain containing an im-
planted C6 glioma tumor. Different weightings are obtained by varying TR and TE (Equation
2.7). A: T1w with GdDTPA (TR=300ms, TE=10ms), B: T2w (TR=3000ms, TE=60ms). C: Signal
intensities from two tissues with different T1, as function of TR. D: Signal values of two tissues
with different T2 relaxation times in terms of the TE used. Values are expressed in % of the signal
corresponding to the total magnetization recovery. (Modified from [Hendrick and Raff, 1992]).
sian distribution and travel randomly over a distance, well described by a diffusion
coefficient (D). This coefficient depends on the mass of the molecules, the temper-
ature and the viscosity of the medium. A water molecule diffusing in water at 37
°C, has a diffusion coefficient of 3 · 10−9m2/s, which means that travels, on average,
17 µm during 50 ms (Figure 2.5 A). During their diffusion-driven displacements,
molecules probe tissue structure on a microscopic scale; they cross or interact with
cell membranes, macromolecules or fibers, that modify the water molecule diffusion
properties, reducing the expected diffusion time and definitely altering the Gaus-
sian distribution (Figure 2.5 B). On these grounds, the non-invasive quantification
of water diffusion distributions in vivo provides unique evidences on structural and
geometric characteristics of tissues. Moreover, diffusion measurements are also per-
fectly endowed to probe potential changes in physiological or pathological states
[Le Bihan, 2003].
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The MRI methodology used to evaluate diffusion of water molecules in biological
tissues is known as Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI). It was first proposed by
Le Bihan and co-workers [Le Bihan et al., 1986] and has emerged, since then, as
one of the most utilized MRI protocols in clinic [Sotak, 2002, Mayer et al., 2010].
The sequence is based on the Stejskal-Tanner (ST) method [Stejskal, 1965], which
introduces a couple of magnetic field gradients at both sides of the 180°pulse in a SE
technique (Figure 2.5 A). Those gradients are capable of encoding water molecules in
such a way that the final echo received will be lower if water molecules have diffused
away from the slice, in-between the application of the phase gradients, or higher
if those molecules have not diffused from the slice –or have moved in a coherent
manner.
A B
Figure 2.5: Fundamentals of Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI). A: Schematic rep-
resentation of a water diffusion encoding MRI sequence. After the 90º RF pulse, a magnetic field
gradient is applied during a specific time (δ) and spins in water molecules experience a specific
dephasing. After a time (∆ − δ/3), a second, and exactly opposite gradient is applied behind de
180º pulse. If molecules in a voxel have moved incoherently, spins will not be able to recover the
same phase and the total magnetization in a voxel will loss coherence, hence intensity. Conversely,
if motion is coherent, all spins will experience the same rephasing and final coherence will not
change. B: Diffussion encoded decrease in MRI signal intensity for increasing b factor values. The
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient may be fitted from this exponential and represented as an ADC
map (Modified from [Le Bihan, 2003]).
The sensitivity of a DWI acquisition depends on the gradient duration (δ), gradi-
ent separation (∆) and gradient strength (G). The imaging protocol typically con-
sists in applying a series of magnetic field gradients with different diffusion sensitiv-
ity, and fitting the MRI signal obtained to an appropriate diffusion model of water
in biological tissues (Figure 2.5 B).
Several models of water diffusion within biological tissues have been proposed
[Szafer et al., 1995], including mainly the mono-exponential model [Sykova´ and
Nicholson, 2008], the bi-exponential model [Lizarbe et al., 2013, Lizarbe et al.,
2015] or statistical approaches as q-ball imaging [Jensen et al., 2017, Caiazzo et al.,
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2016, Jensen et al., 2016, Tuch, 2004] or kurtosis imaging [Huang et al., 2015].
The mono-exponential model assumes that the diffusion of water results in a
monoexponential decay of the diffusion weighted signal given by the expression
S(δ,∆, G)
S(0)
= e−γ
2δ2G2(∆−δ/3)ADC (2.7)
where S(δ,∆, G) represents the intensity of diffusion weighted signal in the presence
of a G gradient of duration δ, during a diffusion interval ∆, S(0) the intensity of the
diffusion signal in the absence of diffusion gradients and ADC the apparent diffusion
coefficient of water. The term −γ2δ2G2(∆−δ/3) is normally grouped under a single
value termed b, in recognition for Denis Le Bihan, who first proposed its use.
The biexponential model proposes that water diffusion in tissues may be best
described by a biexponential function, including physiological environments of “fast”
and “slow” water diffusion, as indicated by the expression
S(b)
S(0)
= SDP · e−bDslow + FDP · e−bDfast (2.8)
where S (b) and S(0) represent the signal intensities in the presence and absence of
diffusion sensitizing gradients, Dslow and Dfast the apparent diffusion coefficients in
the “slow” and “fast” diffusion environments and SDP and FDP the corresponding
proportions of slow and fast diffusion phases.
The Q-ball method, proposed by David S. Tuch [Tuch, 2004], used in tracto-
graphy, is an implementation of the high angular resolution diffusion imaging
(HARDI), able to resolve some limitations of the tensor model, notably the one
hampering the resolution of more than one tract occurring per voxel examined
[Jensen et al., 2017, Caiazzo et al., 2016, Jensen et al., 2016]. However, the method
requires large pulsed field gradients and time-intensive sampling. Recently, it has
been shown that the HARDI signal can be reconstructed model-independently us-
ing a spherical tomographic inversion called the Funk-Radon transform, also known
as the spherical Radon transform. The resulting imaging method, termed q-ball
imaging, can resolve multiple intravoxel fiber orientations and does not require any
assumptions on the diffusion process such as Gaussianity or multi-Gaussianity.
While the monoexponential and bi-exponential models assume Gaussian diffu-
sion of water, several evidences suggest that water diffusion within tissues is non-
gaussian, displaying some degree or kurtosis [Steven et al., 2014]. Imaging this kur-
tosis may become an important tool to improve our understanding of the diffusion
processes in biological tissues and extend it to the clinic [Jensen et al., 2017, Hori
et al., 2012]. Briefly, tissue diffusion is best described by the expression
Ln(S(b)/S(0)) = −b · ADC + 1/6b2 · ADC2 ·Kapp (2.9)
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where Kapp represents the apparent kurtosis along a defined diffusion direction. The
kurtosis metrics and corresponding kurtosis imaging are able to reveal structural
features not accessible to conventional DWI, at the expense of significantly longer
acquisition times and number of diffusion directions explored.
In general, all diffusion models depict advantages and disadvantages; the most
important advantages being to explore tissue microstructure in vivo, and to invest-
igate the physiological mechanisms underlying DWI images. The more important
disadvantages rely on the assumptions of specific diffusional behaviors or the use
of simplified phenomenological models of water diffusion. To overcome this fun-
damental limitation, in particular, I found it useful to implement in this thesis
model-independent interpretations of diffusion weighted images .
2.1.5 Applications
The applications of MRI, initially restricted to few specialized laboratories, have
reached widespread diffusion in preclinical and clinical medicine. Both structural
and functional MRI approaches have been implemented to characterize the mech-
anisms underlying physiological function, or the imaging signatures of disease. In
general, most physiopathological processes haven been imaged, emphasizing those
affecting the brain, with special reference to cerebral activation, ischemic episodes
or neurodegenerative disorders. In the following sections, I will describe briefly
the most relevant physiopathological characteristics, and MRI approaches, used to
investigate obesity and cancer, the two diseases approached in this thesis.
Appetite control
Obesity is a pandemic syndrome, underlying the most abundant, morbid and pre-
valent diseases in developed countries, including atherosclerosis, ischemic episodes,
neurodegeneration and cancer [Kopelman, 2000, Kahn et al., 2006]. The obesity
syndrome is caused by an imbalance in appetite regulation resulting in a positive
balance between food intake and energy expenditure [Coll et al., 2007, Coll and
Yeo, 2013, Morton et al., 2006]. Its effective treatment remains unresolved today,
representing a daunting scientific and medical challenge, with already enormous
socio-economical repercussions [Blair and Nichaman, 2002].
Considerable progress has been achieved in the last decades on the molecular and
physiological mechanisms underlying appetite regulation. In spite of this, the direct
evaluation of appetite regulation in the brain remains difficult, very often limited to
indirect measurements of food intake and body weight.
On these grounds, the implementation of non-invasive methodologies for the
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Figure 2.6: Systemic and intrahypothalamic mechanisms of appetite regulation. A:
Neuronal mechanisms regulating appetite by peripheral organs and associated hormonal signals
and intrahypothalamic neuropeptides produced by orexigenic and anorexigenic neurons (Taken
from [Coll et al., 2007]). B: Representative DWI images from the hypothalamus of a fed and a
fasted rat, obtained using the biexponential model (Taken from ref [Lizarbe et al., 2013] ).
evaluation of appetite entails considerable relevance. A variety of neuroimaging
tools have been proposed including mainly positron emission tomography (PET)
and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) methods [Carnell et al., 2012].
PET studies provide information on cerebral activation by detecting the emitted
positrons derived from the increased uptake of 18F-deoxiglucose, an event revealing
the metabolic coupling between glucose uptake, blood flow and neuronal activity
in the hypothalamus during feeding-related stimuli [Gautier et al., 2000, Tataranni
et al., 1999]. Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) fMRI, infers regional
neuronal activity from the changes in magnetic susceptibility that take place dur-
ing the transition between oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin, occurring
after increased oxygen delivery to activated neurons in the hypothalamus of rats
and humans [Mahankali et al., 2000, Matsuda et al., 1999]. Finally, Manganese
Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MEMRI), uses manganese ion accumula-
tion as a surrogate marker of the increased calcium movements occurring during
neuronal activation [Parkinson et al., 2009]. Notably, these previous approaches are
not devoid of limitations, mainly derived from their reduced spatial and temporal
resolution in the PET and BOLD fMRI approaches, and the potential neurotoxicity
of Mn2+, in the MEMRI technique. Moreover, these earlier studies showed that
appetite stimulations occurred within a narrow dynamic range over much larger
resting values, involving the use of critical image subtractions and statistical para-
metric mapping strategies [Ashburner, 2012, Ashburner, 2009], an approach recently
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shown to require further validation in some cases [Eklund et al., 2016].
To overcome these limitations, we proposed the use of functional Diffusion
Weighted Imaging fDWI [Le Bihan, 2003], a novel functional technique improving
the spatial and temporal resolution provided earlier by PET or BOLD and avoiding
the use of the potentially toxic doses of manganese precluding its use of MEMRI
in humans. However, previous fDWI interpretations relied on the use of phenomen-
ological models of diffusion, an approach involving considerable uncertainties on
the compartmental origin of the signals analyzed. Moreover, previous approaches
considered only hypothalamic activation, neglecting appetite activation in other
cerebral regions, including mainly the “reward” or “hedonic” centers (Figure 2.6).
On these grounds, I found it useful for my PhD thesis, to propose an automatic
approach to obtain, unambiguously, integral maps of the appetite impulse through
the brain of rodents and humans.
Brain tumor diagnosis and treatment
Cerebral tumors originate from genetic alterations in neural stem cells resulting
in uncontrolled progression and growth, development of neovasculature, and meta-
bolic reprogramming, as required to support the exacerbated tumoral growth [De-
Berardinis et al., 2008, Ward and Thompson, 2012] (Figure 2.7). Briefly a common
progenitor cell is the ancestor of all brain cells, differentiating to neuronal, astroglial
or oligodendroglial precursor cells [Singh et al., 2004]. The neuronal, astroglial or
oliogodendroglial precursor may eventually, differentiate erroneously, to tumor cells
originating medulloblastomas, gliomas or oligodendrogliomas [De La Rocha et al.,
2014]. Gliomas represent the most frequent brain tumors, classified in grades I-IV of
increasing malignancy [Verhaak, 2016]. In order to prolong the global survival rate,
surgical treatments, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, have been implemented either
alone or in combination, providing up to date, the most recommended therapeutic
approaches. However, despite important progress in these treatments, gliomas re-
main currently among the highest mortality tumors.
Neuroimaging methods have played an important role in the diagnosis of gliomas.
PET 18FDG methods have been able to localize glioma neoplasms because of their
inherently high glucose uptake, or increased 11C choline metabolism, among other
biomarkers [Hutterer et al., 2014, Puttick et al., 2015]. MRI methods have been
proven successful in localizing the anatomical location of the lesions and providing
vital pre-surgical information [Hutterer et al., 2014, Puttick et al., 2015].
Briefly, three generic approaches are used in glioma therapy; surgical removal,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Neurosurgical removal remains the most effective
treatment, if the anatomical location of the tumor allows safe resection. Chemother-
apy approaches use normally, either DNA mitogens as temozolamide or irinotecan
[Taal et al., 2015, Nicholas et al., 2005, Neyns et al., 2005] or antiangiogenic ap-
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Figure 2.7: Hypothesis of glioma development from neural stem cells and rep-
resentative MR image. A: Brain tumors originate from abnormal transformations of the
common neuronal or glial progenitor cells. Primary tumors derive from direct transformation of
the progenitor cells, while secondary tumors originate by subsequent transformations of previously
transformed neurinoma, oligodendroglioma o astrocytoma cells (taken from [De La Rocha et al.,
2014]). B: Representative T1W MRI of a glioblastoma in a human brain. Note that contrast agent
uptake occurs mainly in the growing rim of the tumor surrounding the necrotic area (taken from
[Sorensen et al., 2008]).
proaches as bevazizumab, to interfere with the Vascular Entotelial Growth factor
receptor [Khasraw et al., 2014, Cea et al., 2012]. Radiotherapy uses highly focused
y radiations to induce DNA damage and necrosis, only in the tumoral region [Ryken
et al., 2015, Brada, 2006]. Since a correct personalized diagnosis determines the most
adequate treatment, there is an urgent need to improve personalized diagnostic and
prognostic indicators to increase the efficacy of treatments and survival rates at the
individual level. In this thesis, we will investigate automatic methods to detect
the glioma lesions, how they develop and how they respond to chemotherapeutic or
radiotherapy treatments.
2.2 Image pre-processing
The MR images obtained as indicated above, are influenced by a variety of factors
including; intensity and duration of the electromagnetic irradiations used, magnetic
loading of the receiver and transmitter coils, acquisition time, stability of the static
magnetic field, gradient stability and intensity, the examined subject itself, etc.
These factors make images to contain one or more unwanted contributions including;
random noise, artifacts, contrast interferences, deformations, etc. difficulting their
direct analysis and interpretation. In order to remove noise, redundant or irrelevant
information from the acquired data, it becomes necessary to apply one or more image
pre-processing steps, prior to the image analysis method. In the following sections,
I will describe in general terms, a collection of steps that are often used during
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the pre-processing of MR images from brain, including mainly four categories: slice
selection and brain extraction, bias field correction, intensity normalization, and
registration (Figure 2.8).
A variety of methods exist that can be used either individually, or chained as a
pipeline, during the pre-processing phase, all of them with different requirements and
objectives. The performance of each one of these methods has been generally tested
individually in the literature using different testing environments and evaluation
metrics. The results show that, based on the existing literature, it is difficult to reach
general conclusions about the optimal combinations of pre-processing algorithms.
Relevant manuscripts address this problem [Strother, 2006, Churchill et al., 2012a,
Churchill et al., 2012b, Glasser et al., 2013, Churchill et al., 2015, Churchill et al.,
2017, Vergara et al., 2017], proposing a framework to evaluate different pipelines for
the same dataset or optimizing different pipelines for more specific cases. Despite
the favorable results achieved in these studies, choosing the optimal pre-processing
method remains as an open problem of current medical image analysis.
2.2.1 Slice selection and brain extraction
MR image acquisitions usually contain many slices from the investigated region
of interest in a subject. However, the anatomical structure investigated, may be
present in only one, or just a few, of the acquired slices. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to begin the analysis by selecting, among those acquired, only the relevant
slices to be analyzed (Figure 2.8 B). Generally, this is a non-automatic procedure
requiring considerable experience in the slice(s) selection process.
Moreover, even though the adequate slice may have been selected, MR images
of brain usually contain non-brain structures like muscle, skull, skin or fat, that
may interfere with the automatic analysis of the cerebral tissue contained in these
images. Therefore, an important operation is required to isolate only the brain, from
surrounding non-cerebral tissues. This operation is referred to as skull stripping or
brain extraction [Hata et al., 2005, Fennema-Notestine et al., 2006, Mahmood et al.,
2015, Chaddad and Tanougast, 2016]. Several methods of human brain extraction
in MRI have been proposed, including: Brain extraction tool (BET) [Smith, 2002],
BET2 [Jenkinson et al., 2005], Brain surface extraction (BSE) [Shattuck et al., 2001],
and Hybrid watershed algorithm (HWA) [Se´gonne et al., 2004]. BET is designed for
T1-weighted images and uses a set of locally adaptive model forces and thresholding
to extract the brain contour. One limitation of BET is that it fails to extract
the brain region in the bottom of axial slices, since in these cases, the head scan
may include the neck portion, and the center of gravity of the volume lies outside
the brain, the deformation including inevitably non-brain portions [Kalavathi and
Prasath, 2016]. BET2 is based on BET and uses techniques of intensity clamping,
surface point detection, and mesh fitting to extract the brain. This method needs
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Figure 2.8: Flow diagram with the most frequently used pre-processing steps. A:
Image acquisition. B: Slice selection and brain extraction. C: Bias field correction. D: Intensity
normalization. E: Registration.
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to receive both T1 and T2 images as input, which may constitute a limitation in
situations where these images have not been acquired. BSE conversely, can be
applied on T1 and T2-weighted images to extract the brain, mainly using techniques
based on anisotropic diffusion filtering and edge detection. This method has the
limitation that sometimes dura mater may also be included in the brain mask and
therefore the edge detector may not find a clear brain boundary [Kalavathi and
Prasath, 2016].
HWA needs to receive T1-weighted images as input and combines watershed
algorithm [Hahn and Peitgen, 2000] and deformable surface model [Dale et al., 1999]
to extract the brain. A relevant limitation of this method is that it may include the
non-brain portion of the segmented brain due to intensity bias in the input image
[Kalavathi and Prasath, 2016]. HWA has been shown to have the highest sensitivity
in general but the lowest specificity in a comparative study on various methods
[Fennema-Notestine et al., 2006, Hartley et al., 2006, Shattuck et al., 2009, Kalavathi
and Prasath, 2016]. Most of the existing skull stripping methods are applicable to
T1-weighted MR brain images. Interestingly, HWA appears to be more robust to
the change of parameters than the other methods. BSE had higher specificity, and
BET always under-segmented, including additional non-cerebral tissues. Notably,
none of these methods provided satisfactory performance when evaluated with a
wide range of scan types or orientations, probably because of the complexity and
variations in the human brain structures, presence of image noise, inadequate image
contrast, or image artifacts [Somasundaram and Kalavathi, 2011, Somasundaram
and Kalavathi, 2012, Kalavathi and Prasath, 2016].
Several methods have been proposed for rodent brain extraction specifically,
since those implemented for humans often perform poorly in rodents because of the
inherent differences in shapes and contrasts [Chang et al., 2017]. Among the rodent
brain extraction methods in MR images, the following merit specific mention: 2-D
[Murugavel and Sullivan, 2009] and 3-D [Chou et al., 2011] Pulse-Coupled Neural
Network (PCNN), a method based on BET [Li et al., 2013] and based on gray-
scale mathematical morphology and LOGISMOS-based graph segmentation [Oguz
et al., 2014]. More recently, High-order and L0 regularized Mumford-Shah model
(HoL0MS) was proposed for rodent and human brain MR images, its main limitation
relying in the processing the T1-weighted MR images because of the low contrast
between the skull and the cerebrospinal fluid [Chang et al., 2017]. An example of
slice selection and brain extraction using PCNN algorithm is shown in Figure 2.8 B.
2.2.2 Bias field correction
Spurious smoothly varying image intensities, shading, or bias field may be dealt
specifically with Bias field correction pre-processing methods. Intensity inhomogen-
eities in MRI, arise from imperfections in the image acquisition processes, appearing
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normally as a smooth intensity variation across the image (Figure 2.8 A, subject 1).
This phenomenon causes the intensity of the same tissue to vary with its location
within the image. These inhomogeneities are normally hardly noticeable to a human
observer, but many medical image analysis procedures, such as segmentation and
registration, become indeed highly sensitive to these spurious variations in image
intensities [Vovk et al., 2007].
Several methods to correct intensity inhomogeneities in MRI have been proposed
and validated [Belaroussi et al., 2006, Hou, 2006, Vovk et al., 2007]. Figure 2.8 C,
subject 1 illustrates the results of bias field correction using a polynomial regression
of second order.
Non-parametric non-uniform normalization (N3) [Sled et al., 1998] is the most
popular method to solve this problem. N3 is completely automatic, does not require
prior knowledge, and can be applied to virtually all types of MRI. This method is
iterative, seeking the smooth multiplicative field that maximizes the high frequency
content of the distribution of tissue intensity, using a B-spline smoothing strategy
[Vovk et al., 2007]. In addition, N3 is public and open source. Several comparative
studies have shown the excellent performance of N3 and depicted that certain para-
meters associated with the B-spline least-squares fit are essential for an adequate
performance [Arnold et al., 2001, Boyes et al., 2008, Zheng et al., 2009].
More recently, an N3 variant approach has been reported, N4ITK [Tustison
et al., 2010]. Compared to N3, N4ITK includes a faster and more robust B-spline
approximation routine with a modified hierarchical optimization scheme, improving
the intensity inhomogeneity correction. Notably, N4ITK is also open source and
publicly available.
2.2.3 Intensity normalization
Pixel intensity range values can change from one image to another within the
same MRI protocol, for the same subject and body region, within images obtained
from the same patient and scanner in different moments, or even from images of the
same patient obtained in different scanners. Intensity range variations may be caused
by inevitable differences in image acquisition conditions including; different coil load-
ings, static field inhomogeneity’s and patient positioning, temperature fluctuations,
or random signal noise from external (or internal) sources entering the detection
coils. These variations interfere significantly with important post-processing tasks
such as automatic segmentation or classification routines, which depend strictly on
the observed image intensities, thus compromising the accuracy and complicating
the interpretation [De Nunzio et al., 2015]. Standardization routines minimize sig-
nificantly the variation of the overall mean intensity of the MR images [Nyu´l et al.,
1999, Nyu´l et al., 2000, Ge et al., 2000] obtained from the same tissue region in
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studies obtained on the same or different scanners [Madabhushi and Udupa, 2006].
Nyul and Udupa presented a popular intensity normalization method based on
nonlinear transforms [Nyu´l et al., 1999]. This is a twostep process wherein all images
are transformed in such a way that, for the same protocol and body region, similar
intensities will have a similar tissue-specific significance. Firstly, the parameters of
the standardizing transformation are learned from a set of images. Secondly, for
each MRI study, these parameters are used to map the original intensity gray scale
into the new, normalized, gray scale. The mode on the histogram is used normally
as the landmark for transforming the scene intensities. Nyul and Udupa [Nyu´l et al.,
2000] showed later that the mode was not a sufficiently robust landmark, describing
a variant of the original standardization protocol, replacing the mode by the median
and other quartile locations on the histogram. These improvements were shown to
become more robust than the original mode-based method [Madabhushi and Udupa,
2006].
In [Madabhushi and Udupa, 2006], authors explored the main weakness of these
approaches. For example, sometimes the same histogram-based landmark may rep-
resent one tissue of a patient, while in other patients it may represent different tis-
sues, a circumstance occurring frequently in studies in which significant changes in
image intensity among patients happen. Along these lines, Madabhushi and Udupa
proposed two new more robust intensity normalization methods than landmarks de-
rived from image intensity histograms. The methods exploited the ability of the g
and gB-scale to automatically partition the image into homogeneous regions, corres-
ponding to different tissue regions. To perform the nonlinear mapping of intensities,
the new scale-based methods use, unlike the preexisting methods, landmarks derived
from the individual scale regions of the image.
A different approach was implemented in [Cao et al., 2016, Lizarbe et al., 2015,
Galla et al., 2017], where mono and bi-exponential models were fitted to diffusion
weighted MR images. The normalization applied consisted in dividing each pixel in-
tensity value by the intensity value of the same pixel in basal, non-diffusion weighted,
image (Figure 2.8 D).
2.2.4 Registration
In medical studies aimed to compare several images, previous transformations
are usually required because images may have been acquired with different imaging
modalities, scales, orientations, acquisition conditions or anatomical coordinates.
These transformations are applied in a pre-processing step called registration (Figure
2.8 E), which has reached fundamental importance for the correct analysis and
interpretation of biomedical images.
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The registration setup can be classified [Maintz and Viergever, 1998, Viergever
et al., 2016] according to: dimensionality (spatial or spatio-temporal 2D/2D, 2D/3D,
3D/3D), nature of the registration base (extrinsic, intrinsic, non-image based),
nature of the transformation (rigid, affine, projective, curved), domain of the trans-
formation (global, local), degree of interaction (interactive, semi-automatic, auto-
matic), optimization procedure (parameters computed or searched for), modalities
involved (mono-modality, multi-modality, modality to model, patient to modality),
subjects involved (intra-subject, inter-subject, atlas), or organs involved (e.g., brain,
heart, breast).
Recent work has focused on improving techniques of medical image registration
to find new methods, or extend existing ones, to obtain greater accuracy and ro-
bustness in the alignment [Hill et al., 2001, Keszei et al., 2017, Oliveira and Tavares,
2014, Slomka and Baum, 2009]. Considerable efforts have been devoted to curved
transformations and inter-subject registration methods, yielding very valuable res-
ults [Keszei et al., 2017, Klein et al., 2009].
In particular, Klein et al. evaluated 14 nonlinear deformation algorithms applied
to human brain MRI registration, concluding that Symmetric Normalization (SyN)
[Avants et al., 2008] and ART [Ardekani et al., 2005] provided consistently high
ranking results and were the only methods that reached top rank in all tests and for
all label sets [Klein et al., 2009].
Avants et al. [Avants et al., 2011] presented later an open source tool software
package called Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS), containing a variety of trans-
formations ranging from rigid, affine, and elastic to diffeomorphic models, including
the SyN transformation.
However, it should be noted here that despite the important advances made in
the development of good alignment algorithms, it is still necessary to improve the
following two aspects: (i) validation of registration methods and (ii) translation of
results of image registration research into clinical practice [Viergever et al., 2016].
2.3 MRI analysis: conventional approach
In research environments, image studies are frequently based in a relatively small
number of subjects. In these cases, it is very common that researchers implement
a detailed manual analysis of the images. For example, in order validate a study
hypothesis, a region of interest (ROI) is manually selected on the acquired images
and subsequently the analysis focuses on that particular region. After the ROI is
selected, a mathematical model is chosen to fit the distribution of the pixel intensities
and a parameter is computed from it. Finally, a statistical test can be applied
assessing the validity of the study hypothesis. Many publications in the field of
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medical image analysis have used this approach [Cao et al., 2016, Lizarbe et al.,
2013, Lizarbe et al., 2015, Galla et al., 2017].
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Figure 2.9: Representative user-based ROI analysis. Imaging appetite by fDWI in
the hypothalamic nuclei of the mouse brain, obtained using the biexponential model (Taken from
[Lizarbe et al., 2013]).
Lizarbe et al. (Figure 2.9) illustrated this approach with a non-invasive visu-
alization of hypothalamic activation by fasting in the mouse and human brains,
using diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging and the bi-exponential model.
Their results showed that hypothalamic activation by fasting can be detected non
invasively by diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging through changes in the
water diffusion parameters both in mice and humans [Lizarbe et al., 2013]. More
recently, Lizarbe et al. extended this approach to evaluate the contribution of leptin-
dependent anorexigenic pathways and neuropeptide Y (NPY)-dependent orexigenic
pathways to the changes in hypothalamic water diffusion parameters observed in
vivo by functional diffusion weighted MRI [Lizarbe et al., 2015].
Cao et al. investigated whether DWI, with apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
measurements, can detect skull bone marrow infiltration in newly diagnosed acute
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lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) children, before therapy and normalization in com-
plete remission after treatment. The decrease in mean ADC value of infiltrated
tissue revealed diffusion restrictions due to hypercellularity of the tumoral tissues.
When complete clinical remission was achieved following successful treatment, DWI
signal abnormalities, as well as mean ADC values, returned to normal. Their study
suggested DWI as a new tool for monitoring oncologic treatments in ALL [Cao et al.,
2016].
Finally, Galla et al. assessed the use of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
in predicting length of survival after superselective intra-arterial cerebral infusion
(SIACI) of bevacizumab (BV) and overall survival in patients with recurrent glio-
blastoma. In patients with recurrent glioblastoma treated with SIACI BV, the
change in ADC value after treatment was found to be predictive of overall survival
[Galla et al., 2017].
2.3.1 Standard software packages
Several statistical software packages have become widely available and routinely
used in image analysis recently as, Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) [Ash-
burner, 2012, Penny et al., 2011], FMRIB Software Library (FSL) [Jenkinson et al.,
2012], and Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) [Cox, 1996, Cox, 2012].
These packages contain pre-processing and analyzing tools, and can be used to ana-
lyze the effects of sensorial or motor stimulation through the whole brain. They
examine the images voxel by voxel, looking for the existence of stimulus related
differences, substantiated through statistical tests.
SPM is freely distributed software designed for constructing parametric statist-
ical maps for the analysis of brain imaging data sequences [Penny et al., 2011]. The
sequences can be a series of images of different planes and conditions, or temporal
series of the same subject. The current version is implemented for the analysis of
images of different nature: functional magnetic resonance, positron emission tomo-
graphy, single photon emission tomography, electroencephalography and magneto-
encephalography.
Figure 2.10 provides a visual summary of the image processing steps in SPM.
First, image time-series are pre-processed applying registration, smoothing, and nor-
malization methods. Next, numerous hypothesis tests can be performed, assuming
that each voxel can be modeled using the General Linear Model (GLM) [Friston
et al., 1994]. The result of the statistical analysis is a p-value for each voxel, which
represents the probability of the absence of significant effects. The result is an image
called “statistical parametric map”, whose voxel values are p-values. SPM integ-
rates the theory of GLM and random field theory (RFT) [Worsley et al., 1992] to
perform classical inference on topological features of statistical parametric maps.
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Figure 2.10: Visual summary of the SPM approach. (Taken from [Nair and Halahakoon,
2016]). SPM approach can be summarized in three stages: images pre-processing (left), application
of the General Linear Model (center) and results in form of statistical parametric map using the
random field theory (right).
FSL is another open source library of analysis tools for functional, structural and
diffusion MRI brain imaging data. In FSL, there is a set of major tools that can be
used directly (Table 2.1).
Finally, AFNI is an open source software package for the analysis and visualiza-
tion of three-dimensional human brain functional MRI data. The tools included in
AFNI can be used in a flexible manner, interactively as isolated tools or chained as
a complete pipeline with pre-processing and analysis steps (Table 2.2).
Even though these packages are mainly dedicated to process human brain images,
SPM has a specific toolbox, SPMouse, which extends SPM functionality with affine
registration priors for the mouse and marmoset brains [Sawiak et al., 2009].
Definitely, SPM, FSL, and AFNI are powerful tools to analyze brain images but
their efficient and correct use requires deep knowledge of the important underlying
statistical and biological theories. These packages assume that data can be modeled
using GLM where noise is additive and independent, noise is Gaussian with zero
mean and variances are equal among groups [Penny et al., 2011]. In practice, this
assumption is rarely strictly met, although the method is relatively robust given
slight deviations from this hypothesis [Petersson et al., 1999].
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Tool name Use
FEAT FMRI: task-based, using GLM
MELODIC FMRI: resting-state or task-based, using ICA and no temporal
model
FABBER ASL (perfusion imaging of flow)
FDT Diffusion: probabilistic tractography
TBSS Diffusion: multisubject voxelwise analysis
BET Brain extraction
FAST Tissue-type segmentation (GM/WM/CSF)
FIRST Subcortical segmentation
FLIRT and FNIRT Linear and Non-Linear Registration
FSL-VBM Voxel-wise analysis of grey matter density
SIENA and SIENAX Whole brain atrophy (longitudinal and cross-sectional)
Table 2.1: Major tools in FSL. (Adapted from [Jenkinson et al., 2012])
Functional MRI is now twenty five years old, yet its most common statistical
methods have not been validated using real data until recently [Eklund et al.,
2012, Eklund et al., 2016]. The work of Eklund et al. [Eklund et al., 2016], is par-
ticularly meritorious in this respect. Briefly, these authors used real resting-state
data and analyzed a total of 3 million random task groups to compute empirical
familywise error rates for the software packages SPM, FSL, and AFNI, as well as a
nonparametric permutation method. Notably, for a nominal familywise error rate of
5%, the parametric statistical methods were shown to be conservative for voxelwise
inference but invalid for clusterwise inference. Results from this work suggested
that the principal cause of invalid cluster inferences relies in spatial autocorrela-
tion functions that do not follow the assumed Gaussian shape. By comparison, the
nonparametric permutation test is found to produce nominal results for voxelwise
as well as clusterwise inference. Authors commented that these findings demon-
strate the need to validate the classical statistical methods being used in the field
of neuroimaging.
2.4 MRI analysis: machine learning approach
“Machine learning refers the development of computer algorithms able to unravel
complex relationships or patterns from empirical data and make accurate decisions”
[Bishop, 2006, Duda et al., 2012, Mitchell, 1997, Wang and Summers, 2012]. As
an interdisciplinary field, it is related to statistics and probability theory, in order
to define and understand the proposed models, and to theoretical computer science
and optimization in order to train these models. Machine learning is currently being
exploited in a wide variety of real life problems such as medical diagnosis, self-driving
cars, product recommendations, publicity campaigns and fraud detection.
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Tool name Use
to3d Conversion of 2D image files into 3D datasets for use
with AFNI
3dvolreg Slice timing correction and motion correction of func-
tional images
3dDeconvolve Single-subject analysis of functional images with GLM
adwarp @auto tlrc Transforming of subjects images to a standard space.
Inter-subject register
3dttest Group analysis of individual statistical maps using T-
tests
3dANOVA 1 2 & 3 Group analysis of individual statistical maps using AN-
OVA
3dRegAna Group analysis of individual statistical maps using re-
gression
3dFWHM and AlphaSim Correction for multiple comparisons: Monte Carlo sim-
ulation
3dmerge Correction for multiple comparisons: clustering
3dmaskave Compute average of all voxels specified by a 3D mask
Table 2.2: Some of the tools provided in AFNI.
In terms of machine learning, a dataset can be represented as a group of obser-
vations described by a set of features. For instance, in a MRI set up, given a dataset
composed of images extracted from the investigated subjects, the features are the
pixels-coordinates of the images and the observations are the subjects encoded as
the intensity values related to the feature-pixels. Observations can be grouped into
classes that may, or may not be known, for instance “healthy brain” or “patholo-
gical brain”. Depending on whether these classes are provided to train the machine
learning algorithm, or the algorithm is expected to discover new classes, algorithms
can be categorized as supervised or unsupervised, respectively.
In biomedical images, machine learning has experienced a spectacular develop-
ment [de Bruijne, 2016, Madabhushi and Lee, 2016, Rueckert et al., 2016]. The
present section will summarize the state of the art of machine learning algorithms
used to analyze MR brain images, describing the most widely used feature extraction
and dimensionality reduction algorithms, and supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms.
2.4.1 Feature extraction and dimensionality reduction
Although it is possible to use all the available features from a study data set,
using too many features can lead to overfitting [Way et al., 2010]. For instance,
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this might happen if the algorithm is trained with features that are unrelated, or
redundant, to the predicted outcome. Also if the training set does not contain
enough observations according to the number of coefficients used by the machine
learning algorithm, the trained algorithm will be too specific for the training set,
leading to poor performance on new observations [Kuhn and Johnson, 2013, Saeys
et al., 2007]. In the last years, this problem has become increasingly important in
biomedical imaging, since image resolution has augmented very significantly, leading
to more voxels in the images, thus corresponding to more input features [Wang and
Summers, 2012].
The first approach to overcome having too many features is called feature se-
lection, which selects a subset of features based on various optimization criteria,
reducing in this way the number of considered features [Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003].
Among various feature selection methods, sparse regression models have demon-
strated adequate performance in the small sample size problem with different forms
of regularization. The Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO)
regression model [Tibshirani, 1996] implements an l1-norm to induce sparsity in the
regression coefficients for each target response variable independently. To circum-
vent the limitation of LASSO in the independence in sparsity of the coefficients,
Zou and Hastie proposed the elastic net penalty [Zou and Hastie, 2005], which is
capable of retaining the sparse property of LASSO and utilizing correlation among
predictors simultaneously [Suk et al., 2017].
Peng et al. proposed an additional feature selection method called Minimal
Redundancy Maximal Relevance (mRMR) [Peng et al., 2005]. In this method, an
optimization is performed affected by two factors: (i) relevance between features
and target classes and (ii) redundancy between features. These authors implemen-
ted a heuristic framework to minimize redundancy and maximize relevance simul-
taneously. mRMR showed better performance in many real applications compared
with traditional feature selection methods [Wang and Summers, 2012].
Recently, Suk et al., combined two conceptually different methods of sparse
regression and deep learning in a unique framework, for the diagnosis and prognosis
of Alzheimer’s disease or mild cognitive impairment. This method outperformed the
competing methods in terms of statistical significance, analyzing an MRI dataset of
805 subjects from the ADNI cohort [Suk et al., 2017].
Dimensionality reduction constitutes another family of approaches used to reduce
the number of features employed in a machine learning algorithm. In this approach,
the feature space is transformed to extract the useful information, building com-
pact representations from the original data [Wang and Summers, 2012]. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most used methodologies of dimensionality
reduction that applies orthogonal transformations to the features, in order to create
new features that are linearly uncorrelated [Jolliffe, 2002]. Like PCA, Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [Comon, 1994] also looks for a linear transformation,
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which can convert the original data to a new linear space. However, ICA looks for
transformations that maximize the statistical independence; while in PCA tries to
obtain the maximal variance or energy [Wang and Summers, 2012].
In the last decade, new dimensionality reduction techniques using nonlinear
transformations have been developed, mainly because numerous data from real ap-
plications depict nonlinear structures. Representative nonlinear dimensionality re-
duction techniques include; (i) local approaches as Locally Linear Embedding (LLE)
[Roweis and Saul, 2000] and Laplacian Eigenmaps [Belkin and Niyogi, 2003], and
(ii) global approaches such as ISOMAP [Tenenbaum et al., 2000] and Diffusion Map
[Coifman et al., 2005a, Coifman et al., 2005b]. Local methods try to preserve the
local geometry of the data in low-dimensional space while global approaches tend
to give a more faithful representation of the global structure of the data [Wang and
Summers, 2012].
2.4.2 Supervised learning algorithms
The goal of supervised learning algorithms is to construct a model that takes an
observation x, described by the values of its features, and predict its label y. The
model is constructed using the training set, which consists of a dataset of obser-
vations xi where their labels are known and provided to the algorithm [Friedman
et al., 2009]. In other words, the algorithm is trained using a labeled training data-
set. When applied to classification problems, the inferred outcome for an observation
is the related class. For instance, if the algorithm is trained with “healthy brain”
and “pathological brain” observations, it will be able to predict the class of new
observations of unknown brain state. Supervised classification algorithms can be
applied to a wide range of problems in the medical field studied by MRI, such as
diagnosis and prognosis [Cuingnet et al., 2011, Sweeney et al., 2014, Basavanhally
et al., 2015, Khedher et al., 2015, Armananzas et al., 2016, Patel et al., 2016]. An-
other application of supervised algorithms is regression, where the outcome of an
observation is a continuous function, for instance, the brain performance of a sub-
ject on some cognitive task [McLaren et al., 2009, Franke et al., 2010, Rao et al.,
2011, Gandjbakhch et al., 2013, Dikaios et al., 2015b, Dikaios et al., 2015a].
An extensive number of supervised algorithms have been developed, for example
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) [Cover and Hart, 1967], decision trees [Quinlan, 1986],
methods based on Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (LDA/QDA respect-
ively) [Friedman et al., 2009], Na¨ıve Bayes [Domingos and Pazzani, 1997], Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [Burges, 1998], Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [Fried-
man et al., 2009], methods based on ensemble learning [Zhang and Ma, 2012], and
deep learning [LeCun et al., 2015]. A brief description of this methods and examples
of their application to MRI analysis will be addressed below.
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k-Nearest Neighbor
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) [Cover and Hart, 1967] is a non-parametric method
that assigns an observation to the most similar class based on the class of its neigh-
boring observations according to a distance metric. When an unlabeled observation
needs to be classified, first its distance to each labeled observation in the training
set is computed, using, for example, the Euclidean distance. The observations are
ordered in according to the distance and the nearest k neighbors are selected. The
predicted class is the most frequent class in these k nearest neighbors.
Note that, in this case, a general model based on labeled observations is not
constructed, and there is no training phase. However, all the observations in the
training set need to be stored and all the distances need to be recomputed for each
new sample to classify. This makes the application of the method computationally
intensive and expensive in resources. In addition, it is important to normalize the
features in order to have a homogeneous scale, otherwise the features larger scale
will have less weight in the similarity computation.
This method has been used in various works to MRI analysis [Vrooman et al.,
2007, Besson et al., 2008, El-Dahshan et al., 2010]. For example, Liberman et al.
[Liberman et al., 2013] developed a method based on k-NN to classify the enhancing
tumor and also the edema-like areas in 59 longitudinal MR data sets of 13 patients
with recurrent glioblastoma undergoing bevacizumab therapy.
Decision trees
A decision tree [Quinlan, 1986] is a model encoded as a tree-like graph where
each non-leaf node represents a decision test and leafs represent the available classes.
In order to classify a new unlabeled observation, the decision test in the root node of
the tree is computed, for example if weight feature is greater than 5Kg. Depending
on the output, the evaluation process navigates to the children of the node. This
process goes on iteratively, until a leaf is reached.
The main advantage of decision trees is that they are easily interpretable and
rules in the form of a chain of decisions can be extracted to understand how the
samples are classified. Experts can analyze the result to find out the interaction
between features that might be previously unknown.
In the MRI analysis field, a variety of reports employing decision trees can be
found [Baltzer et al., 2013, Lungu et al., 2016, Bojorquez et al., 2016, Kazerooni
et al., 2016, Woitek et al., 2017]. For example, Naik and Patel [Naik and Patel,
2014] used a decision tree to detect and classify tumors in a 124 brain MRI dataset.
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Linear and quadratic discriminant analysis
For c classes, the basic idea of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [Friedman
et al., 2009] is to find a linear transformation to a c − 1 space where samples from
different classes are optimally separated (that is, patterns of the same class tend to
be close to each other, far away from patterns of other classes). Fisher discriminant
analysis [Fisher, 1936] is a particularization of LDA for two-class classification prob-
lems (Figure 2.11). Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) [Friedman et al., 2009]
is a more general case that does not assume that the covariance of all the classes are
equal using a quadratic transformation of the observation vector instead of a linear
one.
Non Optimal Projection
Fisher Projection
Figure 2.11: Illustration of Fisher discriminant analysis. The method finds the optimal
linear projection that maximizes the distances between observations from two classes (dots from the
same class are represented with the same color) and minimizes the distances between observations
from the same class.
One of the many papers in the literature that uses LDA in MRI analysis is [Fellah
et al., 2012]. These authors used a classifier based on LDA to classify between
images obtained from pediatric patients with cortical dysplasia, neuroglial tumors
and gangliomas. It was shown that classes could be completely separated combining
different types of acquired MR images: T1w, T2w, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery,
diffusion and magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Additional publications using the
LDA approach are [Habes et al., 2013, Xia et al., 2015, Wu et al., 2015b, Mandelkow
et al., 2016].
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Na¨ıve Bayes
The Na¨ıve Bayes [Domingos and Pazzani, 1997] is a family of classifiers that
are trained applying the Bayes theorem with the assumption that the features are
independent from each other, which is the naive assumption. This is not usually the
case in real examples but the method can be used to get estimates of performance
that can be computed efficiently. However, when a small sample is available this
method showed a robust behavior [Hand and Yu, 2001].
In the research literature, key-note papers that use a Na¨ıve Bayes classifier to
MR images analysis are [Yang et al., 2011, Strumia et al., 2012, Behroozi and Daliri,
2014, Zhou et al., 2015]. Notabely, Griffis et al. [Griffis et al., 2016] trained a Na¨ıve
Bayes classifier for automatically identify stroke lesions in T1-weighted MRI.
Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a classification algorithm based on kernels
[Burges, 1998]. In this approach, the samples are mapped to a higher dimensional
space in order to archive a better separation of the classes using a hyperplane. Ker-
nel functions are used to transform the samples to the new space because they allow
efficient computation of dot products in terms of the original space, which is a re-
quired operation in the learning and prediction process. The hyperplane used to
separate the classes in the new space is computed by minimization of the classi-
fication error and maximization of the margin between the plane and the samples
simultaneously.
Kocevar et al. [Kocevar et al., 2016] applies a tuned SVM combined with Radial
Basic Function kernel in order to classify multiple sclerosis patients into four clinical
profiles from a DTI acquisition. The method was able to accurately classify sixty-
four patients with this disease. Additional examples that use SVMs for constructing
MRI classification systems are [Tanoori et al., 2011, Gran˜a et al., 2011, El Azami
et al., 2013].
Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [Friedman et al., 2009] is a machine learning
method inspired in how neurons process stimulus in the brain. A neural network
is composed interconnected entities, called artificial neurons or perceptrons. Each
perceptron compute a linear combination of their inputs according to the trained
weights followed by a nonlinear function (Figure 2.12 A). To process an observation
the feature values are provided to the first layer of the neural network, called input
layer, that propagate the computation among different the layers until the output
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layer provides the predicted output (Figure 2.12 B).
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Figure 2.12: Examples of neural network architectures. A: Perceptron. B: Feedforward
network with two hidden layers.
There are several types of ANNs, the most widely used is the feedforward network
trained with the backpropagation learning algorithm [Weinert, 1979]. El-Sayed et
al. [El-Dahshan et al., 2014] used a feedforward back-propagation ANN to classify
101 MRI dataset of human brain into normal and abnormal (with malignant and
benign tumors). ANNs have been used to classify MR images in many other reports,
such as [El-Dahshan et al., 2010, Dietzel et al., 2012, Yun et al., 2012, Kim and Park,
2017].
Ensemble learning
In ensemble learning [Zhang and Ma, 2012] multiple supervised learning al-
gorithms are trained and combined to resolve a problem. Most learning algorithms
are based on optimization problems that can get stuck in a bad local optimum. The
idea behind enable learning is that, by combining the outputs of different trained
models, the risk of choosing a wrong classifier is minimized.
One approach to enable learning is called bootstrap aggregation or bagging
[Breiman, 1996]. In order to prevent the production of many identical trained mod-
els, each model is trained with a random resample of the training dataset and the
outputs are combined with equal weight. A random forest [Breiman, 2001] is a spe-
cific case of bagging, where multiple decision trees are trained with bootstrapping,
that proved to have better generalization accuracy than single tree classifiers.
Another approach, used by the AdaBoost algorithm [Freund and Schapire, 1995],
builds the classifier set incrementally, where new added classifiers are trained with
special focus in the observations that were incorrectly classified in previous itera-
tions of the training process [Schapire, 1990]. This is done by assigning weights to
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each observation in the training set, and an error function is computed with the
classification error weighted by them. The weights are updated in each iteration,
placing more weight in samples that were incorrectly classified. The final model
is constructed assigning a weight to each classifier, related to the accuracy in the
weighted training set.
An example of AdaBoost algorithm application to MRI analysis is an automated
computer-aided diagnosis framework for breast MR images proposed by Lu et al.
[Lu et al., 2017], in which AdaBoost is used to classify 2336 breast MRI into malig-
nant tumors, benign tumors and normal tissue. Additional examples that employ
ensemble learning approach include; [Simpson et al., 2013, Azmi et al., 2013, Guo
et al., 2014, Hirose et al., 2015, Cacha et al., 2016].
Deep learning
Deep learning [LeCun et al., 2015] includes a family of models and training meth-
ods capable of learning multiple levels of representation enabling the modelization
of complex relations among measured factors. A deep architecture is constructed
as a hierarchy of features where higher-level features are defined using lower-level
ones. The representation is organized as a set of layers of abstraction where each
can be based on different models. One of the main benefits of deep learning tech-
niques is that the feature selection can be handled internally by the abstraction
layers [LeCun, 2012, Schmidhuber, 2015]. However, it is important to note that,
because the model contains many parameters, deep learning requires huge training
datasets and advanced computational technologies, like general-purpose graphical
processing units.
The most common model used in deep learning are feed forward neural networks
with many hidden layers, called deep neural networks. The classical backpropaga-
tion learning algorithm leads to bad results if applied directly to neural networks
with many hidden layers [Glorot and Bengio, 2010], especially because the optimiz-
ation process often is trapped in a local optimum of the optimized function. Many
variations of the learning algorithm have been proposed, such as the use of autoen-
coders to pre-train the network providing a good initialization of the neuron weights
[Bengio et al., 2007].
Numerous papers that apply deep learning methods to analyze medical images
have been published [Shen et al., 2017]. In this field, one of the most commonly
used deep learning algorithm tool is Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [Le Cun
et al., 1990, LeCun et al., 1998]. CNNs are feedforward neural networks with a spe-
cial interconnection layout that is particularly designed to process images. Among
recently published works that analyze MRI using CNNs are [Dou et al., 2016, Pereira
et al., 2016, Nie et al., 2016, Brosch et al., 2016, Wachinger et al., 2017]. In partic-
ular, Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2015] proposed a CNNs for isointense infant brain
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tissue segmentation, using T1, T2 and fractional anisotropy images.
2.4.3 Unsupervised learning algorithms
In unsupervised learning algorithms, the goal is to obtain the natural structure
of the dataset [Friedman et al., 2009]. Now the training set is provided to the
algorithm without pre-assigned labels and it will group the observations in clusters
according to their similarity in a process called clustering. Then, these clusters can
be studied to find patterns that are beyond human perception.
Among the most well-known clustering algorithms are k-means [Lloyd, 1982],
fuzzy c-means [Bezdek et al., 1984], hierarchical clustering [Friedman et al., 2009],
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [Ester
et al., 1996], and clustering based on mixtures of Gaussians trained with Expect-
ation–Maximization (EM) [Dempster et al., 1977, Bilmes et al., 1998]. Cluster-
ing methods have been used in medical applications, for example, medical image
segmentation and diagnosis [Ortiz et al., 2013, Ahmed et al., 2014, Ryali et al.,
2015, Wang et al., 2016, Kaya et al., 2017]. Below, we will review the most import-
ant clustering algorithms and their application in the MRI analysis.
k-means and fuzzy c-means
The k-means [Lloyd, 1982] is an iterative algorithm whose objective is to find
the optimal partition of the set of observations in k clusters, where each cluster
is represented by its means or centroids. First, k centroids are chosen randomly or
using some heuristic strategy and each one assigned to a cluster. Next an interactive
process of two steps is executed: 1) each observation is assigned to the cluster
related to the closest centroid and 2) the centroids are moved to the average of the
observations of their cluster. These steps are repeated until the centroids do not
change. This is equivalent to minimize the function of the sum of the square of the
Euclidean distances of each observation to its centroid.
This algorithm presents several limitations, one is that clusters tends the have
spherical or ellipsoidal shapes, that might not fit the data, and makes isolated obser-
vations difficult to group. It is also required to guess the correct number of clusters,
producing different clustering results every time the algorithm is executed [Garey
et al., 1982].
As described above, the k-means algorithm assigns each observation to a concrete
cluster, group overlapping is not allowed. The Fuzzy c-means algorithm [Bezdek
et al., 1984] is a variant of the k-means algorithm where each observation is related
to each group with a membership grade. This algorithm is less likely to fall into
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local minimums than k-means.
k-means and fuzzy c-means have been widely used in analysis of MR images
[Nguyen et al., 2015, Fontana et al., 2016, Nekooeimehr et al., 2016, Triadyaksa
et al., 2016, Gibson et al., 2010, Shen et al., 2011, Chang et al., 2012, Elazab et al.,
2015]. For example, Gray et al. [Gray et al., 2011] applied the k-means clustering to
identify the contractile and noncontractile tissue compartments on thigh MR images
of 34 subjects. On the other hand, Lee et al. [Lee et al., 2016] employed the fuzzy c-
means clustering for predicting nodal metastasis in head and neck cancer, analyzing
apparent diffusion coefficient maps obtained from diffusion weighed images of 169
lymph node lesions.
Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical clustering algorithms [Hastie et al., 2009g] build a nested sequence
of clusters. Different abstraction levels are defined, where top-level clusters are
composed of lower level clusters. These levels can be graphically represented us-
ing dendrograms that present a taxonomy of the processed information and allow
meaningful navigation in large datasets. According to the procedure used to build
the hierarchy, the algorithms are divided in agglomerative and divisive.
Agglomerative algorithms [Murtagh and Contreras, 2012] follow a bottom-up
approach. They start considering each observation as an individual cluster. Then,
an iterative process is executed where, in every iteration, the most similar clusters
are merged. The process stops when all observations are merged into the same
top-level cluster.
On the other hand, divisive algorithms follow a top-down strategy, starting with
a single cluster that contains all the observations. In every iteration, the cluster is
split in two until single observation clusters are created for each observation.
Hierarchal clustering algorithms have been proposed for MRI analysis [Demir
et al., 2013, Moreno-Dominguez et al., 2014, Demir and Cetingu¨l, 2015, Marrelec
et al., 2015]. For example, Wang and Li [Wang and Li, 2013] proposed a voxel-
wise hierarchical clustering framework to analyze whole-brain resting-state fMRI
datasets. This framework was evaluated in a resting-state fMRI dataset from 86
adult subjects.
DBSCAN
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [Ester
et al., 1996] is a density-based clustering algorithm, where the observations to be
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clustered are supposed to follow a concrete probability distribution [Banfield and
Raftery, 1993]. In this context, observations are referred as points.
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [Ester
et al., 1996] is a density-based clustering algorithm. In this type of algorithm, the
groups are the dense subspaces in the space of representation of the observations.
This algorithm has two input parameters, minPoints and Eps. Each observation is
defined as a point within that space of representation. The algorithm classifies the
points in three types:
 Core point: a point is considered core point, if there are at least minPoints
within the Eps distance.
 Reachable point: a point is reachable from another point if there is a path of
core points that connect these.
 Outliers are points that have no other points within the Eps distance.
The algorithm visits all the points and create clusters whose points are core, or
reachable from a core point, and outliers are not included in any cluster. The
intuitive idea is that the clusters are grown connecting density zones of the space,
following any kind of shape.
DBSCAN includes many advantages; it is not required to provide the number of
target clusters, the clusters can have arbitrary shapes and handles outliers intern-
ally. However, for large dimensionality setup the decided value of the parameters
minDistance and Eps can affect the results [Xu and Wunsch, 2005, Kriegel et al.,
2011].
This clustering algorithm has been applied in the MRI analysis [Plant et al.,
2010, Bandyopadhyay and Paul, 2013, Baselice et al., 2015]. For instance, Roy and
Bhattacharyya [Roy and Bhattacharyya, 2015] presented an approach to segment
gray and white matters, which use GDBSCAN [Sander et al., 1998], a generalized
version of DBSCAN. This approach was tested in a publicly available T1-weighted
coronal human brain MRI dataset.
Gaussians Mixture and Expectation–Maximization
The Gaussians mixture model (GMM) [Banfield and Raftery, 1993] assumes that
the observations follow Gaussian mixture statistical distribution. A mixture of k
Gaussians is composed of k different Gaussians, each with its µi (mean vector), Σi
a (covariance matrix) and a related probability pi. The pi is the mixture weight or
prior-probability of membership of an observation to the i-th Gaussian, and must
add up to 1.
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When this model is used, each observation is supposed to be a random realization
of one of the Gaussians in the mixture, where each Gaussian can be considered as a
cluster. For instance, in order to simulate new observations, first a random uniform
is used to decide which cluster is going to be used according to the prior-probability
pi, then a random realization of the selected Gaussian distribution is computed
according to its µ and Σ.
The expectation-maximization algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977, Bilmes et al.,
1998] is used to fit the Gaussian mixture parameters where the log-likelihood
function is maximized. In other words, the method searches what parameters
{µi,Σi, pi}i=1:k define the distribution that assigns greater probability to the ob-
served dataset. In order to assign an observation to a cluster, it is possible to
compute the probability of relationship to the each of the gaussians according to
its fitted parameters, observations can then be assigned to the cluster with greatest
probability.
Several Gaussian mixture models trained with expectation-maximization have
been previously applied in MRI analysis [Lu et al., 2008, Merisaari et al., 2009,
Donoso et al., 2010, Oikonomou and Blekas, 2013, Lu et al., 2013]. For example, Si-
mon et al. [Simon et al., 2012] presented a method that automatically delineates and
quantifies heterogeneous regions in gliomas in apparent diffusion coefficient maps,
using an EM clustering algorithm. This method was evaluated in 10 patients with
glioma.
2.4.4 Validation of classification and clustering methods
Classification
Validation strategies applied to a classification problem are aimed to find out
if the resulting model will generalize successfully to new data, not used previously
to train it. For instance, when the number of parameters of the model is too big
in relation to the number of samples used to train the model, the result will just
learn by heart the data, and will behave more like a map from the input sample
to provided classifications. When a sample that is not within the training set is
provided to this model, the predicted class will be randomly assigned, revealing
the bad generalization. In this case, the model is said to be overfitted to the data
[Erickson et al., 2017].
When a machine leaning algorithm is applied to a problem, knowing if overfitting
is happening is of outmost importance. Testing different algorithms and different
configurations in a process of refinement, is therefore, a key aspect of machine learn-
ing.
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In order to be able to validate a model, first, available data is divided into
independent training and test sets. Only the training dataset is used to train the
model. The quality of the generalization of the trained model can be measured as
the prediction accuracy on the test dataset. The way in which observations are
partitioned gives rise to different validation strategies.
The most used partition strategies are K-fold cross-validation, leave-one-out, and
random sampling. In K-fold cross-validation [Friedman et al., 2009, Arlot et al.,
2010], data set is split into k independent subsets. Several different fits and test
results are obtained using different combinations of these partitions, each using K-1
of the subsets as training set and the remaining subset as the test set. The accuracy
of the validation is computed with the average of the classification accuracies on each
test dataset. Leave-one-out [Friedman et al., 2009] is a specific case of K-fold cross-
validation where the entire sample but one observation, is used to train each model
each time. The main advantage of these approaches is that more data is available to
train the model, in the leave-one-out case, all the sample but one observation, which
will lead to a better usage of the data. This is a good strategy when the available
sample is small. Although many different models result from this process, it should
not make a big difference choosing any of them, since they are trained with almost
the same sample.
Clustering
In order to validate clustering methods, additional validation metrics have been
developed [Halkidi et al., 2001, Halkidi et al., 2002a, Halkidi et al., 2002b, Rendo´n
et al., 2011]. In the literature, these validation metrics are usually categorized
into two types: internal and external. Internal metrics are those that evaluate the
result of a clustering method based on intrinsic characteristics of the clusters that
it obtains. Conversely, the external metrics compare the clusters obtained with the
classes previously known to appear in the dataset.
As mentioned above, external evaluation of clustering results are computed using
prior knowledge of the input data, usually expert provided classifications. The goal
is to test how close are the resulting clusters, to any of the known data structures.
These measurements are usually based on methods to validate classification results,
instead of measuring the accuracy as the number of points allocated in the correct
classes, it is tested if points known to be truly in the same cluster, are allocated
together. It is important to note that a flaw in these approaches is that clustering
results might find unknown true classes leading to the idea that the result is wrong,
when the result is just expressing previously unknown structures. Among the ex-
ternal metrics most referenced in the literature are the following: F-measure [Larsen
and Aone, 1999], Nmimeasure [Strehl and Ghosh, 2002], Jaccard index [Halkidi et al.,
2002a], Purity [Rendo´n et al., 2011], and Entropy [Shannon, 1948].
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When internal metrics are used to evaluate a clustering result only the data that
was clustered is used, in other words no prior knowledge of the structure of the
data is used. The idea is to assign a score to a set of clustering results in order to
select the best ones. Different measurements have been presented, depending on the
score function used. It is important to note here, that this is different from deciding
which clustering results are valid, i.e. find true classifications of the data. These
procedures are useful when clustering algorithms present free parameters, such as
clusters number, and different results are computed testing different configurations.
One of the goals is to reduce the overfitting of the resulting classifications. To
do so the complexity of the result, usually in terms of number of clusters, is used
to penalize the score in several of this measures. Other score criteria, incentive
the results with clusters that are well separated. In some cases, it makes sense to
compute several different measurements in order to combine their properties. The
most mentioned internal metrics are the following: Akaike information criterion
(AIC) index [Akaike, 1974], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) index [Raftery,
1986], Calinski-Harabasz index [Calin´ski and Harabasz, 1974], Davies-Bouldin index
(DB) [Davies and Bouldin, 1979], Silhouette index [Rousseeuw, 1987], and Dunn
index [Dunn, 1974].
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Chapter 3
Experimental data pre-processing
This chapter describes the experimental design, and the image pre-processing
steps applied to every dataset acquired. Briefly, we collected a variety MRI datasets
to test the methods developed in this thesis. These can be grouped in two categories:
datasets from studies of appetite regulation, and datasets from studies of brain tumor
characterization.
Among the studies compiled, there are studies in animal models and studies in
humans. All animal procedures were approved by the highest institutional ethical
committee (INCSIC) and were performed in accordance with Spanish (law 32/2007)
and European regulations (EU directive 2010/63/EU, for animal experiments). Hu-
man studies were approved by the appropriate Clinical Trial Commission of the
Hospital involved. Volunteers signed up an informed consent and confidentiality
document, prior to the imaging experiments.
3.1 Appetite studies
3.1.1 Experimental subjects
In the studies designed to evaluate the cerebral response of homeostatic and
hedonic components to appetite stimuli, we collected MRI datasets from the brain
in rodent models and humans, under feeding or fasting conditions.
Mice or rats, individually identified with ear punches, were housed in cages
containing three or four animals per cage under controlled temperature (21-23
ºC) and humidity (47%) conditions with twelve hours light/dark cycles. We used
adult male C57BL6/J mice (n=8 group 1 and n=6 group 2, 8-11 weeks, 24±2 g,
Charles River, FR) or adult male Wistar rats (n=7, 8 weeks, 220±20 g, Biomed-
ical Research Institute, Comparative Medicine Facilities, ES), both receiving normal
chow diet (A04 http://www.safe-diets.com/eng/home/home.html, SAFE Augy,
France, 2900 kcal/kg) and water ad libitum for one week before they were invest-
igated by MRI, either under the fed, 48h (mice, group 1) and 16h (mice, group 2
and rats) after fasting. All imaging experiments started at 9 a.m. Two animals
from different conditions were randomly selected from the cages and examined per
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morning, to minimize uncertainties derived from different durations of the circadian
rhythms. This procedure was reproduced until all animals were investigated. Design
and reporting adhered to the ARRIVE guidelines [Kilkenny et al., 2010].
Human volunteers were investigated in the Magnetic Resonance Unit of the Hos-
pital Nuestra Sen˜ora del Rosario (Madrid, Spain, http://www.hospitalrosario.
es). Six healthy male participants, aged 24–33, were admitted to the study under the
following conditions: healthy clinical trajectory without familiar history of obesity,
diabetes or other endocrine disorders; Body Mass Index (BMI) of 18.5–25, corres-
ponding to normal body weight. Volunteers were required to follow a balanced diet
(2000–2500 cal/kg) during seven days prior to the basal image acquisitions, with no
drinks other than water ad libitum, and no medication or abnormal exercise regimes.
Specific instructions to follow a balanced diet were provided for each individual at
the beginning of the study, the degree of compliance with these being obtained
individually before the imaging sessions. All individuals adhered correctly to the
protocol. Each volunteer was imaged in two successive conditions; first fed, after
one week of balanced diet and second fasted, 24h after food deprivation. Human
protocols were approved by the Clinical Trials commission of the Hospital.
3.1.2 MRI sequences
Mice and rats were examined using a 7 T Bruker Avance III scanner equipped
with a 90mm gradient coil insert (36 G/cm, max intensity) and mouse head (23 mm),
or rat head (38 mm), bird-cage resonators. Anesthesia was induced in the animals
inside a Plexiglas® chamber by administering (1mL/min) an isofluorane/oxygen
(2% / 99.9%) mixture, and maintained by delivering (1mL/min) isofluorane/oxygen
(1% / 99.9%) mixture, through a nose cap during the MRI protocols.
T2-weighted (T2w) spin-echo anatomical axial images were acquired using the
rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE) sequence with the following
parameters: repetition time (TR) = 3200 ms, echo time (TE) = 60 ms, RARE factor
= 8, averages (Av) = 3, field of view (FOV) = 21 mm x 21 mm (mice) / 32 mm x
32 mm (rats), acquisition matrix (Mtx) = 256 x 256 corresponding to an in-plane
resolution of 0.08 mm x 0.08 mm (mice) / 0.12 mm x 0.12 mm (rats), number slices
= 3, and slice thickness = 1.5 mm.
Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) was performed using the Stejskal-Tanner
spin-echo sequence in three orthogonal directions (left-right L-R, anterior-posterior
A-P, and head-foot H-F) as defined by the orientation of the diffusion encoding
gradient, using a 4 shot EPI read-out train. Acquisition conditions were: diffusion
gradient duration (δ) = 4ms, diffusion gradient separation (∆) = 20ms, TR =
3000 ms, TE = 51 ms, Av = 3, FOV = 38 mm x 38 mm (mice) / 32 mm x
32 mm (rats), Mtx = 128 x 128, corresponding to an in-plane resolution of 0.30
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mm x 0.30 mm (mice) / 0.25 mm x 0.25 mm (rats), number of slices = 3 and
slice thickness = 1.5 mm. For the eight mice of group 1, we obtained five low b-
values (10 ≤ b ≤ 100s/mm2) with two basal images (without diffusion gradient
application), and six high b-values (200 ≤ b ≤ 1800s/mm2) acquisitions with two
basal images. In addition, we obtained six b-value acquisitions with two basal images
for the six mice of group 2, and three b-value acquisitions with one basal image for
the seven rats, both in the range 200 ≤ b ≤ 1200s/mm2.
Human volunteers were investigated using a GE Medical Systems 1.5 T horizontal-
bore superconducting magnet, equipped with a 1H quadrature head resonator.
Image acquisitions were medically supervised by the neuroradiology staff of the
hospital. Briefly, a plane containing the hypothalamus was selected using T2w scout
images and multi b-value diffusion weighted images were acquired using seven b-
values (200 ≤ b ≤ 1200s/mm2). T2w spin echo anatomical images were acquired
then in every subject, using a rapid acquisition sequence with Fast Relaxation Fast
Spin Echo (FRFSE) in coronal orientations. Acquisition parameters were: TR =
3000 ms, TE = 87.08 ms, Echo number = 1, Echo Train Length = 8, Av = 4, FOV
= 240 mm x 240 mm, Mtx = 512 x 512, corresponding to an in-plane resolution of
0.47 mm x 0.47 mm, number of slices = 15 and slice thickness = 3 mm. DWI was
performed using the following acquisition conditions: TR = 5000 ms, TE = 92.8
ms, Av = 4, FOV = 240 mm x 240 mm, Mtx = 256 x 256, corresponding to an
in-plane resolution of 0.94 mm x 0.94 mm, number of slices = 15 and slice thickness
= 3 mm.
3.1.3 Pre-processing
We applied three consecutive image pre-processing steps: 1) Slice selection and
brain extraction, 2) Bias field correction, and 3) Intensity normalization. These pre-
processing steps were implemented using in-house written scripts under the MAT-
LAB (The Mathworks, Natick, US) environment.
Slice selection and brain extraction
In order to analyze simultaneously the activation of homeostatic and hedonic
centers, we selected, from the available MRI slices of the brain in the three spe-
cies, the slice containing the hypothalamus and coplanar hedonic structures. This
was conveniently identified using anatomical coordinates as the slice containing the
hypothalamus (located above the hypophysis), the third (3v) and dorsal third vent-
ricles (D3v) in rodents or the lateral and third ventricles in humans (Figure 3.1).
The selected slice corresponded to coordinates -1.46 mm from Bregma in mice and
-3.01 mm from Bregma in rats [Paxinos and Franklin, 2001, Paxinos and Watson,
2004]. In humans, the selected slice contained the right (-4 mm, 2 mm, -6 mm)
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and left (-4 mm, -6 mm, 3 mm) hypothalamus and coplanar structures, in Talairach
coordinates [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988].
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Figure 3.1: Anatomical location of the slice selected in the rodent and human brain.
A: Mice. B: Rats. C: Humans. Main cerebral structures contained in the selected slice appear
indicated by numbers. 1: somatosensory cortex, 2: auditory and temporal association areas, 3:
ectorhinal and peririhnal areas, 4: pyriform layers, 5: thalamus, 6: hypothalamus, 7: amygdala,
8: hippocampus, 9: caudoputamen, 10: globus pallidus. 11: hypoccampus, 12: striatum, 13:
thalamus, 14: hypothalamus, 15: neocortex, 16-17: stria terminalis and corticofugal pathways,
18: fimbria of the hypoccampus, 19: basal forebrain region. 20: precentral and postcentral gyrus,
21: parietal operculum and short insular gyri, 22: globus pallidus, 23: amygdaloid complex, 24:
superior, median and inferior temporal gyrus, 25: putamen, 26: hypothalamus, 27: white matter
of the fore brain.
Each pixel from the selected images can be defined as an intensity vector contain-
ing components for each b-value and each orthogonal direction. Then, for mice of
group 1, intensity vectors contained thirty intensity values per pixel, corresponding
to eleven b-values multiplied by three orthogonal directions acquired. For mice of
group 2, intensity vectors contained eighteen intensity values per pixel, correspond-
ing to six b-values multiplied by three orthogonal directions acquired. For humans,
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intensity vectors contained twenty-one intensity values per pixel, corresponding to
seven b-values multiplied by three orthogonal directions acquired. For rats, intensity
vectors contained nine intensity values per pixel, corresponding to the three b-values
acquired in three orthogonal directions. Therefore, each subject is defined by two
vectors of pixel intensities, for the fed and fasted conditions, respectively. In the
following, we shall refer to each one of these vectors, as subject-condition vector.
In order to isolate the brain tissue from the contributions of surrounding ana-
tomical structures (muscle and skull), we used the Pulse-Coupled Neural Networks
technique [Chou et al., 2011] for rodents and the Brain Extraction Tool (BET)
[Smith, 2002] for humans.
Bias field correction
A polynomial regression of second order was used to correct the non-uniform
intensities in images that may have been caused by imperfections in the magnetic
field.
Intensity normalization
Different intensity normalization methods were used: a) Intensity normalization
based on the basal image, and b) Intensity normalization based on the thalamus
region.
1. Intensity normalization based on the basal image. The pixel intensity vectors
from each subject-condition were normalized as
S ′i(b, d) = Si(b, d)/Si(0, 0) 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 (3.1)
where S ′i(b, d) refers to the normalized intensity value of i
th pixel, acquired
with b-value b in dth direction, Si(b, d) is the intensity value of i
th pixel prior
to normalization, acquired with the same b-value and direction, Si(0, 0) is the
intensity of the ith pixel acquired with b = 0, and n is the number of pixels
considered in the image. Note that relative intensity of the basal image for
b = 0, Si(0, 0), is independent of the diffusion gradient direction.
2. Intensity normalization based on the thalamus region. Thalamic region from
the basal image at b = 0 was used as reference. For each subject-condition,
we calculated the average (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the pixel intensity
values from the basal image of the thalamus, and then the normalized subject-
condition pixel intensities S ′i(b, d) as
S ′i(b, d) = (Si(b, d)− µ)/σ 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 (3.2)
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Finally we applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Friedman et al., 2009]
to reduce dimensionality and increase Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The principal
components explaining more than 99% of the total variance in data were used in
the subsequent analysis.
3.2 Tumor studies
We also tested the developed methods using MRI datasets of brain tumor in
rodent models and human patients.
3.2.1 Experimental subjects
Low and high-grade glioma rat model
Albino Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus) were used (body weight (b.w.) 230 ±
20 g). The animals were kept in cages in a controlled room, with a 12-h cycle
of light and darkness, temperature of 22°C ± 2°C and water and food access ad
libitum. A group of twenty tumor-bearing rats were employed (n = 20), divided in
two subgroups of low-grade (n = 10) and high-grade (n = 10).
Authenticated rat glioma C6 cells were obtained from the American Type Cul-
ture Collection (ATCC number CCL-107) (Manassas, VA, USA). Cells were grown
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle´s medium containing 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazin-
eethanesulfonic acid to which, 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco®, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) and antibiotics, were added. The animals
were intraperitoneally (i.p.) anaesthetized with a mixture of ketamine hydrochlor-
ide (75 mg/kg b.w.) and medetomidine hydrochloride (0.5 mg/kg), and placed in
a stereotaxic device, where 105 C6 cells in 10 µL of medium were injected in the
right caudate nucleus [Benda et al., 1971]. After surgery, the rats were induced to re-
cover with atipamezole hydrochloride (5 mg/kg b.w.) administrated subcutaneously
(s.c.). They also received meloxicam s.c. as analgesia (0.5 mg/kg b.w.), during the
following 3 days [Pe´rez-Carro et al., 2014].
Low and high-grade glioma in human patients
We chose a set of subjects from The Cancer Genome Atlas Low Grade Glioma
(TCGA-LGG) and The Cancer Genome Atlas Glioblastoma Multiforme (TCGA-
GBM) collections, stored on The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) [Clark et al.,
2013].
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As explained in the description of these collections (http://www.cancerimagin
garchive.net, May 2017), most of the images were acquired as part of routine care
in many sites all over the world, and not as part of a controlled research study or
clinical trial. Therefore, the image datasets were very heterogeneous with respect of
scanner modalities, manufacturers and acquisition protocols. We selected 17 patients
from collection TCIA-LGG and 18 patients from TCIA-GBM collection (table 3.1),
taking into account that they agreed in scanner characteristics, manufacturers and
acquisition protocols.
Gender differences in a high-grade glioma rat model
Albino adult Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus) were used (body weight 230 ±
20 g). The animals were kept in cages in a controlled room, with a 12-h cycle
of light and darkness, temperature of 22°C ± 2°C and water and food access ad
libitum. A group of twelve tumor-bearing rats were employed (n = 12), divided in
two subgroups of male (n = 6) and female (n = 6) individuals [Pe´rez-Carro et al.,
2014]. Tumors were implanted following the same procedure described above for the
low and high-grade glioma rat model.
Anti-angiogenic therapy response in high-grade glioma
Ten CD-1 mice were treated with B20-4.1.1- Mouse Mab anti-VEGF (Genentech
SF, CA) 5mg/Kg IP b.i.w for 4 weeks, starting when the tumor grew over 1mm in
size. Among a total of ten treated mice, 6 responded to treatment and 4 did not
respond, according to RECIST guidelines [Therasse et al., 2000].
Tumor implantation was done following the same procedure explained in low and
high-grade glioma rat model, but in this case, we used authenticated GL261 cells
(10µl culture media) from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC number
CRL-1887) (Manassas, VA, USA).
3.2.2 MRI sequences
Low and high-grade glioma rat model
In vivo MR experiments in rodents were performed on a Bruker Pharmascan
system (Bruker Medical GmbH®, Ettlingen, Germany) using a 7.0-T horizontal
superconducting magnet, equipped with a 38-mm diameter 1H selective birdcage
resonator and a gradient insert with 90-mm diameter and a maximum intensity of
360 mT/m [Pe´rez-Carro et al., 2014]. All data were acquired using the ParaVision
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Collection Patients ID MRI acquisition date
TCIA-LGG
TCGA-DU-5849 05/04/1995
TCGA-DU-5852 09/07/1995
TCGA-DU-5871 06/12/1994
TCGA-DU-5874 10/05/1995
TCGA-DU-6407 09/01/1994
TCGA-DU-6542 08/05/1996
TCGA-DU-7018 20/12/1991
TCGA-DU-7019 08/09/1994
TCGA-DU-7302 03/12/1991
TCGA-DU-7304 25/03/1993
TCGA-DU-7306 12/05/1993
TCGA-DU-8162 29/10/1996
TCGA-DU-8163 19/11/1996
TCGA-DU-8164 11/01/1997
TCGA-DU-8165 05/02/1997
TCGA-DU-8167 02/04/1997
TCGA-DU-8168 03/05/1997
TCIA-GBM
TCGA-06-0121 25/03/2003
TCGA-06-0122 14/09/2004
TCGA-06-0125 05/11/2001
TCGA-06-0130 18/06/2002
TCGA-06-0133 28/07/2005
TCGA-06-0137 23/09/2003
TCGA-06-0138 25/11/2002
TCGA-06-0139 10/06/2004
TCGA-06-0139 09/11/2004
TCGA-06-0143 11/02/2005
TCGA-06-0143 03/11/2005
TCGA-06-0185 16/11/2007
TCGA-06-0192 08/04/2005
TCGA-06-0241 30/08/2005
TCGA-06-0648 20/01/2006
TCGA-06-0878 14/10/2006
TCGA-06-1801 27/09/2007
TCGA-06-5413 17/06/2008
Table 3.1: Selected patients from the TCIA-LGG and TCIA-GBM collections. Selec-
ted considering similarity in scanner characteristics, manufacturers and acquisition protocols. The
second and third columns contain identifiers of the selected patients and date of MRI acquisition,
respectively.
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5.1 software (Bruker Medical Gmbh®) operating on a Linux platform. Anesthesia
was initiated in an induction box through inhalation of oxygen (1 L/min) containing
3% to 4% of isofluorane and maintained during the experiment by employing a nose
mask with a flow of 1% to 1.5% of isofluorane in O2. The animals were placed in a
heated probe, which maintained the body temperature at approximately 37°C. The
physiological status of the rats was monitored by a gating system designed for small
animals (SA Instruments, Inc., Stony Brook, NY, USA), using the respiratory rate
and body temperature.
T2w spin-echo images were obtained with a RARE sequence and the following
parameters: TR = 3000 ms, TE = 60 ms, Av = 3 and RARE factor = 8, Mtx =
256 Ö 256, FOV = 35 mm Ö 35 mm, corresponding to an in-plane resolution of 0.14
mm Ö 0.14 mm, slice thickness = 1.5 mm and five slices in axial orientation.
Magnetization transfer (MT) images [Wolff and Balaban, 1989] were acquired
using TR = 2500 ms, TE = 10 ms, Av = 1, FOV = 35 mm x 35 mm, Mtx = 128 Ö
128, corresponding to an in-plane resolution of 0.27 mm Ö 0.27 mm, slice thickness
= 1.5 mm and five slices in axial orientation. The imaging set acquired with an MT
pulse turn on employs a radiofrequency pulse train (N = 50) of bandwidth = 550
Hz, length = 5 ms, power = 5.5 µT and offset = 1500 Hz.
Low and high-grade glioma in human patients
The pre-gadolinium T1w and post-gadolinium T1w Fluid Attenuation Inversion
Recovery (T1w FLAIR) images were acquired with scanners from the same manufac-
turer (GE Medical Systems) and mainly using the SIGNA EXCITE v12 software or
the GENESIS SIGNA v8 software. Pre-gadolinium T1w images were obtained with
following parameters: 2497.60 <TR<3285.60 ms, 6.36 <TE< 8.10 ms, Echo number
= 1, Echo Train Length = 4 and Av = 1, with the geometry parameters: Mtx = 512
Ö 512, FOV = 240 mm Ö 240 mm corresponding to an in-plane resolution of 0.47
mm Ö 0.47 mm, 2.5 <slice thickness< 5 mm, and 32-84 slices in axial orientation.
In addition, post-gadolinium T1w FLAIR images were obtained with the following
parameters: 2039.90<TR<3379.60 ms, 6.36<TE<8.10 ms, Echo number = 1, Echo
Train Length = 4 and Av = 1, with the geometry parameters: Mtx = 512 Ö 512,
FOV = 240 mm Ö 240 mm corresponding to an in-plane resolution of 0.47 mm Ö
0.47 mm, 2.5<slice thickness<5 mm and 32-42 slices in axial orientation.
Gender differences in a high-grade glioma rat model
In vivo MR experiments in rats were carried out on the same scanner and under
the same conditions explained above in the Low and high-grade glioma models.
Likewise, T2w images were obtained following the same acquisition protocol indicated
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above for low and high-grade glioma rat models.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [Basser et al., 1994] studies were performed by
running a Stejskal-Tanner sequence with a single-shot echo-planar readout gradient,
where TR = 3000 ms, TE = 40 ms, Av = 4, FOV = 35 mm x 35 mm, Mtx = 128
Ö 128 with an in-plane resolution of 0.27 mm Ö 0.27 mm, ∆ = 16 ms, δ = 4 ms,
one basal image (without diffusion gradient application) and two b factors of 300
and 1,400 s/mm2, corresponding to diffusion gradient strengths of 33% and 71%,
respectively, as applied in seven directions.
Anti-angiogenic therapy response in high-grade glioma
Anti-angiogenic treatment response to bevacizumab [Norden et al., 2009, Khas-
raw et al., 2014] was evaluated in ten mice bearing implanted GL261 tumors on a
7T MR scanner. MRI studies included DWI and post-gadolinium T1w images per-
formed sequentially at 3/4 day intervals until completion of treatment or obvious,
treatment independent, tumor growth.
DWI was performed using the following acquisition conditions: EPI sequence, 3
directions, b-values = 100, 400 and 1000 s/mm2, TR = 3000 ms, TE = 51 ms, Av
= 4, Mtx = 128 Ö 128, FOV = 35 mm Ö 35 mm resulting in an in-plane resolution
of 0.27 mm x 0.27 mm, slice thickness = 1 mm and six slices in axial orientation.
Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (CE-T1w) SE images after i.v. administration of
0.3 M Gd-diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) (from Magnevist®, Bayer,
Whippany NJ, USA), at a dose of 0.3 mmol/kg b.w., were acquired using TR =
337 ms, TE = 11 ms and Av = 2. T1w images were acquired with the geometry
parameters: Mtx = 256 Ö 192, FOV = 22 mm Ö 22 mm resulting in an in-plane
resolution of 0.11 mm x 0.09 mm, slice thickness = 1 mm and 15 slices in axial
orientation.
Additionally, T2w spin-echo anatomical axial images were acquired with the
RARE sequence using the following parameters: TR = 3000 ms, TE = 60 ms,
RARE factor = 8, Av = 3, FOV = 22 mm x 22 mm, Mtx = 256 x 192 correspond-
ing to an in-plane resolution of 0.11 mm x 0.09 mm, number slices = 15, and slice
thickness = 1 mm.
3.2.3 Pre-processing
Two consecutive image pre-processing steps were applied: 1) Slice selection and
tumor delimitation, and 2) Intensity normalization. In the same way as in the
case of appetite studies, these pre-processing steps were implemented using in-house
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written scripts under the MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, US) environment.
Slice selection and tumor delineation
We selected, from the available MRI slices of the brain in each dataset of tumor
studies, the slice containing the largest tumor area (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: First pre-processing step for tumor studies datasets. The slice containing
the largest tumor area is selected, and the tumor area is delimitated and extracted for subsequent
analysis.
Similar to the appetite studies, in tumor studies each pixel from the selected
images can be defined as an intensity vector containing components for each image
acquired in the study. Then, for low and high-grade glioma rat model, intensity
vectors contain two intensity values per pixel, one is the intensity value in MT
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image and the other is the intensity value in T2w image. For low and high-grade
glioma in human patients, intensity vectors contain two intensity values per pixel
also. One is the intensity value in pre-gadolinium T1w image, and the other, is the
intensity value in post-gadolinium T1w FLAIR image. For gender differences in a
high-grade glioma rat model, intensity vectors contained fourteen intensity values
per pixel, corresponding to two b-values multiplied by seven directions acquired.
For Anti-angiogenic therapy response in high-grade glioma, intensity vectors con-
tained nine intensity values per pixel, corresponding to three b-values multiplied
by three directions acquired. Therefore, each subject is defined by two vectors of
pixel intensities, one for each condition (low-grade and high-grade, female and male,
positive response and negative response). We shall refer to each one of these vectors
as subject-condition vector.
Intensity normalization
To normalize intensities, we selected for each dataset and subject-condition, a
reference ROI from the healthy brain, depicting the most homogeneously possible
intensity values. In DWI, for each subject-condition, we calculated the average (µ)
and standard deviation (σ) of the pixel intensity values from the basal image of se-
lected ROI, and then the normalized subject-condition pixel intensities, as indicated
by equation 3.2. For other image types, we calculated µ and σ in the reference ROI
from the selected slice.
As was done in the appetite studies (Section 3.1.3), Principal Component Ana-
lysis was used to reduce dimensionality and increase SNR.
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Chapter 4
Supervised learning
This chapter implements new supervised learning algorithms for the analysis of
MRI datasets as obtained from a small number of subjects. The proposed methods
evolved from the idea of considering each pixel as a pattern, rather than from the
conventional notion of considering each image as a pattern. We illustrate this ap-
proach, presenting first the Fisher Maps methodology, allowing for the non-invasive
and comprehensive visualization of the cerebral appetite circuitry, through the auto-
matic analysis of DWI datasets. Then, we expand this methodology to the classi-
fication of complete images, using the set of predictions obtained for all its pixels.
We evaluate and validate the new classification strategies using two different types
of studies: cerebral appetite stimulation and glioma grading.
4.1 Introduction
Appetite is a vital cerebral response integrating a large variety of endocrine
and intracerebral signals determining ultimately the global energy balance between
food intake and energy expenditure [Morton et al., 2006, Williams and Elmquist,
2012]. Specific mechanisms underlying the cerebral appetite response remain, how-
ever, insufficiently understood, particularly in vivo. Notably, disturbances in these
mechanisms are thought to underlie global and daunting pandemics as obesity or
diabetes [Schwartz and Porte, 2005, Berthoud and Morrison, 2008, Moheet et al.,
2015]. Neuroimaging methods have contributed substantially to improve our know-
ledge on cerebral appetite regulation. In particular, Diffusion Weighted Imaging
(DWI) has been proposed as a useful methodology to detect areas of cerebral ac-
tivation and neuronal connectivity based on the alterations on water diffusion para-
meters and their anisotropy [Le Bihan, 2003]. Interestingly, DWI revealed small but
significant alterations in water diffusion parameters of the hypothalamus and its
different nuclei upon fasting, but the contribution of additional cerebral structures,
as the cortico-limbic system, was not addressed [Lizarbe et al., 2013, Lizarbe et al.,
2015]. The underlying neurophysiological DWI interpretations remained, however,
uncertain [Le Bihan, 2012, Norris, 2001, Sykova´ and Nicholson, 2008, Ackerman
and Neil, 2010], relying frequently in simplified models of water diffusion through
the brain tissue and the a priori selection of specific cerebral regions previously
reported to be involved in appetite regulation [Yablonskiy and Sukstanskii, 2010].
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We found it, therefore, of interest to investigate here a model-independent approach
to analyse automatically DWI datasets, improving the restrictions imposed by the
phenomenological models of diffusion and the a priori selection of specific regions of
interest for analysis. The first part of this Chapter reports on the implementation
of this methodology to explore the effects of appetite stimulation in the brain of
rodents and humans, comparing the results with those derived from the classical
mono-exponential model fittings of the same datasets.
We then extend the methodology to the classification of complete images, illus-
trating its performance with the non-invasive classification of appetite stimulation,
glioma grade and sexual dimorphism in rodents and humans, using different types
of MR images. Gliomas are primary brain tumors of the central nervous system
and the most frequent in adults [Raizer et al., 2015]. Despite enormous progress in
basic cancer research, including the advances in their molecular or cellular determin-
ants and their diagnosis and treatment, gliomas remain among the highest mortality
brain tumors [Stylli et al., 2015, Puttick et al., 2015]. In recent years, non-invasive
imaging techniques, including MRI, have played a crucial role in glioma diagnosis
and prognosis, supporting elegantly the development of new therapeutic strategies
[Barajas Jr and Cha, 2014, Dhermain, 2014]. Many machine learning algorithms
have been implemented to analyse automatically these images, improving consider-
ably diagnostic or therapeutic decisions [Zo¨llner et al., 2012, Svolos et al., 2013, Ma
and Song, 2013, Scha¨fer et al., 2013, Jung et al., 2014, Wu et al., 2015a, Ranjith
et al., 2015]. Despite these valuable efforts, the non-invasive identification of glioma
grade, remains today as a fundamental medical challenge to improve rapid and ad-
equate handling of glioma patients. To overcome this limitation, we propose here
a classification method to identify automatically low and high-grade gliomas in a
rat model and in human patients, from MRI images. Additionally, we extended this
methodology to investigate the sexual dimorphism in a high-grade glioma rat model,
classifying automatically the pathology between male and female carriers [McKinley
et al., 2000, Sun et al., 2012, Pe´rez-Carro et al., 2014].
4.2 Fisher maps
4.2.1 Methods
Figure 4.1 illustrates the experimental approach implemented for the appetite
studies, using the mouse brain model as an example. Briefly, we acquired DWI
datasets from six mice (Figure 4.1 A) under the fed (blue) or fasted (red) conditions
applying two independent image processing strategies for the DWI dataset analysis,
either the classical mono-exponential model fitting (Figure 4.1 B) yielding ADC
maps (Figure 4.1 C), or the proposed Fisher Maps method (Figure 4.1 D) generating
Appetite Index maps (Figure 4.1 E).
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the methodology. A: DWI datasets acquired from the brain
six mice under the fed (blue) or fasted (red) conditions. B: Representative mono-exponential fits
from the same pixel of the same mouse under the fed or fasted conditions. C: ADC maps from
the mouse brain under the fed (left) or fasted (right) conditions. The color bar indicates the full
range of ADC values. D: Linear Discriminant Analysis determination of the Fisher vector (grey
arrow) providing optimal discrimination between the fed (blue) and fasted (red) pixel clouds. The
projection of the pixel intensity over the Fisher vector can be treated as an appetite score, termed
Appetite Index (AI). Inset D: Histograms of the projections of fed and fasted pixels over the Fisher
vector. E: Appetite Index maps generated from mouse brain under the fed or fasted conditions.
The color bar indicates the full range of Appetite Index values. The ventricular spaces were not
included in the analysis (white spaces in C and E).
In the model-dependent approach (Figure 4.1 B), the classical mono-exponential
model was fitted to the six b-value intensities in three orthogonal directions for
each pixel, obtaining the average ADC value for every pixel and direction, for every
subject, and feeding condition. Figure 4.1 C presents an illustrative ADC map
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(Left-Right direction) of a representative mouse brain, under the fed (left) or fasted
(right) condition.
The Fisher Maps method (Figure 4.1 D) used Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) [Friedman et al., 2009] to find the Fisher vector w that optimally separ-
ates the fed (blue) and fasted (red) pixel clouds in a multidimensional space of six
b-values and three orthogonal directions. This approach is graphically demonstrated
with the data of a representative mouse brain in a three dimensional space (b-values
of 300, 600 and 1200 s/mm2 in Left-Right direction), illustrating how the fed and
fasted pixels can be separated by the Fisher vector direction w (grey arrow). Fig-
ure 4.1 D (inset) illustrates the histograms of the projections of individual pixels
for both classes, showing an adequate separation between the fed and fasted pixel
clouds. From these histograms, the probability that a pixel with a given projec-
tion corresponds to an image obtained in the fasted condition, can be calculated
straightforwardly. We termed this probability the “Appetite Index” (AI) of the
pixel. Figure 4.1 E depicts the resulting AI values for every pixel, as located in the
original coordinates, rendering the AI map for each fed (left) or fasted (right) pixel
in the investigated mouse brain section.
The objective of this approach is to discriminate the cerebral regions whose
activations are related to the fasting stimulus. To this end, we applied the LDA
algorithm to find the Fisher vector w that optimally separates the fed from fasted
pixels. Each pixel was then projected over the Fisher vector using the expression
zi =
∑
b,d
wb,d · S ′i(b, d) 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 (4.1)
where zi is the projection of i-th pixel. The vector z is the Fisher projection, which
contain the projected intensities of all pixels.
Finally we calculated the Appetite Index of the pixel i, AIi, as
AIi = P (fasted|zi) (4.2)
where P (fasted|zi) indicates the probability that a pixel with projection zi belongs
to a fasted image. Therefore, AI may be interpreted as an appetite score.
Using Bayes’ Theorem and the fact that P (fasted) = P (fed) = 1/2 in our data-
sets, we get
AIi =
P (zi|fasted)P (fasted)
P (zi|fasted)P (fasted) + P (zi|fed)P (fed) (4.3)
=
P (zi|fasted)
P (zi|fasted) + P (zi|fed) (4.4)
where he probability densities P (zi|fasted) and P (zi|fed) are calculated from the
histograms of the pixel projections for each condition.
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To validate the generalization of this approach, we implemented a leave-one-
subject-out strategy [Friedman et al., 2009], consisting in a series of cross-validation
rounds, where a different Fisher projection vector is obtained with the images of all
subjects except one, both in fed and fasted images for that subject, then used as
“test subject”. In each round, the calculated Fisher projection vector is applied to
the images of the corresponding test subject, obtaining the AI score for each pixel
under the fed and fasted conditions. Once all leave-one-out subject rounds were
completed, fed and fasted pixel populations were created accumulating the AI pixel
values from the fed and fasted test subjects, respectively.
In order to generate average AI maps for each feeding condition, individual AI
maps from fed and fasted subjects were registered using ANTs [Avants et al., 2011]
software.
Once the mean ADC and AI vectors were obtained, we performed statistical
analyses to validate the approaches. Fed and fasted pixel populations were created
accumulating the mean ADC values of all the pixels from fed or fasted subjects.
Briefly, we applied the Wilcoxon rank sum test [Gibbons and Chakraborti, 2011] to
investigate statistically significant differences between the medians of the fed and
fasted populations. The same procedure was followed for the Fisher Maps approach
using the AI vectors.
Finally, we performed a right-tailed paired-sample t-test in each pixel to determ-
ine if its AI values in the fasted condition are significantly greater than those in
fed condition, a method revealing ultimately which brain regions are most useful to
distinguish between fed and fasted conditions.
4.2.2 Results
The performance of Fisher Maps methodology was tested on DWI data from the
brain of rodents and humans under a fasting paradigm. A detailed description of
the acquisition and pre-processing of the analyzed data can be found in the section
3.1.
Figure 4.2 summarizes the AI results of the complete brain section of mice, as
well as in the hypothalamic, thalamic and cortical regions. The upper inset of figure
4.2 shows the precise location of the brain slice investigated (left) and the anatomical
structures (right) contained therein (http://atlas.brain-map.org/#atlas, May
4th, 2017). Average AI maps of the complete brain section are shown superimposed
over the corresponding T2w images under the fed (left) or fasted (right) conditions
(figure 4.2 B). A clear shift from blue to red (center color bar) upon fasting can be
observed. This reveals that AI increased globally, albeit heterogeneously, through
the selected brain slice of fasted mice. More pronounced AI increases (red shifts) are
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Figure 4.2: Representative AI maps obtained from the selected mouse brain section
under the fed or fasted conditions. A: Anatomical location of the slice selected (left) with the
ROIs analyzed (inset) and main cerebral structures contained indicated by numbers. B: AI maps
from six mice were registered and pixel by pixel mean values calculated. Maps are superimposed
over a T2w image of the same slice. Box plots of AI values from the entire brain section (C), the
hypothalamus (D), the thalamus (E), and the somatosensory cortex (F) under the fed (blue) or
fasted (red) conditions. On each box, the central mark (white line) indicates the median, and the
bottom and top edges indicate the 25-th and 75-th percentiles, respectively. The upper and lower
limits of the box extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, which are plotted
individually using the ‘+’ symbol. 1: somatosensory cortex, 2: auditory and temporal association
areas, 3: ectorhinal and peririhnal areas, 4: pyriform layers, 5: thalamus, 6: hypothalamus, 7:
amygdala, 8: hippocampus, 9: caudoputamen, 10: globus pallidus. (***) p-value < 0.001.
observed in the primary motor and somatosensory cortex including the barrel fields
(#1), ventral auditory and temporal association areas (#2), ectorhinal and piriform
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areas (#3 and #4), thalamus (#5) and hypothalamus (#6). Smaller increases can
also be detected in the amigdala (#7) hypoccampus (#8), caudoputamen (#9), and
globus pallidus (#10) regions.
Figure 4.2, from C to F, summarizes the AI changes expressed quantitatively
as box plots. In the complete brain section (Figure 4.2 C), median AI values
(fed/fasted) increased significantly 0.01/0.72, with similar significant increases in
the other regions (Figure 4.2, from D to F). The thalamus showed, however, the
largest median appetite stimulation (0.002/0.72) in the mouse brain, with relatively
lower appetite stimulation values in the hypothalamus (0.05/0.71) or the motor and
somatosensory cortex (0.01/0.63), respectively.
Average AI maps from the brain of seven rats under the fed and fasted conditions
are shown (Figure 4.3). The upper panel (figure 4.3 4A) shows the anatomical
location of the slice investigated (left) and the main cerebral structures contained
(right, https://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/rat/PLCJB14, May 4th, 2017). Figure
4.3 B provides the average AI maps of the complete brain section while figure 4.3,
from C to F, shows box plots of the AI values of the complete brain section, the
hypothalamus, the thalamus and the neocortex, respectively.
AI increased heterogeneously in the complete rat brain section as revealed by
the shift from blue to red colors, with more pronounced increases (red) in the hip-
pocampal formation (#11), striatum (#12), thalamus (#13), hypothalamus (#14),
neocortex (#15) and basal fore brain area (#19). Smaller AI increases can also
be observed in the fimbria (#16), the stria terminalis (#17), and the corticofugal
pathways (#18). Box plots, indicate that median AI values increased during the
fed/fasted transition by 0.33/0.77 in the complete brain section (figure 4.3 C),
0.33/0.89 in the hypothalamus (figure 4.3 D), 0.37/0.92 in the thalamus (figure
4.3 E), and 0.31/0.88 in the cortex (figure 4.3 F). Together, these changes reveal
that the thalamus is the cerebral structure becoming more stimulated by appetite
in the rat brain, with concomitant activations in the hypothalamus and cortex as
well as in other cerebral structures. In particular, the relative pattern of appetite
stimulation of the rat brain appears to be different from that found in the mouse
brain, with larger relative AI values in the thalamic structures, amygdala and globus
pallidus in the rat.
Figure 4.4 summarizes the effects of the fasting in the human brain, by showing
average AI maps from six subjects. Figure 4.4 A (upper panel) depicts the location
of the slice acquired and the main anatomical regions contained (this slide areas
can be consulted online at [Allen-Institute, 2017]), while figure 4.4 B shows median
AI maps through this section, figure 4.4, from C to F, shows box plots of the AI
changes in the complete brain section, the hypothalamus, the thalamus and the
cortex, respectively. AI values increased significantly in the complete brain section
(figure 4.4 C), the hypothalamus (figure 4.4 D), the thalamus (figure 4.4 E) and
the cortex (precentral and temporal gyrus, figure 4.4 F) as revealed by the shift
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Figure 4.3: Representative AI maps obtained from the selected rat brain section
under the fed or fasted conditions. A: Anatomical location of the slice selected (left) with
the ROIs analyzed (inset) and main cerebral structures contained (right). B: AI maps from seven
animals were registered and pixel by pixel mean values calculated. Calculated AI maps are overlaid
over the background of a T2w image. Box plots of AI values in selected ROIs are represented as
indicated in Figure 4.2. C: entire brain section, D: hypothalamic region, E: thalamic region, and F:
cortical region. 11: hypoccampus, 12: striatum, 13: thalamus, 14: hypothalamus, 15: neocortex,
16-17: stria terminalis and corticofugal pathways, 18: fimbria of the hypoccampus, 19: basal
forebrain region. (***) p-value<0.001.
from light blue to red values. In general, appetite scores increased more uniformly
in the complete human brain section than in the rodent brain. More specifically,
increases in AI can be observed in the precentral and postcentral gyrus (#20),
postcentral gyrus (#21), globus pallidus (#22), amygdala (#23), temporal gyrus
(#24), putamen (#25), hypothalamus (#26), as well as the white matter of the
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Figure 4.4: Representative AI maps from the selected human brain section under
the fed or fasted conditions. A: Anatomical location of the fDWI slice selected (left) with the
ROIs analyzed and relevant anatomical structures (right). AI maps were registered and pixel by
pixel average values calculated. Maps are overlaid over a T2w image background (B). Box plots of AI
values in selected ROIs (C-F) are represented as indicated in Figure 4.2. C: complete brain section.
D: hypothalamic region, E: thalamic region, F: cortical region. 20: precentral and postcentral
gyrus, 21: parietal operculum and short insular gyri, 22: globus pallidus, 23: amygdaloid complex,
24: superior, median and inferior temporal gyrus, 25: putamen, 26: hypothalamus, 27: white
matter of the fore brain. (***) p-value<0.001.
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forebrain (#27).
Basal median values of AI in the fed state through the complete human brain
section were 0.33, 0.39 in the hypothalamus, and 0.32 or 0.30 in the thalamus or
the brain cortex, respectively. AI values increased significantly upon fasting in the
complete brain section (0.66), the hypothalamus (0.72), the thalamus (0.63) and the
brain cortex (0.55), although to a smaller extent than in the rodent brain, disclosing
lower incremental appetite scores in humans.
Summarizing, median AI values under resting or appetite stimulation conditions,
revealed considerable differences between the three species with more intense basal
stimulations in the satiated brain of rats and humans than in mice, and lower ap-
petite stimulation AI scores in humans than in rodents, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Right-tailed paired-sample t-test, applied pixel by pixel, to registered
AI maps from mice (left), rats (center) and humans (right). Pixels in red show areas where
AI is significantly greater (α = 0.05) in the fasted than in the fed condition. The probability maps
appear superimposed over a basal DWI of the corresponding reference subjects used to register.
Numbers refer to specific regions mentioned in the text.
Figure 4.5 shows the results of applying, pixel by pixel, a right-tailed paired-
sample t-test, to the registered AI maps from six mice (left), seven rats (center) and
six humans (right), under the fed and fasted conditions, respectively (α = 0.05).
Pixels in red indicate that the corresponding AI value is significantly higher in the
fasted than in the fed condition. Briefly, mice showed significant increases in AI
upon fasting through the pixels of the temporoparietal cortex (#2), hippocampus
(#8), thalamus (#5), the hypothalamus (#6) and amygdala (#7). Rats also showed
significant AI increases in the neocortex (# 15), the hippocampus (#11), the stri-
atum (#12), the thalamus (#13) and the hypothalamus (#14). Taken together,
probability maps from rodent models indicate that the median AI values calculated
for the different brain regions depicted in figures 4.2 and 4.3, are well reflected by
significant pixel by pixel differences. Probability maps in humans presented a more
complex appetite activation pattern than in rodents, with multiple significant activ-
ation areas. Briefly, the most significant areas activated by appetite in the human
brain included, among others, pixels in the pre-central, post-central and temporal
gyri (#20), amygdala complex (#23) and hypothalamus (#26).
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On the other hand, we fitted the mono-exponential model to the DWI signal
attenuation [Alexander et al., 2007] as described by
S ′i(b, d) = e
−b·ADCi(d) 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 (4.5)
where ADCi(d) represents the apparent diffusion coefficient of i-th pixel in d-th
direction.
The apparent diffusion coefficient was determined for each pixel intensity vec-
tor and orthogonal direction in both feeding conditions, using the non-linear least-
squares fitting Trust-Region algorithm [Conn et al., 2000]. We used increasing values
for goodness of fit (r2) in the range 0.7 < r2 < 0.9, to investigate the number of
pixels rejected for increasing fitting accuracies (Table 4.1). We chose r2 = 0.8 as an
optimal balance between the accuracy imposed and number of pixels accepted for
the fit. For each subject-condition, the ADC value of each pixel in the three diffusion
directions was averaged, obtaining a mean ADC vector per subject-condition.
Figure 4.6 summarizes ADC measurements through the selected brain regions
in mice (4.6 A), rats (4.6 B) or humans (4.6 C) under the fed (blue) or fasted (red)
conditions. The left panels show representative T2w images of the complete brain
section, delineating the regions of interest (dashed lines) used for ADC evaluation
in the complete brain (white), cortical (green), thalamic (yellow) and hypothalamic
(purple) areas. Median ADC values overcoming the r2 > 0.8 fitting criteria are
presented as box plots in the corresponding right panels.
In mice, fasting induced a significant decrease in the median ADC (µm2/s) val-
ues (fed/fasted) of the complete brain section (599/542), as well as in the hypothal-
amus (600/532), thalamus (585/522) and cortex (578/519). Rats showed also de-
creased median ADC values in the complete brain section (978/884), hypothalamus
(1000/880), thalamus (960/889) and cortex (926/846). Humans depicted a similar
response with significant decreases in the ADC of the complete brain (778/756), hy-
pothalamus (941/812) and neocortex (802/751), without appreciable ADC changes
in the thalamus (724/713).
Mono-exponential fittings imposed the rejection of considerable number of pixels
to accommodate the accuracy restrictions. Table 4.1 shows the total number of pixels
used and rejected in every region of interest (ROI), to overcome accuracy limitations
in the range 0.7 ≤ r2 ≤ 0.9. For a total number of pixels (fed/fasted) in the entire
brain section of mice (2018/1981), rats (12807/13173) or humans (68412/68496) the
percentage of pixels overcoming the accuracy restrictions decreased, as expected, for
increasing r2 values. The percentage of pixels overcoming the r2 < 0.7 limitation
were (%fed/%fasted): 34/49 in mice, 57/13 in rats and 55/58 in humans, decreasing
markedly to 25/44 in mice, 47/12 in rats and 4/4 in humans for ther2 < 0.9 limit-
ation. Similar results were obtained in selected regions as hypothalamus, thalamus
and cortex, resulting often in incomplete ADC maps lacking the information from
rejected pixels in individual subjects. Together, these results suggested a subop-
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Figure 4.6: Cerebral ADC values in the brain of mice (A), rats (B) and humans
(C) under the fed or fasted conditions. Left panels: ROI perimeters selected for analysis are
superimposed over representative T2w images of the different models and indicated by the dashed
color lines; Complete brain (white), hypothalamus (purple), thalamus (yellow) and cortex (green).
Right panels: Box plots of the ADC values from the entire brain section, the somatosensory
cortex, the thalamus and the hypothalamus, under the fed (blue) or fasted (red) conditions. (*)
p-value<0.05, (***) p-value<0.001.
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Experimental
System
Selected
ROI
Total pixels
processed
% Remaining pixels*
Fitting Accuracy
r2 > 0.7 r2 > 0.8 r2 > 0.9
Fed Fasted Fed Fasted Fed Fasted Fed Fasted
Mice
Whole Brain 2018 1981 34 49 32 48 25 44
Hypothalamus 232 223 32 52 31 52 23 48
Thalamus 253 253 33 50 33 49 32 48
Cortex 198 149 38 54 37 54 34 54
Rats
Whole Brain 12807 13173 57 13 56 13 47 12
Hypothalamus 630 630 56 14 55 14 42 14
Thalamus 1890 1875 57 14 57 14 53 14
Cortex 1680 1680 57 14 56 14 48 14
Humans
Whole Brain 68412 68496 40 44 21 24 4 4
Hypothalamus 411 408 16 26 7 9 1 1
Thalamus 3924 3924 27 35 11 16 1 2
Cortex 2773 2787 40 45 18 24 4 4
Table 4.1: Pixels overcoming increasing accuracy restrictions in the mono-
exponential diffusion model. (*)Percentage of pixels overcoming increasing accuracy re-
strictions 0.7 ≤ r2 ≤ 0.9
timal description of the experimental data by the mono-exponential water diffusion
model. Previous bi-exponential model fittings involved similar limitations [Lizarbe
et al., 2013], indicating that the complex DWI signal changes observed in the brain
upon fasting may not be adequately described in terms of either the mono- or bi-
exponential models of diffusion.
4.3 Image classification
4.3.1 Methods
To evaluate image datasets derived from a small number of subjects, we propose
a supervised setting where each pixel from the images is an observation, and the
intensities values along the acquired images are the features. The image dataset is
represented then by f features measured on m observations, each one belonging to
one of the two classes investigated: labeled “fed” or “fasted”, “low-grade” or “high-
grade”, “female” or “male”. For example, in the appetite study of six mice fasting
16h, m = 12xr and f = sxd = 18, where r is the number of pixels from brain, s = 6
(the number of b-values), and d = 3 (the number of orthogonal diffusion directions)
investigated. Figure 4.7 illustrates the two classification methods implemented using
this supervised setting: Pixel Ensemble-Based Classification (PE-BC) and Pixel-
Based Classification (PB-C), respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the PE-BC and PB-C classification approaches. A: DWI
dataset from animals in the fed (n = 6, blue) or fasted (n = 6, red) states, after preprocessing.
The slices in green represent those belonging to the test subject in this example. B, C and D panels
correspond to the Pixel Ensemble-Based Classification (PE-BC) method. B: Matrix representation
of the combined DWI pixel collections from the fasted and fed subjects, forming the training set.
C: Matrix representation of the combined DWI pixel collection from the test subject. D: Visual
representation of the PE-BC classification method. E and F panels correspond to the P-BC
method. E: Registered pixels from the image dataset. For each pixel, a model is calculated using
its intensities values in the images from training set. F: The predicted class for the subject test
is obtained by comparing the sum of log-likelihoodfed and the sum of log-likelihoodfasted for all
pixels in test set. If the sum of log-likelihoodfed is bigger than the sum of log-likelihoodfasted, the
predicted class is fed, otherwise is fasted.
The PE-BC method (Figure 4.7, B, C and D) is the extension of the Fisher maps
approach described above (Section 4.2), adding a classification criterion to predict
the class of a subject based on the class assigned to the pixels in their images.
Our model consists of two gaussian distributions, one for each class. The gaussian
distribution of each class is fitted using the mean and standard deviation of the
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Fisher projection (vector z in equation 4.1) computed for each class. To classify a
new subject, we compute the log-likellyhood of gaussian distribution against each
distribution in the model, getting loglikelihoodfed and loglikelihoodfasted. Finally,
the predicted class (Cpred) is obtained using the rule
Cpred =
{
fed if loglikelihoodfed > loglikelihoodfasted
fasted if loglikelihoodfed ≤ loglikelihoodfasted (4.6)
Moreover, in the P-BC approach, all images are registered to allow pixel by pixel
comparisons. For each pixel, a model is obtained applying Na¨ıve Bayes [Domingos
and Pazzani, 1997] to its intensities values in the images from both classes. Mean
and standard deviation in both classes were calculated also for all pixels. Then,
we computed the sum of log-likelihoodfed and the sum of log-likelihoodfasted for all
pixels. Lastly, to classify a new subject, we used the rule
Cpred =
{
fed if
∑r
xy loglikelihood
xy
fed >
∑r
xy loglikelihood
xy
fasted
fasted if
∑r
xy loglikelihood
xy
fed ≤
∑r
xy loglikelihood
xy
fasted
(4.7)
where x and y represent the coordinates of the pixels.
As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, we implemented a leave-one-subject-out strategy.
The classifier is trained, therefore, with the images of all the subjects except one,
which was used as test. We repeated the same process using in each case a dif-
ferent subject as test, generating different data partitions. The test error in the
classification is averaged across the partitions.
4.3.2 Results
Pixel Ensemble-based classification
We investigated the performance of PE-BC method in the classification of MR
images of the datasets from studies of appetite stimulation and glioma grading. A
detailed description of the acquisition and pre-processing of the analyzed data can
be found in the sections 3.1 and 3.2. Using a leave-one-subject-out strategy, we
obtained the classification accuracies indicated in tables 4.2 and 4.3.
In general, the classification accuracies were greater than 74%. In appetite stim-
ulation datasets, the highest accuracy was 83% classifying twelve conditions (fed
or fasted) in six investigated human volunteers. In gliomas studies datasets, the
largest accuracy was 92% classifying twelve high-grade glioma rat models into male
and female.
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Dataset* Description Subjects number Features number Accuracy
Aptetite 1
Mouse model
48h of fasting
8 in two conditions 33 DWI 81
Aptetite 2
Mouse model
16h of fasting
6 in two conditions 18 DWI 75
Aptetite 3
Rat model
16h of fasting
7 in two conditions 9 DWI 79
Aptetite 4
Human model
24h of fasting
6 in two conditions 21 DWI 83
Table 4.2: Classification results in appetite stimulus datasets. (*)Dataset identifier.
Appetite 1: eight male mice investigated under fed and 48h after fasting. Appetite 2: six male
mice investigated under fed and 16h after fasting. Appetite 3: seven male rats investigated under
fed and 16h after fasting. Appetite 4: six human volunteers investigated under fed and 24h after
fasting.
Dataset* Description Subjects number Features number Accuracy
Tumor 1
Rat model
Low/high-grade glioma
10 low-grade
10 high-grade
1 MT
1 T2w
90
Tumor 2
Human patients
Low/high-grade glioma
17 low-grade
18 high-grade
1 FLAIR post gad
1 T1w pre gad
83
Tumor 3
Rat model
Gender differences in
a high-grade glioma
6 male
6 female
14 DTI 92
Table 4.3: Classification results in brain tumors datasets. (*)Dataset identifier. Tumor -
1: low and high-grade glioma rat model. Tumor 2: low and high-grade glioma in human patients.
Tumor 3: gender differences in a high-grade glioma rat model.
Pixel-Based Classification
We applied the P-BC method in the appetite datasets (Table 4.4). The highest
accuracy was 67% classifying twelve conditions (fed or fasted) in six investigated
mice or human volunteers. This method was not applied in the datasets from glioma
studies since it is not appropriate for this problem, because it makes pixel-to-pixel
comparisons.
Validation strategy
It is necessary to prove, however, that the results of the classification using PE-
BC are not derived from an arbitrary coincidence. To do this, we implemented a
strategy based on nonparametric permutation test [Fisher, 1935, Bullmore et al.,
1999, Nichols and Holmes, 2002]. This strategy consisted of four steps: (i) to gener-
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Dataset* Description Subjects number Features number Accuracy
Appetite 1
Mouse model
48h of fasting
8 in two coditions 1 DWI 67
Appetite 2
Mouse model
16h of fasting
6 in two conditions 1 DWI 58
Appetite 3
Rat model
16h of fasting
7 in two conditions 1 DWI 64
Appetite 4
Human model
24h of fasting
6 in two conditions 1 DWI 67
Table 4.4: Classification results in appetite stimulus datasets. (*)Dataset identifier.
Appetite 1: eight male mice investigated under fed and 48h after fasting. Appetite 2: six male
mice investigated under fed and 16h after fasting. Appetite 3: seven male rats investigated under
fed and 16h after fasting. Appetite 4: six human volunteers investigated under fed and 24h after
fasting.
ate all possible artificial training datasets by randomly reassigning the class labels to
each subject or subject-condition; (ii) to obtain the Fisher projection for both classes
in each artificial training dataset; (iii) to measure the class separation (s) for each
artificial training dataset and, (iv) to compare this separation with the separation
obtained for the real classes. The class separation is given by the expression:
S =
(µclassA − µcalssB)2
σ2classA + σ
2
classB
(4.8)
where, µclassA and µclassB represent the averages of the Fisher projection for each
class, and σclassA and σclassB represent the standard deviation of the Fisher projection
for each class.
Two different protocols were implemented to generate the artificial training data-
sets: First, we selected a subset of all the subjects, and for every selected subject,
we exchanged the class labels of its two subject-conditions (one for each class). For
example, for Appetite 1 dataset, there are 28 possible subsets made with 8 mice, but
only half of these must be considered because of the symmetry in class exchange.
So a total of 27 = 128 different artificial training datasets are obtained. Second,
we randomly reassigned each subject-condition to one of the two class labels. For
Appetite 1 dataset, the number of possible artificial training datasets for 16 subject-
conditions (two for each mouse) is 216, but only half must be considered, as discussed
above, to account for the symmetry in class exchange. Thus, a total of 215 = 32768
different artificial training datasets are generated in this case.
For each of the two protocols, we applied LDA and obtained the Fisher projec-
tion for each one of the generated artificial training datasets; comparing the class
separation with those obtained using the real classes. We hypothesize that; if the
linear projection obtained by LDA is capturing a property related to appetite or
tumor, rather than statistical fluctuations, then the degree of separation between
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the projected classes in the original training dataset will be amongst the best that
can be obtained arbitrarily.
Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 show the separability normalized histogram for
all artificial training datasets that can be constructed using the first (A panels)
and second (B panels) protocols in the appetite stimulation datasets. Additionally,
figure 4.12 illustrates the separability normalized histogram for all artificial training
datasets obtained using the second protocol in the glioma datasets. It is important
to note that, in most cases, the real training dataset is in the top 10% separability.
The results of this validation strategy have been less good in the Appetite 2 and
Tumor 3 datasets, in which 78% and 70% of the artificial training datasets, depict
worse separability than the real training dataset, respectively.
4.4 Discussion
The methodologies presented in this chapter illustrate well the kind of support
that supervised learning methods can provide for non-invasive, functional studies of
cerebral performance, and for glioma grading and characterization.
4.4.1 Fisher maps
Interpretation of Apparent Diffusion Coefficient and Appetite Index
ADC and AI values of cerebral activation by appetite represent different types of
information. Although both are generated from the same DWI datasets and include
initially the same diffusion information, the DWI datasets originating ADC and AI
values are processed differently. ADC values indicate the cerebral distribution of the
mono-exponential apparent diffusion coefficient of water, whereas AI values indicate
the probability that a given pixel belongs to the fasted condition. Thus, while
ADC changes are classically interpreted in phenomenological terms, as revealing
changes in intracellular and extracellular water diffusion [Le Bihan, 2012, Norris,
2001, Sykova´ and Nicholson, 2008, Ackerman and Neil, 2010], AI values may be
interpreted directly as the relative appetite activation (or “appetite score”) of a pixel,
in a relative scale of 0 (fed) to 1 (fasted). In this sense, both ADC and AI values
include the contribution of all physiological processes underlying water diffusion
[Le Bihan, 2007, Le Bihan and Iima, 2015]. However, while the precise mechanistic
interpretation of ADC changes remains uncertain [Le Bihan and Iima, 2015], AI
expresses the appetite activation directly as an “appetite score”, overcoming the
mechanistic interpretations. Since both strategies are not mutually exclusive and
can be applied to the same dataset, AI maps may provide a useful complement
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Figure 4.8: Normalized histograms of class separation for each of the artificial
appetite training datasets, as generated by randomly reassigning the class labels in
Appetite 1 and using the PE-BC methodology. Appetite 1 dataset: eight male mice in-
vestigated under fed and 48h after fasting. The vertical red line corresponds to the separability
for the real training dataset. A: Artificial training datasets obtained exchanging the class labels
of images for a given subject. B: Artificial training datasets generated for all possible class label
reassignments. The real training dataset is in the top 8.6%/5.5% for the first/second test.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized histograms of class separation for each of the artificial
appetite training datasets, as generated by randomly reassigning the class labels in
Appetite 2 and using the PE-BC methodology. Appetite 2 dataset: six male mice invest-
igated under fed and 16h after fasting. The vertical red line corresponds to the separability for
the real training dataset. A: Artificial training datasets obtained exchanging the class labels of
images for a given subject. B: Artificial training datasets generated for all possible class label
reassignments. The real training dataset is in the top 21.9%/22.1% for the first/second test.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized histograms of class separation for each of the artificial
appetite training datasets, as generated by randomly reassigning the class labels in
Appetite 3 and using the PE-BC methodology. Appetite 3 dataset: seven male rats in-
vestigated under fed and 16h after fasting. The vertical red line corresponds to the separability
for the real training dataset. A: Artificial training datasets obtained exchanging the class labels
of images for a given subject. B: Artificial training datasets generated for all possible class label
reassignments. The real training dataset is in the top 6.3%/17.3% for the first/second test.
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Figure 4.11: Normalized histograms of class separation for each of the artificial
appetite training datasets, as generated by randomly reassigning the class labels in
Appetite 4 and using the PE-BC methodology. Appetite 4 dataset: six human volunteers
investigated under fed and 24h after fasting. The vertical red line corresponds to the separability
for the real training dataset. A: Artificial training datasets obtained exchanging the class labels
of images for a given subject. B: Artificial training datasets generated for all possible class label
reassignments. The real training dataset is in the top 3.1%/6% for the first/second test.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized histograms of class separation for each of the artificial
tumor training datasets, as generated by randomly reassigning the class labels in the
PE-BC methodology. A, B and C: Artificial training datasets generated doing all possible
class label reassignments. The vertical red line corresponds to the separability for the real training
dataset. A: Tumor 1 dataset, low and high-grade glioma rat model. The real training dataset is
in the top 30.7%. B: Tumor 2 dataset, low and high-grade glioma in human patients. The real
training dataset is in the top 0.2%. C: Tumor 3 dataset, gender differences in a high-grade glioma
rat model. The real training dataset is in the top 1.3%.
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that allows to relate the results of the classical mechanistic interpretations, to the
resulting fasting activation scores, thus providing independent criteria to evaluate
the results of classical statistical parametric mapping strategies [Ashburner, 2012].
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
Fasting induced global and heterogeneous decreases in brain ADCs, suggesting
that cerebral activation by appetite occurs simultaneously, albeit to different extents,
through the complete brain section of rodents and humans. Decreases in cerebral
ADC have been previously reported in ischemic episodes and assigned to neurocel-
lular swelling events, although the precise relationship between the ADC changes
and the swelling response remains elusive [Lo et al., 1997]. Interestingly, the pat-
terns of activation appeared to be different in rodents and humans, with cortical
and hypothalamic regions showing the largest ADC reductions in all cases and the
cortico-limbic system depicting more pronounced ADC reductions in rodents than
in humans. This suggests that a more intense activation of the hedonic areas of the
human brain may demand, additionally, the presentation of food cues or exogenous
appetite related peptides [De Silva et al., 2012, Batterham et al., 2007].
Appetite Index
AI maps identified automatically the cerebral homeostatic and hedonic centers
stimulated by appetite. Notably, AI maps provided directly relative appetite scores
for every region, favoring the establishment of fasting activation hierarchies within
the different cerebral structures visualized. As in the case of ADC, the priorities of
AI changes were different in the rodent models or in humans. While hypothalamic
activation was detected in all cases, rodents showed more pronounced relative ac-
tivations of the cortico-limbic areas than humans, respectively. Moreover, the in-
tegral appetite circuitry analysis provided by AI maps, revealed appetite activation
in brain regions not previously associated to processing of the appetite stimulus
[Fulton, 2009], as the temporoparietal or auditory cortex and pyriform areas in mice;
the hippocampal fimbria, the stria terminalis, corticofugal pathways and basal fore
brain area in rats; or the cingulate gyrus in humans.
Comparisons of Apparent Diffusion Coefficient and Appetite Index
In general, the results from AI maps, matched well those obtained with the mono-
exponential fittings, validating mutually both approaches. Briefly, both showed sim-
ultaneous activation of hypothalamic and cortico-limbic structures, albeit with dif-
ferent profiles in rodents and humans. However, AI maps revealed appetite changes
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within a larger dynamic range than that obtained with the ADC maps. While the
AI values varied in a full range from 0 to 1, the ADC decreases observed after fasting
did not exceed more than 10% of the fed values in all cases. Together, these results
complement previous MEMRI approaches in the rodent brain [Kuo et al., 2006], or
PET and fMRI BOLD studies in the human brain [Batterham et al., 2007, Atalayer
et al., 2014, Ely et al., 2014, Geliebter et al., 2013], demonstrating functional re-
sponses in homeostatic and hedonic centers after the administration of exogenous
peptides involved in appetite regulation or the exposure to different types of food
(or non-food) cues. However, the present study contributes additionally, compar-
ative interspecies differences that may become important during the translational
evaluation of anti-obesity or anti-diabetic therapies, in animal models and humans.
4.4.2 Image classification
We report two classification methods and a new supervised setting addressing the
MRI classification problem, using the pixel collection dataset rather than the image
collection dataset employed classically. The best classification results were obtained
using PE-BC method. PE-BC method, based on LDA, is easy to implement, quick,
robust, and only requires two pre-processing steps, slice and ROI selection and in-
tensity normalization. Notwithstanding, depending on the problem being analyzed,
some additional preprocessing operations may be required.
Important limitations of most MRI analysis protocols include the need of nu-
merous pre-processing steps as registration, noise reduction, normalization, region
of interest selection and dimensionality reduction, all of them involving different re-
quirements and objectives. These pre-processing procedures are based on extensive
and complex mathematical treatments involving important assumptions, frequently
leading to significant approximations to be able to describe the real problem in
terms of the theoretical frame. Excessive transformations may, in addition, degen-
erate the information contained in the image and thus, minimizing the number of
pre-processing steps seems recommendable when implementing any image processing
protocol.
The proposed methodologies may improve this situation. In particular, the PE-
BC method does not require performing registration, as in the conventional setting,
remaining less costly in terms of computing time, and avoiding the limitations of
this operation. The registration operation constitutes, precisely, a fundamental
problem in biomedical imaging and many methods and automatic software have
been proposed to perform it [Hill et al., 2001]. Therefore, the selection of one spe-
cific registration method to be applied becomes often a difficult decision. Notably,
some alignment algorithms incorporate transformations that can modify the intens-
ity value of the image pixels, which may not be appropriate for analyses based on
pixel intensities, since these transformations can deteriorate, or invalidate, other-
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wise useful information [Hutton and Braun, 2003, Razlighi et al., 2013, Johnson and
Fischer, 2015, Guyader et al., 2015]. On these grounds, avoiding the use of registra-
tion steps, especially in cases with small number of subjects, represents a valuable
strength of our method to maintain all available information for analysis.
We illustrate the performance PE-BC approach by analyzing MRI dataset of
cerebral activation in three species subjected to a feeding/fasting paradigm, and
MRI datasets of gliomas studies in rodents and humans. In these problems, using a
leave-one-out strategy, our classification method obtained valuable results, reaching
successes greater than 74% in the appetite stimulation datasets and 82% in gliomas
studies datasets. Moreover, the P-BC method, which requires image registration,
did not reach accuracies greater than 67% in appetite stimulation datasets.
However, the classification methodology described may be subjected to overfit-
ting. To investigate if overfitting occurred in our experiments, we implemented,
besides the leave-one-out strategy, a validation strategy based on applying the clas-
sification methodology to artificially constructed class labels, generated from ran-
domly assigned class labels. Since the separability obtained for the real classes is in
most cases in the top 10% (considering all possible class label reassignments in all
analyzed datasets), we assume there is no evidence of overfitting. Only in two data-
bases, Appetite 2 and Tumor 3, we obtained less good results, probably reflecting
noisier images or the contribution of specific tumor heterogeneities, respectively.
In addition, two parameters of the PE-BC method may influence the classifica-
tion; the number of eigenvectors used in PCA and the elimination of a percentage
of the overlapping area within the model distributions. Thus, the PE-BC method
presents the limitation of how to select the most appropriate values for these para-
meters for every specific problem. We suggest that the selection of these parameters
might be addressed using cross-validation for large datasets.
In summary, this chapter provided new supervised learning methods to analyze
biomedical MR images based on pixel by pixel analysis. Our methods are shown
to be able to identify automatically the cerebral structures involved in appetite
regulation and to classify glioma grading and sexual dimorphism. These findings
provide a measure of confidence supporting further developments in this field.
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Chapter 5
Unsupervised learning
In this chapter, we propose a new unsupervised learning algorithm for the ana-
lysis of MRI datasets. The first sections describe the mathematical fundamentals
and the steps of the algorithm. The following sections describe the results of ap-
plying this algorithm to synthetic datasets and to real MRI datasets, as well as the
related discussion.
5.1 Introduction
In the biomedical research field, when a pathology is studied, it becomes of out-
most interest to identify the patterns shared by all the subjects, referred to as in-
variant patterns, and also the patterns specific to specific subsets of the investigated
population, referred to as specific patterns. Analysis of the invariant and specific
patterns can help enormously in the diagnosis, prognosis and selection of the appro-
priate treatments. Such is the case of primary brain tumors of the central nervous
system, named gliomas. These tumors have common features that allow them to
be diagnosed and classified in low and high grade, with very different recommended
treatments. However, glioma tumours are not homogeneous among patients and at
the intratumoral voxel level, justifying why within similar cohorts of patients, some
respond favorably to treatment while others do not [Patel et al., 2014, Ke et al.,
2014, Victoria et al., 2015].
Figure 5.1 shows the scatter plots for normalized intensities values of tumor
pixels in MRI dataset acquired from low (rat 1 to rat 10) and high-grade (rat 11
to rat 20) glioma rat model. The axes of each graph represent the intensity values
of each tumor pixel in the two acquired images, MT and T2w images. Observing
these graphs it is not possible to find a structure in the data that allows to identify
common patterns (pixels clusters, in this case) for all high-grade tumors and for
all low-grade tumors; due to the huge variability that exists between the different
individuals studied.
Clustering algorithms can be used to find natural patterns in datasets that are
beyond human perception. Usually, when these techniques are applied to biomed-
ical images each the data acquired from each subject is analyzed independently,
and then, the general structures are extracted. This approach does not consider
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Figure 5.1: Data variability in glioma grade experiments after normalization. Rep-
resentation of intensities values of tumor pixels in MRI dataset acquired from low (rat 1 to rat 10)
and high-grade (rat 11 to rat 20) glioma rat model. The x-axis represents the intensity value of a
tumor pixel in the MT image and the y-axis represents the intensity value of the same tumor pixel
in the T2w image.
explicitly the relationship between the different investigated subjects, and there-
fore, shared patterns may be missed. On the other hand, different images from
each subject may be combined into a unique dataset, before a standard clustering
algorithm is applied, neglecting the different sources of the data and the specific
pattern variations associated, precluding to exploit all the available information.
On these grounds, the unsupervised learning method presented in this chapter
is a novel clustering algorithm for the joint analysis of datasets obtained from dif-
ferent subjects, detecting both invariant and variant patterns of the data, that are
not possible to identify using the standard clustering methods. This idea was in-
spired in earlier approaches [Pe´rez and Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s, 2007, Pe´rez and Sa´nchez-
Montan˜e´s, 2009, Sa´nchez-Montan˜e´s and Baroni, 2010]. We illustrate the perform-
ance of this approach using synthetic datasets and MRI datasets of gliomas from
animal models.
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5.2 The Expectation-Maximization (EM) generic
algorithm
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977, Bilmes
et al., 1998] is a strategy for parameter estimation in parametric probabilistic models
with hidden variables. Let us assume that we have a set of observed data Do.
According to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter estimation strategy, the
optimal values for the parameters Θ of the probabilistic model p˜(Do|Θ) are
Θˆ = arg max
Θ
L(Θ) (5.1)
with L(Θ) being the likelihood
L(Θ;Do) ≡ p˜(Do|Θ) (5.2)
The hidden (unobserved) variables are taken into account using the law of total
probability
L(Θ;Do) ≡ p˜(Do|Θ) =
∑
Dh
p˜(Do,Dh|Θ) (5.3)
Therefore, the ML estimator is determined by equations 5.1 and 5.3.
Since the logarithm is a monotonically increasing function the ML estimator
equations can be rewritten in an alternative way as
Θˆ = arg max
Θ
`(Θ) (5.4)
with
`(Θ;Do) ≡ ln p˜(Do|Θ) = ln
∑
Dh
p˜(Do,Dh|Θ) (5.5)
The quantity ` is called the log-likelihood. This alternative way of expressing
the ML estimator is mathematically convenient when the dataset Do is assumed to
be formed by a collection of statistically independent observations. However, the
equations for the ML estimator (both alternatives) can be analytically resolved only
in some simplified special cases. For example, when the probabilistic model does
not assume hidden variables and the observations are assumed to be iid (identically
independently distributed) following a Gaussian distribution. For most complex
probability models an analytical expression for the ML estimator can not be derived.
In those cases a strategy is direct numerical optimization, but this usually implies
huge computational costs.
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An efficient alternative way for doing this optimization is EM. Since p˜(Do|Θ)
has no dependence on Dh we can write
`(Θ;Do) = ln p˜(Do|Θ) · 1
= ln p˜(Do|Θ) ·
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θ′)
=
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θ′) · ln p˜(Do|Θ)
On the other hand, p(h, o|t) = p(h|o, t) · p(o|t) in general. Therefore, p(o|t) =
p(o, h|t)/p(h|o, t). Using this in previous equation we get
`(Θ;Do) =
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θ′) · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ)
p˜(Dh|Do,Θ) (5.6)
Now let us assume that we have an iterative algorithm that updates the para-
meters Θ in each step. The increase in the log-likelihood in step n+ 1 is
`(Θn+1)− `(Θn) =
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θ′) ·
[
ln
p˜(Dh,Do|Θn+1)
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn+1) − ln
p˜(Dh,Do|Θn)
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn)
]
Choosing Θ′ = Θn and rearranging terms we get
`(Θn+1)− `(Θn) = DKL +
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn) · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ
n+1)
p˜(Dh,Do|Θn) (5.7)
The term DKL is non-negative since it is the Kullback-Leibler divergence from
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn+1) to p˜(Dh|Do,Θn), which is always ≥ 0
DKL =
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn) · ln p˜(Dh|Do,Θ
n)
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn+1)
The second term, when maximized with respect to Θn+1, is always non-negative
since Θn+1 = Θn makes it equal to 0.
In summary, the following iterative algorithm guarantees that the log-likelihood
never decreases at each step:
Θn+1 ← arg max
Θ
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn) · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ) (5.8)
This leads to the EM algorithm:
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1. Initialization: Choose (random) initial parameters Θ0. n← 0
2. Expectation step: Calculate αDh = p˜(Dh|Do,Θn)
3. Maximization step:
Θn+1 ← arg max
Θ
∑
Dh
αDh · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ)
4. Stop criterium: If the stop criterium is not satisfied go back to 2
In case it can be assumed that the dataset is a collection of N identically inde-
pendently distributed observations {xi}Ni=1 the EM algorithm can be simplified:
1. Initialization: Choose (random) initial parameters Θ0. n← 0
2. Expectation step: Calculate αi,h = p˜(h|xi,Θn)
3. Maximization step:
Θn+1 ← arg max
Θ
n∑
i=1
∑
h
αi,h · ln p˜(h,xi|Θ)
4. Stop criterium: If the stop criterium is not satisfied go back to 2
5.3 Extending EM for MAP parameter estima-
tion
Let us assume that we have a set of observed data Do. According to the Max-
imum a Posteriori (MAP) parameter estimation strategy, the optimal values for the
parameters Θ of the probabilistic model {p˜(Do|Θ), p˜(Θ)} are
Θˆ = arg max
Θ
L′(Θ) (5.9)
with L′(Θ) being
L′(Θ;Do) ≡ p˜(Do|Θ) · p˜(Θ) (5.10)
The hidden (unobserved) variables are taken into account using the law of total
probability
L′(Θ;Do) ≡ p˜(Do|Θ) · p˜(Θ) =
[∑
Dh
p˜(Do,Dh|Θ)
]
· p˜(Θ) (5.11)
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Therefore the MAP estimator is determined by equations 5.9 and 5.11.
Since the logarithm is a monotonically increasing function the MAP estimator
equations can be rewritten in an alternative way as
Θˆ = arg max
Θ
`′(Θ) (5.12)
with
`′(Θ;Do) ≡ `(Θ;Do) + ln p˜(Θ) (5.13)
Using equation 5.7 we get
`′(Θn+1)− `′(Θn) = DKL +
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn) · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ
n+1)
p˜(Dh,Do|Θn) + ln
p˜(Θn+1)
p˜(Θn)
(5.14)
As before, the term DKL is non-negative since it is the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence from p˜(Dh|Do,Θn+1) to p˜(Dh|Do,Θn). The sum of the second and third terms,
when maximized with respect to Θn+1, is always non-negative since Θn+1 = Θn
makes it equal to 0.
The following iterative algorithm then guarantees that the extended log-likelihood
never decreases at each step:
Θn+1 ← arg max
Θ
[
ln p˜(Θ) +
∑
Dh
p˜(Dh|Do,Θn) · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ)
]
(5.15)
This leads to the following extended EM algorithm that performs MAP para-
meter estimation:
1. Initialization: Choose (random) initial parameters Θ0. n← 0
2. Expectation step: Calculate αDh = p˜(Dh|Do,Θn)
3. Maximization step:
Θn+1 ← arg max
Θ
[
ln p˜(Θ) +
∑
Dh
αDh · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ)
]
(5.16)
4. Stop criterium: If the stop criterium is not satisfied go back to 2
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5.4 Multiclustering
Let us assume that our dataset is composed by M subsets
Do =
{D1o, ...,DMo } (5.17)
with subset j composed by N j observations
Djo = {xj,i}N
j
i=1 (5.18)
Our statistical model assumes that the observations in a given subset are iid
following a Gaussian mixture of K components; the priors of the components in
subset j are {pij,c}Kc=1; the centers of the components in subset j are {mj,c}Kc=1 and
their covariance matrices are {Cc}Kc=1. Therefore the covariance matrix of component
c is assumed to be the same across all the subsets. The probability distribution in
the whole dataset is then
p˜(Dh,Do|Θ) =
M∏
j=1
Nj∏
i=1
p˜
(
hi,xi| {pij,c,mj,c,Cc}Kc=1
)
(5.19)
Now we can rewrite the last term of 5.16 as
∑
Dh
αDh · ln p˜(Dh,Do|Θ) =
∑
Dh
αDh ·
M∑
j=1
Nj∑
i=1
ln p˜
(
hi,xi| {pij,c,mj,c,Cc}Kc=1
)
=
M∑
j=1
Nj∑
i=1
∑
h
αi,j,c · ln p˜
(
c,xi| {pij,c,mj,c,Cc}Kc=1
)
with αi,j,c = p˜
(
c |xj,i,
{
pinj,c,m
n
j,c,C
n
c
}K
c=1
)
Now we will discuss the meaning of the log-prior ln p˜(Θ) in equation 5.15 and
propose a prior for our multiclustering problem. A non uniform prior reflects that
some parameter configurations are in principle preferred to others. In our case
we would like that the component means mj,c do not vary “too much” across the
subsets, that is, mj,c ∼mj′,c. We represent this preferrence as
mj,c = mc + ej,c (5.20)
and
ln p˜(Θ) = −γ
∑
j,c
wj DKL (Gc||Gj,c) (5.21)
where Gj,c is the probability distribution of component c in subset j (which has
mean mj,c and covariance matrix Cc) and Gc represents a consensum of the different
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probability distributions of component c across the subsets (mean mc and covariance
matrix Cc). The factor wj is a parameter that weights the influence of each subset
in the log-prior. It is straightforward to show that the log-prior is
ln p˜(Θ) = −γ
2
∑
j,c
wj
{
[mj,c −mc]T C−1c [mj,c −mc] + d+ d ln 2pi + |Cc|
}
(5.22)
5.4.1 Derivation of the specific equations
A closed-form expression for the maximization of 5.16 can be derived in some
cases. Since we are assuming that the components are characterized by Gaussian
distributions we get that the functional to maximize is
f = −γ
2
∑
j,c
wj
{
[mj,c −mc]T C−1c [mj,c −mc] + d+ d ln 2pi + ln |Cc|
}
+
∑
i,j,c
αi,j,c ·
[
lnpij,c − d
2
ln 2pi +
1
2
ln |C−1c | −
1
2
[xj,i −mj,c]T C−1c [xj,i −mj,c]
]
+
∑
j
λj
(
1−
∑
c
pij,c
)
We introduced the last term in order to take into account the constraint
∑
c pij,c =
1. In the appendix we derive the following expressions for the parameter values that
maximize the functional:
pin+1j,c =
1
Nj
∑
i
αi,j,c
mn+1c =
[∑
j
γ wj
∑
i αi,j,c
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
]−1∑
j
γ wj
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
mn+1j,c =
1
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
[
γ wj m
n+1
c +
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
]
Cn+1c = Ac + Bc
with
Ac =
1
γ
∑
j wj +
∑
i,j αi,j,c
∑
j
γ wj
[
mn+1j,c −mn+1c
] [
mn+1j,c −mn+1c
]T
Bc =
1
γ
∑
j wj +
∑
i,j αi,j,c
∑
i,j
αi,j,c
[
xj,i −mn+1j,c
] [
xj,i −mn+1j,c
]T
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5.4.2 Special cases
In order to check our equations we will consider two special cases:
Special case 1: Only one subset (M = 1)
In this case our equations simplify to:
pin+1c =
1
N
∑
i
αi,c
mn+1c =
1∑
i αi,c
∑
i
αi,c xi
Cn+1c =
1
γ w +
∑
i αi,c
∑
i
αi,c
[
xi −mn+1c
] [
xi −mn+1c
]T
For γ = 0 these equations coincide with the standard EM equations for a mixture
of Gaussians.
Special case 2: γ →∞
In this case Cn+1c → 0, so αi,j,c → 0, 1. The algorithm then gets:
mn+1c =
1∑
j Nj,c
∑
j
Nj,c µj,c
mn+1j,c = m
n+1
c
which is equivalent to k-means applied to a single set formed by the union of all
the subsets.
Special case 3: covariance matrices → 0
In this case the αi,j,c → 0, 1. The algorithm gets:
mn+1c =
[∑
j
γ wjNj,c
γ wj +Nj,c
]−1∑
j
γ wjNj,c
γ wj +Nj,c
µj,c
mn+1j,c =
1
γ wj +Nj,c
[
γ wj m
n+1
c +Nj,c µj,c
]
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5.5 Results
We investigated the performance of multiclustering algorithm in the analysis of
synthetic data and MRI data. This section shows the results obtained in each case.
In addition, the results of our algorithm are compared with the results obtained by
applying two conventional clustering algorithms to analyze the same data. All the
images where provided as a single dataset to the standard algorithms in order to
find the common patterns.
5.5.1 Synthetic examples
Two experiments with synthetic data were performed using different 2D-Gaussian
distribution setups. First, random samples where generated from five different 2D-
Gaussian distributions. The samples from each distribution where grouped into dif-
ferent datasets, one per distribution, so each dataset represents a synthetic cluster
(Figure 5.2). On the second experiment random samples where generated from three
different 2D-Gaussian, but in this case datatasets contain samples from each of the
distributions but with different priors, which is the probability of getting samples
from each specific cluster (Figure 5.3). This is the expected case for real scenarios,
where some subjects will just present a few of the natural clusters.
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Figure 5.2: Synthetic example 1 with different clusters in each dataset. First row
presents the natural structure of the simulated data and each other row shows the pixels that are
assigned to each of the five clusters that algorithms are configured to find.
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For the first experiment, Figure 5.2 gathers the results using different clustering
algorithms; k-means, Gaussian mixture with standard EM (GMM-EM), and mul-
ticlustering. When compared with the ground truth, located at the first row of the
figure, it is observed that our algorithm is able to successfully detect the natural
structure of the data, internally determining that each dataset exposes a different
cluster. On the other hand, k-means and GMM-EM algorithms, which are not aware
that there are different sources of data, can only find clusters in the complete mix of
datasets, which is why multiple cluster are incorrectly found in each source dataset.
The results of the second experiment, is shown in figure 5.3, where the same
algorithms are applied. Again, our algorithm overcomes the standard clustering
methods. Now different clusters are found in each of the source datasets, and the
priors are close to the simulated values in the sense that the proportion of samples
assigned to each cluster is similar to the one in the ground truth. On the other hand,
the other methods are incorrectly assigning the observations, specially because the
proportion of the samples assigned to each cluster does not vary much from each
source dataset to the other.
Figure 5.4 shows the convergence behavior of multiclustering applied to this
dataset.
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Figure 5.3: Synthetic example 2 simulated with three different clusters, which are
not necessarily in all datasets. First row presents the natural structure of the simulated data
and each other row shows the pixels that are assigned to each of the three clusters that algorithms
are configured to find.
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Figure 5.4: Multiclustering algorithm convergence. The extended log-likelihood function,
that is internally maximized by the multiclustering algorithm, is constantly increased until final
convergence is reached.
5.5.2 MRI data
Multiclustering algorithm was also applied to MRI data obtained from three
studies of glioma development in animal models as a prove of concept. A detailed
description of the acquisition and pre-processing of the analyzed data can be found
in the section 3.2. To show our algorithm performance in a simple way, and based
on the expert knowledge of the structure of the analyzed data, the algorithms were
configured to find two cluster.
First study corresponds to twenty glioma rat models, ten of high-grade and ten
of low-grade (Tumor 1 dataset). From each subject two MR images, of types MT
and T2w, where acquired simultaneously. Hence each pixel has two dimensions, one
per image. For the multiclustering case, the source of each pixel was also provided.
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5 show the obtained cluster priors using k-means, GMM-EM,
and multiclustering algorithm in the Tumor 1 dataset. This indicates the proportion
of pixels that are assigned to each cluster for each subject.
The goal of the analysis is to find if there is a pattern, in the form of a cluster, that
is predominantly related to the grade of the tumor which is known but not provided
to the clustering algorithms. In this case, k-means and multiclustering create clusters
that are highly correlated to the tumor types, for instance, multiclustering assigns
higher priory values to C2 on low-graded gliomas images and higher priory values
of C1 on high-graded gliomas images. In this case GMM-EM does not present any
recognizable pattern.
Second study corresponds to twelve high-grade glioma rat model divided in two
subgroups of six male and six female (Tumor 3 dataset). From each subject fourteen
DWI where acquired, with two different b-values per seven directions. Now each
pixel has fourteen dimensions, one per image. Again, algorithms where configured
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to find two clusters.
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.6 present priors found with the algorithms. In this case
the multiclustering priors are completely related to the gender, where all female
subjects present more pixels in C1 and all male subjects locate the majority of the
pixels at C2. k-means also finds high correlation between gender and one of the
created clusters, with two exceptions, and GMM-EM provides the poorer results
again.
Finally, the third study corresponds to ten mouse models of glioblastoma under-
going an antiangiogenic therapy, six of them responded favorably to treatment and
the other four did not (Tumor 4 dataset). In this case each subject provides nine
DWI, with three different b-values per three orthogonal directions. Each pixel has
nine dimensions, one per image. Again, algorithms where configured to find two
clusters.
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.7 present priors found with the algorithms. Again mul-
ticlustering algorithm presents the best performance, because the priors are com-
pletely related to the type of therapy response, higher C1 priors are presented in
“response” cases and all higher C2 priors are presented on “non response” cases.
k-means and GMM-EM also finds some correlation between response type and one
of the created clusters.
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rat grade k-means gmm multicl.
C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2
1 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
2 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
3 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.4
4 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
5 low 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9
6 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
7 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.9
8 0.1 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9
9 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9 0.0 1.0
10 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.7
11 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.4
12 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.8 0.2
13 0.7 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
14 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.3
15 high 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6
16 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.4
17 0.7 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9
18 0.8 0.2 1.0 0.0 0.4 0.6
19 0.9 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
20 0.9 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.9 0.1
Table 5.1: Clusters obtained for the database of glioma grades. K = 2. For each
subject, identified by the first column, the table presents the pixel proportion that is related to
each of the found clusters by the algorithms indicated in the first row.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
low grade 
high grade 
 k−means
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
 gmm
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
 multiclustering
Figure 5.5: Presence of cluster 1 in the different subjects of the glioma grade
database. K = 2. It is appreciated that k-means and multiclustering associate more pixels to
cluster C1 when the subject presents a high degree tumor.
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rat gender k-means gmm multicl.
C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2
1 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.7 0.3
2 0.1 0.9 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
3 female 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.8 0.2
4 0.2 0.8 0.0 1.0 0.8 0.2
5 0.3 0.7 0.0 1.0 0.8 0.2
6 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
7 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
8 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
9 male 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
10 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9
11 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
12 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
Table 5.2: Clusters obtained for the database of gliomas across genders. K = 2. For
each subject, identified by the first column, the table presents the pixel proportion that is related
to each of the found clusters by the algorithms indicated in the first row.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Figure 5.6: Presence of cluster 1 in the different subjects of the gliomas across
genders database. K = 2. It is appreciated that multiclustering associate almost all the pixels
to cluster C1 for male subjects.
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rat evolution k-means gmm multicl.
C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2
1 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9
2 0.8 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.9
3 no response 1.0 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.7
6 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
4 1.0 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6
5 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.5
7 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.4
8 0.9 0.1 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.6
9 response 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.4
10 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
11 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
12 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4
Table 5.3: Clusters obtained for the database of response to anti-angiogenic treat-
ment. K = 2. For each subject, identified by the first column, the table presents the pixel
proportion that is related to each of the found clusters by the algorithms indicated in the first row.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
 gmm
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Figure 5.7: Presence of cluster 1 in the different subjects of the anti-angiogenic
treatment database. K = 2. It is appreciated that multiclustering associate more pixels to
cluster C1 for response subjects.
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5.5.3 Pattern visualization on MRI
The clustering methodology allows the visualization of the localization of the
different clusters within the investigated images, tracing back the original positions
of the pixels, once assigned by the algorithm. Importantly, visual inspection of
the cluster localization could be of help to oncologists by highlighting diagnostic
information of the tumors, such as areas of proliferation and growth or regression.
To illustrate this idea, the multiclustering algorithm was applied to brain tu-
mors in human patients. Specifically, MRI data were analyzed from 35 patients
with gliomas, 17 low grade and 18 high grade, studied through images of types
T1w FLAIR post-gadolinium and T1w pre-gadolinium [FNLCR, 2014]. A more de-
tailed description of the acquisition and pre-processing of these data may be found
in section 3.2. For this analysis we configured the algorithm to find and locate three
clusters in the database, based on expert anatomical assessment of tumor morpho-
logy.
Figure 5.8: Visualization of clusters on MRI scans from representative patients
with low grade gliomas. Clusters are superimposed over a T1w FLAIR post-gadolinium
image. Blue: cluster associates with low or absent proliferation. Green: cluster associates with
intermediate proliferation. Red: cluster associates with high proliferation.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the pixels of each cluster on a representative selection
of the original images of the T1w FLAIR post-gadolinium dimension. The pixels
assigned to each cluster are represented by three different colors. The blue cluster
can be associated to areas of reduced growth and proliferation, the green areas to
regions of intermediate growth or edema, and the red areas to fast growing tumor. It
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Figure 5.9: Visualization of clusters on MRI scans from representative patients
with high grade gliomas. Clusters are superimposed over a T1w FLAIR post-gadolinium
image. Blue: cluster associates with low or absent proliferation. Green: cluster associates with
intermediate proliferation. Red: cluster associates with high proliferation.
is to note that in some cases, even low grade tumors show small zones of intermediate
(green) and fast (red) growth. In high grade glioma tumors, most tumors depict
large green and red areas, indicating they are dominated by intense proliferation
zones, while blue areas indicating reduced or absent growth are very small, or even
inexistent.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed a novel clustering algorithm to find common pat-
terns in small databases, based in the joint analysis of all available data, but being
also able to identify individual contributions. Compared with standard algorithms,
our algorithm presented better results both, in synthetic data and in data from MRI
studies.
The two clustering algorithms chosen as benchmarks, have been previously used
to analyze MRI databases with valuable results [Nguyen et al., 2015, Fontana et al.,
2016, Nekooeimehr et al., 2016, Triadyaksa et al., 2016, Donoso et al., 2010, Si-
mon et al., 2012, Oikonomou and Blekas, 2013, Lu et al., 2013]. The fact that
our multiclustering algorithm outperforms earlier approaches provides a measure of
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confidence on its future developments.
For simplicity and based on expert knowledge, we configured the algorithms
to find two clusters. However, the proposed algorithm is not limited to a specific
number of clusters, but it is still necessary to implement an automatic method to
select the optimum number of clusters that best suits the data. Finding the optimal
number of clusters, may help additionally to find specific patterns that explain
specific characteristics of the tumors that make them resistant to certain therapies.
This algorithm has been used to extract relevant information in experimental
studies with few subjects. Nevertheless, the potential applications of this multiclus-
tering algorithm, are not restricted, or limited to, problems with small numbers of
subjects. In fact, the proposed algorithm is a general purpose method, which can
be applied to larger databases, and to other problems not related to image analysis.
Concerning the results obtained, we were able to find useful patterns to distin-
guish automatically between high grade and low grade gliomas. These may become
very useful to support important clinical decision with enormous therapeutic and
prognostic consequences.
Similarly, we found patterns related to the sexual dimorphism of these tumors,
which may probably help to understand why male tumors are more morbid and
malign than female tumors.
It is noteworthy that the algorithm proposed was able to identify patterns spe-
cifically related to “responders” and to “not responders”, even only after two ses-
sions of anti-angiogenic therapy. Using these patterns to study “responders” and
“non-responders” to anti-angiogenic therapies entails crucial consequences, since
administering the anti-angiogenic therapy to a non-responder represents not only
a waste of economic resources, but also a waste of time to apply a more effective
therapy. These decisions are normally based on previous experience by the medical
team, but the development of diagnostic support environments would help enorm-
ously to strengthen the medical decision, or even support decisions in distant places
where medical advice is unavailable. This opens the path to analyze time-dependent
changes and temporal evolution of tumoral, and non tumoral diseases. The extension
to neurodegenerative pathologies as Alzheimer disease, Parkinson Disease, Multiple
Sclerosis or Lateral Amyotrophic Sclerosis, and their progression with time, consti-
tute a natural extension of the present work.
In summary, the results obtained with our multiclustering algorithm provide a
sound basis to foster further applications in image analysis of brain tumor and other
pathologies.
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5.7 Appendix
The functional to maximize is
f = −γ
2
∑
j,c
wj
{
[mj,c −mc]T C−1c [mj,c −mc] + d+ d ln 2pi + ln |Cc|
}
+
∑
i,j,c
αi,j,c ·
[
lnpij,c − d
2
ln 2pi +
1
2
ln |C−1c | −
1
2
[xj,i −mj,c]T C−1c [xj,i −mj,c]
]
+
∑
j
λj
(
1−
∑
c
pij,c
)
Derivative wrt pij,c
In order to take into account the constraint
∑
c pij,c = 1 we have to add to the
functional f the Lagrangian constraint
∑
j λj (1−
∑
c pij,c). The derivative of the
expanded functional wrt pij,c is: ∑
i
αi,j,c
1
pij,c
− λj
Equating this to zero and rearranging terms gives us:
pi∗j,c =
1
λ∗j
∑
i
αi,j,c
Summing in c in both left and right terms we get:
1 =
1
λ∗j
∑
i,c
αi,j,c =
1
λ∗j
Nj
Therefore, λ∗j = Nj and
pi∗j,c =
1
Nj
∑
i
αi,j,c
Derivative wrt mc
The derivative of the functional f wrt mc is
∂
∂mc
f = γ
∑
c
wjC
−1
c [mj,c −mc]
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Equating to zero and simplifying we get
m∗c =
1∑
j wj
∑
j
wj ·m∗j,c
Derivative wrt mj,c
The derivative of the functional f wrt mj,c is
∂
∂mj,c
f = γ wj C
−1
c [mj,c −mc] +
∑
i
αi,j,cC
−1
c [mj,c − xj,i]
Equating to zero and simplifying we get:
m∗j,c =
1
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
[
γ wj m
∗
c +
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
]
Now,
m∗c =
1∑
j wj
∑
j
wj
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
[
γ wj m
∗
c +
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
]
m∗c
∑
j
wj = m
∗
c
∑
j
γ w2j
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
+
∑
j
wj
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
m∗c
∑
j
wj
∑
i αi,j,c
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
=
∑
j
wj
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
That is
m∗c =
[∑
j
wj
∑
i αi,j,c
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
]−1∑
j
wj
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
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Derivative wrt C−1c
The derivative of the functional f wrt C−1c is
∂
∂C−1c
f = − γ
2
∑
j
wj
{
[mj,c −mc] [mj,c −mc]T −C−1c
}
+
1
2
∑
i,j
αi,j,c
[
Cc − [xj,i −mj,c] [xj,i −mj,c]T
]
Equating to zero and simplifying we get
C∗c =
1
γ
∑
j wj +
∑
i,j αi,j,c
∑
j
γ wj
[
m∗j,c −m∗c
] [
m∗j,c −m∗c
]T
+
1
γ
∑
j wj +
∑
i,j αi,j,c
∑
i,j
αi,j,c
[
xj,i −m∗j,c
] [
xj,i −m∗j,c
]T
In summary, we got that the parameter values that optimize the functional f
are
pin+1j,c =
1
Nj
∑
i
αi,j,c
mn+1c =
[∑
j
γ wj
∑
i αi,j,c
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
]−1∑
j
γ wj
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
mn+1j,c =
1
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
[
γ wj m
n+1
c +
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
]
Cn+1c = Ac + Bc
with
Ac =
1
γ
∑
j wj +
∑
i,j αi,j,c
∑
j
γ wj
[
mn+1j,c −mn+1c
] [
mn+1j,c −mn+1c
]T
Bc =
1
γ
∑
j wj +
∑
i,j αi,j,c
∑
i,j
αi,j,c
[
xj,i −mn+1j,c
] [
xj,i −mn+1j,c
]T
mn+1j,c −mn+1c =
1
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
[
γ wj m
n+1
c +
∑
i
αi,j,c xj,i
]
−mn+1c
=
1
γ wj +
∑
i αi,j,c
∑
i
αi,j,c
[
xj,i −mn+1c
]
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
This chapter presents the main conclusions that can be derived from the work
performed and the results obtained in this research. In addition, we propose some
interesting lines of future work.
6.1 Conclusions
The lines of work addressed, as well as the interpretation and discussion of the
results obtained, allow us to arrive to the following conclusions:
1. We provided a general and updated overview on the basic fundamentals of
Magnetic Resonance Imaging methods, the image pre-processing techniques
and image analysis methodologies, focusing more deeply in the widely used
machine learning algorithms, as well as their advantages and limitations.
2. We implemented the Fisher Map methodology, an supervised learning al-
gorithm, to analyze DWI datasets from the brain of rodents and humans under
a fasting paradigm, comparing the results with those obtained from a clas-
sical mono-exponential model of diffusion. Both methodologies used the same
DWI datasets and yielded consistent results, but the Fisher Maps methodo-
logy avoided physiological uncertainties and processing limitations underlying
the model-dependent interpretations. Fisher Maps demonstrated the simul-
taneous activation of hypothalamic and cortico-limbic structures, albeit with
different appetite index in rodents and humans. In particular, rodents and
humans showed similar hypothalamic activations, but rodents depicted more
intense activations of cortico-limbic structures than humans, for similar fasting
periods. Finally, the Fisher Maps methodology may be easily applied to other
cerebral activation paradigms, complementing conveniently standard analysis
protocols.
3. We propose, apply and validate an alternative model-free classification meth-
odology to address the analysis of MRI datasets with small number of subjects,
implementing two classification strategies: Pixel Ensemble-Based Classifica-
tion (PE-BC) and Pixel-Based Classification (P-BC). This methodology was
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applied to analyze the DWI datasets of an appetite paradigm and MRI data-
sets of gliomas, both in rodents and humans. Using the PE-BC strategy, the
lowest classification accuracy obtained was 75%, on twelve appetite conditions
from six mice, and the highest accuracy was 92% on twelve high-grade glio-
mas from female and male rat models. The PB-C method was only applied to
analyze the appetite paradigm datasets, obtaining 67% of classification accur-
acy at best. Thus, the PE-BC method achieved the best classification results,
can be easily implemented, does not require image registration, and may be
extended effortlessly to other image classification problems.
4. We develop and illustrate the performance of a novel unsupervised learning
algorithm. This algorithm is able to analyze together data from different
sources and group the observations into clusters that may or may not appear
in all sources. This procedure allows finding common patterns among all
the studied subjects and patterns that are specific to a subset, which is not
currently possible by applying standard clustering methods. Our algorithm
is a general purpose clustering method, that is to say, although in this work
we have focused on its application in experimental data of few subjects, this
algorithm can also be applied in other contexts. Another advantage of this
algorithm is its flexibility to adapt to the variability of the data in each of the
datasets analyzed jointly, being able to optimize different means for the same
cluster in different datasets. In this thesis, we have illustrated the advantages
of our algorithm by showing the results obtained by analyzing synthetic data
and MRI collections from brain tumor studies. The results obtained form the
basis for future applications of this algorithm as support in the investigation
of brain tumors and other pathologies.
5. In summary, this thesis provides new useful approach for the automatic ex-
traction of relevant information in contexts where small datasets are available.
Moreover, novel supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods are
proposed, able to work in these contexts.
A detailed discussion about the most revealing results can be found in sections
4.4 and 5.6.
6.2 Future work
Present results pave the way to a plethora of future developments, improving
both basic research and diagnostic medicine. The following may be envisioned at
present;
1. The Fisher Maps approach may be applied to other cerebral activation paradigms
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and non-invasive tests on cerebral performance. Mapping any cerebral stimu-
lation, motor or sensory task, or monitoring the progress of neurodegenerative
disorders, constitute reasonably affordable objectives for the near future.
2. Extend PE-BC method with projections that combine adjacent pixels in order
to exploit the expected relation of related brain tissues. In this setup bigger
datasets will be required to prevent the overfitting caused by the increased
complexity of the models.
3. Further improvememts can be added to the multiclustering algorithm. First,
the choice of the number of clusters in the presented methods is not auto-
matized. Several methods have been proposed in the scientific literature to
accomplish this task[Liu et al., 2010, Sweeney et al., 2015, Tellaroli et al.,
2016, Ren et al., 2016] Future work can include this development combin-
ing the presented clustering method with techniques such as the validation
method based on negentropy [Lago-Ferna´ndez et al., 2009, Lago-Ferna´ndez
and Corbacho, 2010] for determining the optimal number of clusters.
Another important aspect that can be improved is the ability to allow small
variations in the distributions fitted to each of the clusters depending on the
data source, specially the covariance matrix. To this end, the likelihood func-
tion could be extended allowing transformations on the covariance matrices
different in each data source, but including some penalization for too different
distribution parameters.
Finally different distribution mixes could be implemented such as lognormal
distribution in order to support other cluster shapes like asymmetric clusters.
4. Apply the proposed clustering algorithm to other pattern recognition prob-
lems, for example, to predict the preferences of a user in databases from ap-
plications such as Netflix, based on the historical behavior of that user and
that of other users related with him.
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Chapter 7
Conclusiones y trabajo futuro
Este cap´ıtulo presenta las principales conclusiones que pueden derivarse del tra-
bajo realizado y de los resultados obtenidos en esta investigacio´n. Adema´s, propo-
nemos algunas l´ıneas interesantes de trabajo futuro.
7.1 Conclusiones
Las l´ıneas de trabajo abordadas, as´ı como la interpretacio´n y discusio´n de los
resultados obtenidos nos permiten arribar a las siguientes conclusiones:
1. Proporcionamos una descripcio´n general y actualizada de los fundamentos
ba´sicos de los me´todos de Imagen por Resonancia Magne´tica (MRI por sus
siglas en ingle´s), las te´cnicas de pre-procesamiento y los me´todos de ana´lisis
de ima´genes, resen˜ando en ma´s detalle los algoritmos de machine learning ma´s
comunmente usados, as´ı como sus principales ventajas y limitaciones.
2. Implementamos la metodolog´ıa Fisher Maps, un algoritmo de aprendizaje su-
pervisado para analizar datasets de ima´genes de difusio´n de cerebros de roedo-
res y humanos bajo estimulacio´n por apetito. Comparamos nuestros resultados
con los obtenidos aplicando el cla´sico modelo mono-exponencial de difusio´n a
los mismos conjuntos de datos; obteniendo resultados consistentes en ambos
casos. Sin embargo, la metodolog´ıa Fisher Maps evita la incertidumbre y li-
mitaciones de procesamiento subyacentes en las interpretaciones dependientes
de modelo. Los mapas obtenidos demostraron la activacio´n simulta´nea de es-
tructuras hipotala´micas y cortico-l´ımbicas, aunque con diferentes valores de
ı´ndice de apetito entre roedores y humanos. En particular, roedores y humanos
mostraron similares activaciones hipotala´micas, pero los roedores presentaron
activaciones ma´s intensas que los humanos en las estructuras cortico-l´ımbicas
para per´ıodos de ayuno similares. Finalmente, la metodolog´ıa Fisher Maps
puede aplicarse fa´cilmente a otros paradigmas de activacio´n cerebral, comple-
mentando convenientemente los protocolos de ana´lisis cla´sicos.
3. Propusimos, aplicamos y validamos una metodolog´ıa alternativa de clasifica-
cio´n, independiente de modelo, para analizar ima´genes MRI con un nu´me-
ro limitado de sujetos; implementando dos estrategias de clasificacio´n: Pixel
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Ensemble-Based Classification (PE-BC) y Pixel-Based Classification(P-BC).
Esta metodolog´ıa se empleo´ para analizar conjuntos de datos de ima´genes de
MR ponderadas en difusio´n, adquiridas en roedores y humanos bajo estimula-
cio´n por apetito; as´ı como tambie´n para analizar conjuntos de MRI de tumores
en roedores y humanos. Con la estrategia PE-BC la menor precisio´n de clasifi-
cacio´n obtenida fue 75 % para doce condiciones de est´ımulo por apetito de seis
sujetos, y la mayor precisio´n fue del 92 % para doce gliomas de alto grado en
modelos de ratas hembras y machos. Con el me´todo PB-C solo se analizaron
los conjuntos de datos de estimulacio´n por apetito, alcanza´ndose una precisio´n
de clasificacio´n del 67 % en el mejor de los casos. Por tanto, el me´todo PE-BC
obtuvo los mejores resultados de clasificacio´n, puede ser facilmente implemen-
tado, no requiere alinear las ima´genes, y puede ser extendido sin complejidad
a otros problemas de clasificacio´n de ima´genes.
4. Desarrollamos y mostramos el desempen˜o de un nuevo algoritmo de aprendi-
zaje no supervisado. Este algoritmo es capaz de analizar conjuntamente datos
provenientes de distintas fuentes y agrupar las observaciones en grupos que
pueden o no aparecer en todas las fuentes. Este procedimiento permite encon-
trar patrones comunes a todos los sujetos estudiados y otros espec´ıficos a un
subconjunto de los mismos, lo cual no es posible actualmente aplicando los
me´todos de agrupamiento cla´sicos. Nuestro algoritmo es un me´todo de agru-
pamiento de propo´sito general, es decir, aunque en este trabajo nos hemos
centrado en su aplicacio´n en datos experimentales de pocos sujetos, este al-
goritmo puede tambie´n ser aplicado en otros contextos. Otra ventaja de este
algoritmo es su flexibilidad para adaptarse a la variabilidad de los datos en
cada uno de los conjuntos de datos analizados conjuntamente, siendo capaz
de optimizar medias diferentes para un mismo grupo en distintos conjuntos de
datos. En esta tesis hemos ilustrado las ventajas de nuestro algoritmo mostran-
do los resultados obtenidos analizando datos sinte´ticos y colecciones de MRI
de estudios de tumores cerebrales. Los resultados obtenidos sientan las bases
para futuras aplicaciones de este algoritmo como apoyo en la investigacio´n de
tumores cerebrales y otras patolog´ıas.
5. En resumen, esta tesis proporciona un nuevo y u´ltil enfoque para la extrac-
cio´n automa´tica de informacio´n relevante en contextos donde se dispone de
datos provenientes de un nu´mero reducido de sujetos. Adema´s, se proponen
nuevos me´todos de machine learning, tanto de aprendizaje supervisado como
no supervisado, capaces de trabajar en estos contextos.
Se puede consultar una discusio´n detallada de los resultados ma´s revelantes en
las secciones 4.4 y 5.6.
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7.2 Trabajo futuro
Los resultados actuales allanan el camino para otros desarrollos futuros, mejo-
rando tanto la investigacio´n ba´sica como la medicina diagno´stica. En la actualidad
se pueden prever los siguientes:
1. La metololog´ıa Fisher Maps puede aplicarse a otros paradigmas de activacio´n
cerebral y pruebas no invasivas sobre el rendimiento cerebral. El mapeo de
cualquier estimulacio´n cerebral, la tarea motora o sensorial, o el seguimiento
del progreso de los trastornos neurodegenerativos, constituyen objetivos razo-
nablemente asequibles para el futuro pro´ximo.
2. Extender el me´todo Pixel Ensemble-Based Classification usando proyecciones
que combinen p´ıxeles adyacentes para tener en cuenta la relacio´n entre los te-
jidos cerebrales relacionados. En esta configuracio´n se requerira´n conjuntos de
datos ma´s grandes para evitar el sobreajuste causado por la mayor complejidad
de los modelos.
3. Implementar mejoras en el algoritmo de agrupamiento presentado. Por un
lado, la eleccio´n del nu´mero de grupos no es automa´tica. En la literatura
cient´ıfica han sido propuestos varios me´todos para llevar a cabo esta tarea
[Liu et al., 2010, Sweeney et al., 2015, Tellaroli et al., 2016, Ren et al., 2016].
Como trabajo futuro proponemos resolver esta limitacio´n usando te´cnicas tales
como el me´todo de validacio´n basado en negentrop´ıa [Lago-Ferna´ndez et al.,
2009, Lago-Ferna´ndez and Corbacho, 2010] para determinar el nu´mero o´ptimo
de grupos.
Otro aspecto importante que se puede mejorar es la capacidad de permitir pe-
quen˜as variaciones en las distribuciones ajustadas en cada uno de los grupos
dependiendo de la fuente de datos, especialmente en la matriz de covarianza.
Para ello, la funcio´n de verosimilitud podr´ıa extenderse permitiendo transfor-
maciones en las matrices de covarianza diferentes en cada fuente de datos, pero
incluyendo algunas penalizaciones para para´metros de distribucio´n demasiado
diferentes.
Finalmente se podr´ıan implementar diferentes mixturas de distribuciones, tales
como la distribucio´n lognormal, con el fin de soportar grupos asime´tricos y de
otras formas.
4. Aplicar el algoritmo de agrupamiento propuesto a otros problemas de recono-
cimiento de patrones, por ejemplo, para predecir las preferencias de un usuario
en bases de datos de aplicaciones como Netflix, basa´ndose en el comportamien-
to histo´rico de ese usuario y el de otros usuarios relacionados con e´l.
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